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Rare events are processes that occur upon the emergence of unlikely fluctuations. Unlike what their
name suggests, rare events are fairly ubiquitous in nature, as the occurrence of many structural
transformations in biology and material sciences is predicated upon crossing large free energy bar-
riers. Probing the kinetics and uncovering the molecular mechanisms of possible barrier crossings
in a system is critical to predicting and controlling its structural and functional properties. Due
to their activated nature, however, rare events are exceptionally difficult to study using conven-
tional experimental and computational techniques. In recent decades, a wide variety of specialized
computational techniques– known as advanced sampling techniques– have been developed to sys-
tematically capture improbable fluctuations relevant to rare events. In this perspective, we focus
on a technique called forward flux sampling (Allen et al., J. Chem. Phys., 124: 024102, 2006), and
overview its recent methodological variants and extensions. We also provide a detailed overview of
its application to study a wide variety of rare events, and map out potential avenues for further
explorations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Rare events are an important– and ubiquitous– class of
phenomena that occur in both macroscopic and molec-
ular systems, ranging from extreme weather events,1
earthquakes,2 social unrest,3 stock market crashes,4
and electric grid failures5 in the macroscopic realm to
crystal nucleation,6 protein folding7,8 and aggregation,9
and DNA hybridization10 in the realm of atoms and
molecules. What unifies all these disparate processes
is that their occurrence involves infrequent– but swift–
changes that are caused by intrinsic and infrequent fluc-
tuations in the corresponding system. Due to the rar-
ity of such fluctuations, a wide separation of timescales
emerges between the time needed for the completion of
the actual event and the wait time between consecu-
tive events. This, in turn, makes the task of efficiently
probing the kinetics of rare events extremely challeng-
ing both experimentally and computationally. On one
hand, most experimental techniques lack the spatiotem-
poral resolution needed for capturing the highly localized
and swift fluctuations relevant to rare events, and even
though efforts are underway to develop high-resolution
ultrafast imaging and microscopy techniques,11–13 exper-
iments are still not fully capable of realtime monitoring
of many microscopic rare events. Conventional computa-
tional techniques such as molecular dynamics (MD)14 or
Monte Carlo (MC),15 on the other hand, are well-suited
for monitoring a rare event during its occurrence, but can
be too inefficient to capture the waiting time that elapses
prior to its occurrence. As a result, specialized advanced
sampling techniques have been developed over the years
to conduct a targeted sampling of the infrequent fluctua-
tions that are relevant for the occurrence and completion
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of rare events.
In atomic and molecular systems, a rare event typi-
cally involves a transition between two minima in the
free energy landscape that are separated by a free energy
barrier. The regions of the configuration space that are
within the basins of attraction of these two minima will
be denoted by A and B in the remainder of this paper.
When it comes to a transition from A to B, three pieces
of information are usually of interest: (i) the transition
rate, kAB , or the average number of transitions per unit
time, (ii) the free energy landscape, and more specifically
the free energy barrier that separate A and B, and (iii)
the transition mechanism. In general, advanced sampling
techniques can provide some or all of these information,
and are broadly classified into two categories based on
their ability to directly estimate kAB . Some advanced
sampling techniques, such as umbrella sampling,16 the
Wang-Landau method,17 adaptive biasing force,18 meta-
dynamics19 and the string method20 are based on apply-
ing a biasing potential along a pre-specified set of collec-
tive variables in order to access unlikely regions of the
configuration space. The free energy landscape within
the collective variable space is then mapped out through
proper reweighing approaches, such as the weighted his-
togram analysis method (WHAM).21 Bias-based tech-
niques alter the intrinsic dynamics of the system, and
can therefore provide indirect estimates of kAB at best,
e.g., by assuming the validity of the transition state the-
ory.22
In the second class of methods, which are typically
known as path sampling techniques, no biasing poten-
tial is applied and instead reactive trajectories are cho-
sen in accordance to their weight in the transition state
ensemble (TSE). Since the intrinsic dynamics of the sys-
tem remains intact in path sampling methods, they can
usually provide accurate information about the kinet-
ics and microscopic mechanism of the underlying transi-
tion. Several methods belong to this category, including
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<latexit sha1_base64="jpdKwRBus5qP jpNeeFGQ12IMgn8=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4CtPJxOgt6MVjRLNAM oSeTk/SpGehu0cYhnyCFw+KePWLvPk3dhZBRR8UPN6roqqeFwuutG1/WLmV1bX1jfxmY Wt7Z3evuH/QVlEiKWvRSESy6xHFBA9ZS3MtWDeWjASeYB1vcjXzO/dMKh6FdzqNmRuQ Uch9Tok20m06cAbFkl3GTrXqVJAh1TquOYbUML6onyFctucowRLNQfG9P4xoErBQU0G U6mE71m5GpOZUsGmhnygWEzohI9YzNCQBU242P3WKTowyRH4kTYUazdXvExkJlEoDz3Q GRI/Vb28m/uX1Eu2fuxkP40SzkC4W+YlAOkKzv9GQS0a1SA0hVHJzK6JjIgnVJp2CCe HrU/Q/aVfK2ER045Qal8s48nAEx3AKGOrQgGtoQgsojOABnuDZEtaj9WK9Llpz1nLmE H7AevsEcjSN5w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jpdKwRBus5qP jpNeeFGQ12IMgn8=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4CtPJxOgt6MVjRLNAM oSeTk/SpGehu0cYhnyCFw+KePWLvPk3dhZBRR8UPN6roqqeFwuutG1/WLmV1bX1jfxmY Wt7Z3evuH/QVlEiKWvRSESy6xHFBA9ZS3MtWDeWjASeYB1vcjXzO/dMKh6FdzqNmRuQ Uch9Tok20m06cAbFkl3GTrXqVJAh1TquOYbUML6onyFctucowRLNQfG9P4xoErBQU0G U6mE71m5GpOZUsGmhnygWEzohI9YzNCQBU242P3WKTowyRH4kTYUazdXvExkJlEoDz3Q GRI/Vb28m/uX1Eu2fuxkP40SzkC4W+YlAOkKzv9GQS0a1SA0hVHJzK6JjIgnVJp2CCe HrU/Q/aVfK2ER045Qal8s48nAEx3AKGOrQgGtoQgsojOABnuDZEtaj9WK9Llpz1nLmE H7AevsEcjSN5w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jpdKwRBus5qP jpNeeFGQ12IMgn8=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4CtPJxOgt6MVjRLNAM oSeTk/SpGehu0cYhnyCFw+KePWLvPk3dhZBRR8UPN6roqqeFwuutG1/WLmV1bX1jfxmY Wt7Z3evuH/QVlEiKWvRSESy6xHFBA9ZS3MtWDeWjASeYB1vcjXzO/dMKh6FdzqNmRuQ Uch9Tok20m06cAbFkl3GTrXqVJAh1TquOYbUML6onyFctucowRLNQfG9P4xoErBQU0G U6mE71m5GpOZUsGmhnygWEzohI9YzNCQBU242P3WKTowyRH4kTYUazdXvExkJlEoDz3Q GRI/Vb28m/uX1Eu2fuxkP40SzkC4W+YlAOkKzv9GQS0a1SA0hVHJzK6JjIgnVJp2CCe HrU/Q/aVfK2ER045Qal8s48nAEx3AKGOrQgGtoQgsojOABnuDZEtaj9WK9Llpz1nLmE H7AevsEcjSN5w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jpdKwRBus5qP jpNeeFGQ12IMgn8=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4CtPJxOgt6MVjRLNAM oSeTk/SpGehu0cYhnyCFw+KePWLvPk3dhZBRR8UPN6roqqeFwuutG1/WLmV1bX1jfxmY Wt7Z3evuH/QVlEiKWvRSESy6xHFBA9ZS3MtWDeWjASeYB1vcjXzO/dMKh6FdzqNmRuQ Uch9Tok20m06cAbFkl3GTrXqVJAh1TquOYbUML6onyFctucowRLNQfG9P4xoErBQU0G U6mE71m5GpOZUsGmhnygWEzohI9YzNCQBU242P3WKTowyRH4kTYUazdXvExkJlEoDz3Q GRI/Vb28m/uX1Eu2fuxkP40SzkC4W+YlAOkKzv9GQS0a1SA0hVHJzK6JjIgnVJp2CCe HrU/Q/aVfK2ER045Qal8s48nAEx3AKGOrQgGtoQgsojOABnuDZEtaj9WK9Llpz1nLmE H7AevsEcjSN5w==</latexit>
A B
x0
<latexit sha1_base64="OcuxH7bBb6UK SlJmXAeItm3dGAE=">AAAB6nicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hZ1kY/QW9OIxonlAs oTZySQZMju7zMyKYcknePGgiFe/yJt/4+QhqGhBQ1HVTXdXEAuujet+OEvLK6tr65mN7 ObW9s5ubm+/oaNEUVankYhUKyCaCS5Z3XAjWCtWjISBYM1gdDn1m3dMaR7JWzOOmR+S geR9Tomx0s191+3m8m4Be6WSV0SWlCq47FlSxvi8copwwZ0hDwvUurn3Ti+iScikoYJ o3cZubPyUKMOpYJNsJ9EsJnREBqxtqSQh0346O3WCjq3SQ/1I2ZIGzdTvEykJtR6Hge0 MiRnq395U/MtrJ6Z/5qdcxolhks4X9ROBTISmf6MeV4waMbaEUMXtrYgOiSLU2HSyNo SvT9H/pFEsYBvRtZevXiziyMAhHMEJYKhAFa6gBnWgMIAHeIJnRziPzovzOm9dchYzB /ADztsnap6N4g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OcuxH7bBb6UK SlJmXAeItm3dGAE=">AAAB6nicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hZ1kY/QW9OIxonlAs oTZySQZMju7zMyKYcknePGgiFe/yJt/4+QhqGhBQ1HVTXdXEAuujet+OEvLK6tr65mN7 ObW9s5ubm+/oaNEUVankYhUKyCaCS5Z3XAjWCtWjISBYM1gdDn1m3dMaR7JWzOOmR+S geR9Tomx0s191+3m8m4Be6WSV0SWlCq47FlSxvi8copwwZ0hDwvUurn3Ti+iScikoYJ o3cZubPyUKMOpYJNsJ9EsJnREBqxtqSQh0346O3WCjq3SQ/1I2ZIGzdTvEykJtR6Hge0 MiRnq395U/MtrJ6Z/5qdcxolhks4X9ROBTISmf6MeV4waMbaEUMXtrYgOiSLU2HSyNo SvT9H/pFEsYBvRtZevXiziyMAhHMEJYKhAFa6gBnWgMIAHeIJnRziPzovzOm9dchYzB /ADztsnap6N4g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OcuxH7bBb6UK SlJmXAeItm3dGAE=">AAAB6nicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hZ1kY/QW9OIxonlAs oTZySQZMju7zMyKYcknePGgiFe/yJt/4+QhqGhBQ1HVTXdXEAuujet+OEvLK6tr65mN7 ObW9s5ubm+/oaNEUVankYhUKyCaCS5Z3XAjWCtWjISBYM1gdDn1m3dMaR7JWzOOmR+S geR9Tomx0s191+3m8m4Be6WSV0SWlCq47FlSxvi8copwwZ0hDwvUurn3Ti+iScikoYJ o3cZubPyUKMOpYJNsJ9EsJnREBqxtqSQh0346O3WCjq3SQ/1I2ZIGzdTvEykJtR6Hge0 MiRnq395U/MtrJ6Z/5qdcxolhks4X9ROBTISmf6MeV4waMbaEUMXtrYgOiSLU2HSyNo SvT9H/pFEsYBvRtZevXiziyMAhHMEJYKhAFa6gBnWgMIAHeIJnRziPzovzOm9dchYzB /ADztsnap6N4g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OcuxH7bBb6UK SlJmXAeItm3dGAE=">AAAB6nicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hZ1kY/QW9OIxonlAs oTZySQZMju7zMyKYcknePGgiFe/yJt/4+QhqGhBQ1HVTXdXEAuujet+OEvLK6tr65mN7 ObW9s5ubm+/oaNEUVankYhUKyCaCS5Z3XAjWCtWjISBYM1gdDn1m3dMaR7JWzOOmR+S geR9Tomx0s191+3m8m4Be6WSV0SWlCq47FlSxvi8copwwZ0hDwvUurn3Ti+iScikoYJ o3cZubPyUKMOpYJNsJ9EsJnREBqxtqSQh0346O3WCjq3SQ/1I2ZIGzdTvEykJtR6Hge0 MiRnq395U/MtrJ6Z/5qdcxolhks4X9ROBTISmf6MeV4waMbaEUMXtrYgOiSLU2HSyNo SvT9H/pFEsYBvRtZevXiziyMAhHMEJYKhAFa6gBnWgMIAHeIJnRziPzovzOm9dchYzB /ADztsnap6N4g==</latexit>
y1
<latexit sha1_base64="51/5V61D+zyg vLIRBr+UzbXZZQU=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4CtPJxOgt6MVjRLNAM oSeTk/SpGehu0cYhnyCFw+KePWLvPk3dhZBRR8UPN6roqqeFwuutG1/WLmV1bX1jfxmY Wt7Z3evuH/QVlEiKWvRSESy6xHFBA9ZS3MtWDeWjASeYB1vcjXzO/dMKh6FdzqNmRuQ Uch9Tok20m06wINiyS5jp1p1KsiQah3XHENqGF/UzxAu23OUYInmoPjeH0Y0CVioqSB K9bAdazcjUnMq2LTQTxSLCZ2QEesZGpKAKTebnzpFJ0YZIj+SpkKN5ur3iYwESqWBZzo DosfqtzcT//J6ifbP3YyHcaJZSBeL/EQgHaHZ32jIJaNapIYQKrm5FdExkYRqk07BhP D1KfqftCtlbCK6cUqNy2UceTiCYzgFDHVowDU0oQUURvAAT/BsCevRerFeF605azlzC D9gvX0CbaiN5A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="51/5V61D+zyg vLIRBr+UzbXZZQU=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4CtPJxOgt6MVjRLNAM oSeTk/SpGehu0cYhnyCFw+KePWLvPk3dhZBRR8UPN6roqqeFwuutG1/WLmV1bX1jfxmY Wt7Z3evuH/QVlEiKWvRSESy6xHFBA9ZS3MtWDeWjASeYB1vcjXzO/dMKh6FdzqNmRuQ Uch9Tok20m06wINiyS5jp1p1KsiQah3XHENqGF/UzxAu23OUYInmoPjeH0Y0CVioqSB K9bAdazcjUnMq2LTQTxSLCZ2QEesZGpKAKTebnzpFJ0YZIj+SpkKN5ur3iYwESqWBZzo DosfqtzcT//J6ifbP3YyHcaJZSBeL/EQgHaHZ32jIJaNapIYQKrm5FdExkYRqk07BhP D1KfqftCtlbCK6cUqNy2UceTiCYzgFDHVowDU0oQUURvAAT/BsCevRerFeF605azlzC D9gvX0CbaiN5A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="51/5V61D+zyg vLIRBr+UzbXZZQU=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4CtPJxOgt6MVjRLNAM oSeTk/SpGehu0cYhnyCFw+KePWLvPk3dhZBRR8UPN6roqqeFwuutG1/WLmV1bX1jfxmY Wt7Z3evuH/QVlEiKWvRSESy6xHFBA9ZS3MtWDeWjASeYB1vcjXzO/dMKh6FdzqNmRuQ Uch9Tok20m06wINiyS5jp1p1KsiQah3XHENqGF/UzxAu23OUYInmoPjeH0Y0CVioqSB K9bAdazcjUnMq2LTQTxSLCZ2QEesZGpKAKTebnzpFJ0YZIj+SpkKN5ur3iYwESqWBZzo DosfqtzcT//J6ifbP3YyHcaJZSBeL/EQgHaHZ32jIJaNapIYQKrm5FdExkYRqk07BhP D1KfqftCtlbCK6cUqNy2UceTiCYzgFDHVowDU0oQUURvAAT/BsCevRerFeF605azlzC D9gvX0CbaiN5A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="51/5V61D+zyg vLIRBr+UzbXZZQU=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4CtPJxOgt6MVjRLNAM oSeTk/SpGehu0cYhnyCFw+KePWLvPk3dhZBRR8UPN6roqqeFwuutG1/WLmV1bX1jfxmY Wt7Z3evuH/QVlEiKWvRSESy6xHFBA9ZS3MtWDeWjASeYB1vcjXzO/dMKh6FdzqNmRuQ Uch9Tok20m06wINiyS5jp1p1KsiQah3XHENqGF/UzxAu23OUYInmoPjeH0Y0CVioqSB K9bAdazcjUnMq2LTQTxSLCZ2QEesZGpKAKTebnzpFJ0YZIj+SpkKN5ur3iYwESqWBZzo DosfqtzcT//J6ifbP3YyHcaJZSBeL/EQgHaHZ32jIJaNapIYQKrm5FdExkYRqk07BhP D1KfqftCtlbCK6cUqNy2UceTiCYzgFDHVowDU0oQUURvAAT/BsCevRerFeF605azlzC D9gvX0CbaiN5A==</latexit>
y2
<latexit sha1_base64="RINQOUsemu0w OrjTbzPxFzy0bUM=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4CtPJxOgt6MVjRLNAM oSeTk/SpGehu0cYhnyCFw+KePWLvPk3dhZBRR8UPN6roqqeFwuutG1/WLmV1bX1jfxmY Wt7Z3evuH/QVlEiKWvRSESy6xHFBA9ZS3MtWDeWjASeYB1vcjXzO/dMKh6FdzqNmRuQ Uch9Tok20m06qAyKJbuMnWrVqSBDqnVccwypYXxRP0O4bM9RgiWag+J7fxjRJGChpoI o1cN2rN2MSM2pYNNCP1EsJnRCRqxnaEgCptxsfuoUnRhliPxImgo1mqvfJzISKJUGnuk MiB6r395M/MvrJdo/dzMexolmIV0s8hOBdIRmf6Mhl4xqkRpCqOTmVkTHRBKqTToFE8 LXp+h/0q6UsYnoxik1Lpdx5OEIjuEUMNShAdfQhBZQGMEDPMGzJaxH68V6XbTmrOXMI fyA9fYJbyyN5Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RINQOUsemu0w OrjTbzPxFzy0bUM=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4CtPJxOgt6MVjRLNAM oSeTk/SpGehu0cYhnyCFw+KePWLvPk3dhZBRR8UPN6roqqeFwuutG1/WLmV1bX1jfxmY Wt7Z3evuH/QVlEiKWvRSESy6xHFBA9ZS3MtWDeWjASeYB1vcjXzO/dMKh6FdzqNmRuQ Uch9Tok20m06qAyKJbuMnWrVqSBDqnVccwypYXxRP0O4bM9RgiWag+J7fxjRJGChpoI o1cN2rN2MSM2pYNNCP1EsJnRCRqxnaEgCptxsfuoUnRhliPxImgo1mqvfJzISKJUGnuk MiB6r395M/MvrJdo/dzMexolmIV0s8hOBdIRmf6Mhl4xqkRpCqOTmVkTHRBKqTToFE8 LXp+h/0q6UsYnoxik1Lpdx5OEIjuEUMNShAdfQhBZQGMEDPMGzJaxH68V6XbTmrOXMI fyA9fYJbyyN5Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RINQOUsemu0w OrjTbzPxFzy0bUM=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4CtPJxOgt6MVjRLNAM oSeTk/SpGehu0cYhnyCFw+KePWLvPk3dhZBRR8UPN6roqqeFwuutG1/WLmV1bX1jfxmY Wt7Z3evuH/QVlEiKWvRSESy6xHFBA9ZS3MtWDeWjASeYB1vcjXzO/dMKh6FdzqNmRuQ Uch9Tok20m06qAyKJbuMnWrVqSBDqnVccwypYXxRP0O4bM9RgiWag+J7fxjRJGChpoI o1cN2rN2MSM2pYNNCP1EsJnRCRqxnaEgCptxsfuoUnRhliPxImgo1mqvfJzISKJUGnuk MiB6r395M/MvrJdo/dzMexolmIV0s8hOBdIRmf6Mhl4xqkRpCqOTmVkTHRBKqTToFE8 LXp+h/0q6UsYnoxik1Lpdx5OEIjuEUMNShAdfQhBZQGMEDPMGzJaxH68V6XbTmrOXMI fyA9fYJbyyN5Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RINQOUsemu0w OrjTbzPxFzy0bUM=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4CtPJxOgt6MVjRLNAM oSeTk/SpGehu0cYhnyCFw+KePWLvPk3dhZBRR8UPN6roqqeFwuutG1/WLmV1bX1jfxmY Wt7Z3evuH/QVlEiKWvRSESy6xHFBA9ZS3MtWDeWjASeYB1vcjXzO/dMKh6FdzqNmRuQ Uch9Tok20m06qAyKJbuMnWrVqSBDqnVccwypYXxRP0O4bM9RgiWag+J7fxjRJGChpoI o1cN2rN2MSM2pYNNCP1EsJnRCRqxnaEgCptxsfuoUnRhliPxImgo1mqvfJzISKJUGnuk MiB6r395M/MvrJdo/dzMexolmIV0s8hOBdIRmf6Mhl4xqkRpCqOTmVkTHRBKqTToFE8 LXp+h/0q6UsYnoxik1Lpdx5OEIjuEUMNShAdfQhBZQGMEDPMGzJaxH68V6XbTmrOXMI fyA9fYJbyyN5Q==</latexit>
y3
<latexit sha1_base64="ixCCYOZeyAgM 4qZnh8yPa0HVVGA=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4CtOZidFb0IvHiGaBZ Ag9nZ6kSc9Cd48QhnyCFw+KePWLvPk3dhZBRR8UPN6roqqenwiutG1/WLmV1bX1jfxmY Wt7Z3evuH/QUnEqKWvSWMSy4xPFBI9YU3MtWCeRjIS+YG1/fDXz2/dMKh5Hd3qSMC8k w4gHnBJtpNtJ3+kXS3YZu47jVpAhTg1XXUOqGF/UzhAu23OUYIlGv/jeG8Q0DVmkqSB KdbGdaC8jUnMq2LTQSxVLCB2TIesaGpGQKS+bnzpFJ0YZoCCWpiKN5ur3iYyESk1C33S GRI/Ub28m/uV1Ux2cexmPklSziC4WBalAOkazv9GAS0a1mBhCqOTmVkRHRBKqTToFE8 LXp+h/0qqUsYnoxi3VL5dx5OEIjuEUMNSgDtfQgCZQGMIDPMGzJaxH68V6XbTmrOXMI fyA9fYJcLCN5g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ixCCYOZeyAgM 4qZnh8yPa0HVVGA=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4CtOZidFb0IvHiGaBZ Ag9nZ6kSc9Cd48QhnyCFw+KePWLvPk3dhZBRR8UPN6roqqenwiutG1/WLmV1bX1jfxmY Wt7Z3evuH/QUnEqKWvSWMSy4xPFBI9YU3MtWCeRjIS+YG1/fDXz2/dMKh5Hd3qSMC8k w4gHnBJtpNtJ3+kXS3YZu47jVpAhTg1XXUOqGF/UzhAu23OUYIlGv/jeG8Q0DVmkqSB KdbGdaC8jUnMq2LTQSxVLCB2TIesaGpGQKS+bnzpFJ0YZoCCWpiKN5ur3iYyESk1C33S GRI/Ub28m/uV1Ux2cexmPklSziC4WBalAOkazv9GAS0a1mBhCqOTmVkRHRBKqTToFE8 LXp+h/0qqUsYnoxi3VL5dx5OEIjuEUMNSgDtfQgCZQGMIDPMGzJaxH68V6XbTmrOXMI fyA9fYJcLCN5g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ixCCYOZeyAgM 4qZnh8yPa0HVVGA=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4CtOZidFb0IvHiGaBZ Ag9nZ6kSc9Cd48QhnyCFw+KePWLvPk3dhZBRR8UPN6roqqenwiutG1/WLmV1bX1jfxmY Wt7Z3evuH/QUnEqKWvSWMSy4xPFBI9YU3MtWCeRjIS+YG1/fDXz2/dMKh5Hd3qSMC8k w4gHnBJtpNtJ3+kXS3YZu47jVpAhTg1XXUOqGF/UzhAu23OUYIlGv/jeG8Q0DVmkqSB KdbGdaC8jUnMq2LTQSxVLCB2TIesaGpGQKS+bnzpFJ0YZoCCWpiKN5ur3iYyESk1C33S GRI/Ub28m/uV1Ux2cexmPklSziC4WBalAOkazv9GAS0a1mBhCqOTmVkRHRBKqTToFE8 LXp+h/0qqUsYnoxi3VL5dx5OEIjuEUMNSgDtfQgCZQGMIDPMGzJaxH68V6XbTmrOXMI fyA9fYJcLCN5g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ixCCYOZeyAgM 4qZnh8yPa0HVVGA=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4CtOZidFb0IvHiGaBZ Ag9nZ6kSc9Cd48QhnyCFw+KePWLvPk3dhZBRR8UPN6roqqenwiutG1/WLmV1bX1jfxmY Wt7Z3evuH/QUnEqKWvSWMSy4xPFBI9YU3MtWCeRjIS+YG1/fDXz2/dMKh5Hd3qSMC8k w4gHnBJtpNtJ3+kXS3YZu47jVpAhTg1XXUOqGF/UzhAu23OUYIlGv/jeG8Q0DVmkqSB KdbGdaC8jUnMq2LTQSxVLCB2TIesaGpGQKS+bnzpFJ0YZoCCWpiKN5ur3iYyESk1C33S GRI/Ub28m/uV1Ux2cexmPklSziC4WBalAOkazv9GAS0a1mBhCqOTmVkRHRBKqTToFE8 LXp+h/0qqUsYnoxi3VL5dx5OEIjuEUMNSgDtfQgCZQGMIDPMGzJaxH68V6XbTmrOXMI fyA9fYJcLCN5g==</latexit>
y4
<latexit sha1_base64="jpdKwRBus5qP jpNeeFGQ12IMgn8=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4CtPJxOgt6MVjRLNAM oSeTk/SpGehu0cYhnyCFw+KePWLvPk3dhZBRR8UPN6roqqeFwuutG1/WLmV1bX1jfxmY Wt7Z3evuH/QVlEiKWvRSESy6xHFBA9ZS3MtWDeWjASeYB1vcjXzO/dMKh6FdzqNmRuQ Uch9Tok20m06cAbFkl3GTrXqVJAh1TquOYbUML6onyFctucowRLNQfG9P4xoErBQU0G U6mE71m5GpOZUsGmhnygWEzohI9YzNCQBU242P3WKTowyRH4kTYUazdXvExkJlEoDz3Q GRI/Vb28m/uX1Eu2fuxkP40SzkC4W+YlAOkKzv9GQS0a1SA0hVHJzK6JjIgnVJp2CCe HrU/Q/aVfK2ER045Qal8s48nAEx3AKGOrQgGtoQgsojOABnuDZEtaj9WK9Llpz1nLmE H7AevsEcjSN5w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jpdKwRBus5qP jpNeeFGQ12IMgn8=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4CtPJxOgt6MVjRLNAM oSeTk/SpGehu0cYhnyCFw+KePWLvPk3dhZBRR8UPN6roqqeFwuutG1/WLmV1bX1jfxmY Wt7Z3evuH/QVlEiKWvRSESy6xHFBA9ZS3MtWDeWjASeYB1vcjXzO/dMKh6FdzqNmRuQ Uch9Tok20m06cAbFkl3GTrXqVJAh1TquOYbUML6onyFctucowRLNQfG9P4xoErBQU0G U6mE71m5GpOZUsGmhnygWEzohI9YzNCQBU242P3WKTowyRH4kTYUazdXvExkJlEoDz3Q GRI/Vb28m/uX1Eu2fuxkP40SzkC4W+YlAOkKzv9GQS0a1SA0hVHJzK6JjIgnVJp2CCe HrU/Q/aVfK2ER045Qal8s48nAEx3AKGOrQgGtoQgsojOABnuDZEtaj9WK9Llpz1nLmE H7AevsEcjSN5w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jpdKwRBus5qP jpNeeFGQ12IMgn8=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4CtPJxOgt6MVjRLNAM oSeTk/SpGehu0cYhnyCFw+KePWLvPk3dhZBRR8UPN6roqqeFwuutG1/WLmV1bX1jfxmY Wt7Z3evuH/QVlEiKWvRSESy6xHFBA9ZS3MtWDeWjASeYB1vcjXzO/dMKh6FdzqNmRuQ Uch9Tok20m06cAbFkl3GTrXqVJAh1TquOYbUML6onyFctucowRLNQfG9P4xoErBQU0G U6mE71m5GpOZUsGmhnygWEzohI9YzNCQBU242P3WKTowyRH4kTYUazdXvExkJlEoDz3Q GRI/Vb28m/uX1Eu2fuxkP40SzkC4W+YlAOkKzv9GQS0a1SA0hVHJzK6JjIgnVJp2CCe HrU/Q/aVfK2ER045Qal8s48nAEx3AKGOrQgGtoQgsojOABnuDZEtaj9WK9Llpz1nLmE H7AevsEcjSN5w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jpdKwRBus5qP jpNeeFGQ12IMgn8=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4CtPJxOgt6MVjRLNAM oSeTk/SpGehu0cYhnyCFw+KePWLvPk3dhZBRR8UPN6roqqeFwuutG1/WLmV1bX1jfxmY Wt7Z3evuH/QVlEiKWvRSESy6xHFBA9ZS3MtWDeWjASeYB1vcjXzO/dMKh6FdzqNmRuQ Uch9Tok20m06cAbFkl3GTrXqVJAh1TquOYbUML6onyFctucowRLNQfG9P4xoErBQU0G U6mE71m5GpOZUsGmhnygWEzohI9YzNCQBU242P3WKTowyRH4kTYUazdXvExkJlEoDz3Q GRI/Vb28m/uX1Eu2fuxkP40SzkC4W+YlAOkKzv9GQS0a1SA0hVHJzK6JjIgnVJp2CCe HrU/Q/aVfK2ER045Qal8s48nAEx3AKGOrQgGtoQgsojOABnuDZEtaj9WK9Llpz1nLmE H7AevsEcjSN5w==</latexit>
z1
<latexit sha1_base64="6MaeFOOAmTxp f1Hyr4UikKJ17Aw=">AAAB6nicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hZ1kY/QW9OIxonlAs oTZySQZMju7zMwKccknePGgiFe/yJt/4+QhqGhBQ1HVTXdXEAuujet+OEvLK6tr65mN7 ObW9s5ubm+/oaNEUVankYhUKyCaCS5Z3XAjWCtWjISBYM1gdDn1m3dMaR7JWzOOmR+S geR9Tomx0s19F3dzebeAvVLJKyJLShVc9iwpY3xeOUW44M6QhwVq3dx7pxfRJGTSUEG 0bmM3Nn5KlOFUsEm2k2gWEzoiA9a2VJKQaT+dnTpBx1bpoX6kbEmDZur3iZSEWo/DwHa GxAz1b28q/uW1E9M/81Mu48QwSeeL+olAJkLTv1GPK0aNGFtCqOL2VkSHRBFqbDpZG8 LXp+h/0igWsI3o2stXLxZxZOAQjuAEMFSgCldQgzpQGMADPMGzI5xH58V5nbcuOYuZA /gB5+0Tby6N5Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6MaeFOOAmTxp f1Hyr4UikKJ17Aw=">AAAB6nicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hZ1kY/QW9OIxonlAs oTZySQZMju7zMwKccknePGgiFe/yJt/4+QhqGhBQ1HVTXdXEAuujet+OEvLK6tr65mN7 ObW9s5ubm+/oaNEUVankYhUKyCaCS5Z3XAjWCtWjISBYM1gdDn1m3dMaR7JWzOOmR+S geR9Tomx0s19F3dzebeAvVLJKyJLShVc9iwpY3xeOUW44M6QhwVq3dx7pxfRJGTSUEG 0bmM3Nn5KlOFUsEm2k2gWEzoiA9a2VJKQaT+dnTpBx1bpoX6kbEmDZur3iZSEWo/DwHa GxAz1b28q/uW1E9M/81Mu48QwSeeL+olAJkLTv1GPK0aNGFtCqOL2VkSHRBFqbDpZG8 LXp+h/0igWsI3o2stXLxZxZOAQjuAEMFSgCldQgzpQGMADPMGzI5xH58V5nbcuOYuZA /gB5+0Tby6N5Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6MaeFOOAmTxp f1Hyr4UikKJ17Aw=">AAAB6nicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hZ1kY/QW9OIxonlAs oTZySQZMju7zMwKccknePGgiFe/yJt/4+QhqGhBQ1HVTXdXEAuujet+OEvLK6tr65mN7 ObW9s5ubm+/oaNEUVankYhUKyCaCS5Z3XAjWCtWjISBYM1gdDn1m3dMaR7JWzOOmR+S geR9Tomx0s19F3dzebeAvVLJKyJLShVc9iwpY3xeOUW44M6QhwVq3dx7pxfRJGTSUEG 0bmM3Nn5KlOFUsEm2k2gWEzoiA9a2VJKQaT+dnTpBx1bpoX6kbEmDZur3iZSEWo/DwHa GxAz1b28q/uW1E9M/81Mu48QwSeeL+olAJkLTv1GPK0aNGFtCqOL2VkSHRBFqbDpZG8 LXp+h/0igWsI3o2stXLxZxZOAQjuAEMFSgCldQgzpQGMADPMGzI5xH58V5nbcuOYuZA /gB5+0Tby6N5Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6MaeFOOAmTxp f1Hyr4UikKJ17Aw=">AAAB6nicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hZ1kY/QW9OIxonlAs oTZySQZMju7zMwKccknePGgiFe/yJt/4+QhqGhBQ1HVTXdXEAuujet+OEvLK6tr65mN7 ObW9s5ubm+/oaNEUVankYhUKyCaCS5Z3XAjWCtWjISBYM1gdDn1m3dMaR7JWzOOmR+S geR9Tomx0s19F3dzebeAvVLJKyJLShVc9iwpY3xeOUW44M6QhwVq3dx7pxfRJGTSUEG 0bmM3Nn5KlOFUsEm2k2gWEzoiA9a2VJKQaT+dnTpBx1bpoX6kbEmDZur3iZSEWo/DwHa GxAz1b28q/uW1E9M/81Mu48QwSeeL+olAJkLTv1GPK0aNGFtCqOL2VkSHRBFqbDpZG8 LXp+h/0igWsI3o2stXLxZxZOAQjuAEMFSgCldQgzpQGMADPMGzI5xH58V5nbcuOYuZA /gB5+0Tby6N5Q==</latexit>
z2
<latexit sha1_base64="nksq9YEMs3W+ D6hYkmIeWXbR/O8=">AAAB6nicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hZ1kY/QW9OIxonlAs oTZySQZMju7zMwKccknePGgiFe/yJt/4+QhqGhBQ1HVTXdXEAuujet+OEvLK6tr65mN7 ObW9s5ubm+/oaNEUVankYhUKyCaCS5Z3XAjWCtWjISBYM1gdDn1m3dMaR7JWzOOmR+S geR9Tomx0s19t9jN5d0C9kolr4gsKVVw2bOkjPF55RThgjtDHhaodXPvnV5Ek5BJQwX Ruo3d2PgpUYZTwSbZTqJZTOiIDFjbUklCpv10duoEHVulh/qRsiUNmqnfJ1ISaj0OA9s ZEjPUv72p+JfXTkz/zE+5jBPDJJ0v6icCmQhN/0Y9rhg1YmwJoYrbWxEdEkWoselkbQ hfn6L/SaNYwDaiay9fvVjEkYFDOIITwFCBKlxBDepAYQAP8ATPjnAenRfndd665CxmD uAHnLdPcLKN5g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nksq9YEMs3W+ D6hYkmIeWXbR/O8=">AAAB6nicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hZ1kY/QW9OIxonlAs oTZySQZMju7zMwKccknePGgiFe/yJt/4+QhqGhBQ1HVTXdXEAuujet+OEvLK6tr65mN7 ObW9s5ubm+/oaNEUVankYhUKyCaCS5Z3XAjWCtWjISBYM1gdDn1m3dMaR7JWzOOmR+S geR9Tomx0s19t9jN5d0C9kolr4gsKVVw2bOkjPF55RThgjtDHhaodXPvnV5Ek5BJQwX Ruo3d2PgpUYZTwSbZTqJZTOiIDFjbUklCpv10duoEHVulh/qRsiUNmqnfJ1ISaj0OA9s ZEjPUv72p+JfXTkz/zE+5jBPDJJ0v6icCmQhN/0Y9rhg1YmwJoYrbWxEdEkWoselkbQ hfn6L/SaNYwDaiay9fvVjEkYFDOIITwFCBKlxBDepAYQAP8ATPjnAenRfndd665CxmD uAHnLdPcLKN5g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nksq9YEMs3W+ D6hYkmIeWXbR/O8=">AAAB6nicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hZ1kY/QW9OIxonlAs oTZySQZMju7zMwKccknePGgiFe/yJt/4+QhqGhBQ1HVTXdXEAuujet+OEvLK6tr65mN7 ObW9s5ubm+/oaNEUVankYhUKyCaCS5Z3XAjWCtWjISBYM1gdDn1m3dMaR7JWzOOmR+S geR9Tomx0s19t9jN5d0C9kolr4gsKVVw2bOkjPF55RThgjtDHhaodXPvnV5Ek5BJQwX Ruo3d2PgpUYZTwSbZTqJZTOiIDFjbUklCpv10duoEHVulh/qRsiUNmqnfJ1ISaj0OA9s ZEjPUv72p+JfXTkz/zE+5jBPDJJ0v6icCmQhN/0Y9rhg1YmwJoYrbWxEdEkWoselkbQ hfn6L/SaNYwDaiay9fvVjEkYFDOIITwFCBKlxBDepAYQAP8ATPjnAenRfndd665CxmD uAHnLdPcLKN5g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nksq9YEMs3W+ D6hYkmIeWXbR/O8=">AAAB6nicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hZ1kY/QW9OIxonlAs oTZySQZMju7zMwKccknePGgiFe/yJt/4+QhqGhBQ1HVTXdXEAuujet+OEvLK6tr65mN7 ObW9s5ubm+/oaNEUVankYhUKyCaCS5Z3XAjWCtWjISBYM1gdDn1m3dMaR7JWzOOmR+S geR9Tomx0s19t9jN5d0C9kolr4gsKVVw2bOkjPF55RThgjtDHhaodXPvnV5Ek5BJQwX Ruo3d2PgpUYZTwSbZTqJZTOiIDFjbUklCpv10duoEHVulh/qRsiUNmqnfJ1ISaj0OA9s ZEjPUv72p+JfXTkz/zE+5jBPDJJ0v6icCmQhN/0Y9rhg1YmwJoYrbWxEdEkWoselkbQ hfn6L/SaNYwDaiay9fvVjEkYFDOIITwFCBKlxBDepAYQAP8ATPjnAenRfndd665CxmD uAHnLdPcLKN5g==</latexit>
z3
<latexit sha1_base64="gNw+PN6NcXND MChoi8zUfjUFgZA=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPYTozMXoLevEY0SyQD KGn05M06Vno7hHikE/w4kERr36RN//GziKo6IOCx3tVVNXzE8GVtu0Pa2l5ZXVtPbeR3 9za3tkt7O03VZxKyho0FrFs+0QxwSPW0FwL1k4kI6EvWMsfXU791h2TisfRrR4nzAvJ IOIBp0Qb6ea+5/QKRbuEXcdxy8gQp4orriEVjM+rpwiX7BmKsEC9V3jv9mOahizSVBC lOthOtJcRqTkVbJLvpoolhI7IgHUMjUjIlJfNTp2gY6P0URBLU5FGM/X7REZCpcahbzp DoofqtzcV//I6qQ7OvIxHSapZROeLglQgHaPp36jPJaNajA0hVHJzK6JDIgnVJp28Ce HrU/Q/aZZL2ER07RZrF4s4cnAIR3ACGKpQgyuoQwMoDOABnuDZEtaj9WK9zluXrMXMA fyA9fYJcjaN5w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gNw+PN6NcXND MChoi8zUfjUFgZA=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPYTozMXoLevEY0SyQD KGn05M06Vno7hHikE/w4kERr36RN//GziKo6IOCx3tVVNXzE8GVtu0Pa2l5ZXVtPbeR3 9za3tkt7O03VZxKyho0FrFs+0QxwSPW0FwL1k4kI6EvWMsfXU791h2TisfRrR4nzAvJ IOIBp0Qb6ea+5/QKRbuEXcdxy8gQp4orriEVjM+rpwiX7BmKsEC9V3jv9mOahizSVBC lOthOtJcRqTkVbJLvpoolhI7IgHUMjUjIlJfNTp2gY6P0URBLU5FGM/X7REZCpcahbzp DoofqtzcV//I6qQ7OvIxHSapZROeLglQgHaPp36jPJaNajA0hVHJzK6JDIgnVJp28Ce HrU/Q/aZZL2ER07RZrF4s4cnAIR3ACGKpQgyuoQwMoDOABnuDZEtaj9WK9zluXrMXMA fyA9fYJcjaN5w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gNw+PN6NcXND MChoi8zUfjUFgZA=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPYTozMXoLevEY0SyQD KGn05M06Vno7hHikE/w4kERr36RN//GziKo6IOCx3tVVNXzE8GVtu0Pa2l5ZXVtPbeR3 9za3tkt7O03VZxKyho0FrFs+0QxwSPW0FwL1k4kI6EvWMsfXU791h2TisfRrR4nzAvJ IOIBp0Qb6ea+5/QKRbuEXcdxy8gQp4orriEVjM+rpwiX7BmKsEC9V3jv9mOahizSVBC lOthOtJcRqTkVbJLvpoolhI7IgHUMjUjIlJfNTp2gY6P0URBLU5FGM/X7REZCpcahbzp DoofqtzcV//I6qQ7OvIxHSapZROeLglQgHaPp36jPJaNajA0hVHJzK6JDIgnVJp28Ce HrU/Q/aZZL2ER07RZrF4s4cnAIR3ACGKpQgyuoQwMoDOABnuDZEtaj9WK9zluXrMXMA fyA9fYJcjaN5w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gNw+PN6NcXND MChoi8zUfjUFgZA=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPYTozMXoLevEY0SyQD KGn05M06Vno7hHikE/w4kERr36RN//GziKo6IOCx3tVVNXzE8GVtu0Pa2l5ZXVtPbeR3 9za3tkt7O03VZxKyho0FrFs+0QxwSPW0FwL1k4kI6EvWMsfXU791h2TisfRrR4nzAvJ IOIBp0Qb6ea+5/QKRbuEXcdxy8gQp4orriEVjM+rpwiX7BmKsEC9V3jv9mOahizSVBC lOthOtJcRqTkVbJLvpoolhI7IgHUMjUjIlJfNTp2gY6P0URBLU5FGM/X7REZCpcahbzp DoofqtzcV//I6qQ7OvIxHSapZROeLglQgHaPp36jPJaNajA0hVHJzK6JDIgnVJp28Ce HrU/Q/aZZL2ER07RZrF4s4cnAIR3ACGKpQgyuoQwMoDOABnuDZEtaj9WK9zluXrMXMA fyA9fYJcjaN5w==</latexit>
z4
<latexit sha1_base64="5OkqB+Z9hIP6 lceuQeQIMRJQS8E=">AAAB6nicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hZ1kY/QW9OIxonlAs oTZySQZMju7zMwKccknePGgiFe/yJt/4+QhqGhBQ1HVTXdXEAuujet+OEvLK6tr65mN7 ObW9s5ubm+/oaNEUVankYhUKyCaCS5Z3XAjWCtWjISBYM1gdDn1m3dMaR7JWzOOmR+S geR9Tomx0s191+vm8m4Be6WSV0SWlCq47FlSxvi8copwwZ0hDwvUurn3Ti+iScikoYJ o3cZubPyUKMOpYJNsJ9EsJnREBqxtqSQh0346O3WCjq3SQ/1I2ZIGzdTvEykJtR6Hge0 MiRnq395U/MtrJ6Z/5qdcxolhks4X9ROBTISmf6MeV4waMbaEUMXtrYgOiSLU2HSyNo SvT9H/pFEsYBvRtZevXiziyMAhHMEJYKhAFa6gBnWgMIAHeIJnRziPzovzOm9dchYzB /ADztsnc7qN6A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5OkqB+Z9hIP6 lceuQeQIMRJQS8E=">AAAB6nicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hZ1kY/QW9OIxonlAs oTZySQZMju7zMwKccknePGgiFe/yJt/4+QhqGhBQ1HVTXdXEAuujet+OEvLK6tr65mN7 ObW9s5ubm+/oaNEUVankYhUKyCaCS5Z3XAjWCtWjISBYM1gdDn1m3dMaR7JWzOOmR+S geR9Tomx0s191+vm8m4Be6WSV0SWlCq47FlSxvi8copwwZ0hDwvUurn3Ti+iScikoYJ o3cZubPyUKMOpYJNsJ9EsJnREBqxtqSQh0346O3WCjq3SQ/1I2ZIGzdTvEykJtR6Hge0 MiRnq395U/MtrJ6Z/5qdcxolhks4X9ROBTISmf6MeV4waMbaEUMXtrYgOiSLU2HSyNo SvT9H/pFEsYBvRtZevXiziyMAhHMEJYKhAFa6gBnWgMIAHeIJnRziPzovzOm9dchYzB /ADztsnc7qN6A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5OkqB+Z9hIP6 lceuQeQIMRJQS8E=">AAAB6nicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hZ1kY/QW9OIxonlAs oTZySQZMju7zMwKccknePGgiFe/yJt/4+QhqGhBQ1HVTXdXEAuujet+OEvLK6tr65mN7 ObW9s5ubm+/oaNEUVankYhUKyCaCS5Z3XAjWCtWjISBYM1gdDn1m3dMaR7JWzOOmR+S geR9Tomx0s191+vm8m4Be6WSV0SWlCq47FlSxvi8copwwZ0hDwvUurn3Ti+iScikoYJ o3cZubPyUKMOpYJNsJ9EsJnREBqxtqSQh0346O3WCjq3SQ/1I2ZIGzdTvEykJtR6Hge0 MiRnq395U/MtrJ6Z/5qdcxolhks4X9ROBTISmf6MeV4waMbaEUMXtrYgOiSLU2HSyNo SvT9H/pFEsYBvRtZevXiziyMAhHMEJYKhAFa6gBnWgMIAHeIJnRziPzovzOm9dchYzB /ADztsnc7qN6A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5OkqB+Z9hIP6 lceuQeQIMRJQS8E=">AAAB6nicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hZ1kY/QW9OIxonlAs oTZySQZMju7zMwKccknePGgiFe/yJt/4+QhqGhBQ1HVTXdXEAuujet+OEvLK6tr65mN7 ObW9s5ubm+/oaNEUVankYhUKyCaCS5Z3XAjWCtWjISBYM1gdDn1m3dMaR7JWzOOmR+S geR9Tomx0s191+vm8m4Be6WSV0SWlCq47FlSxvi8copwwZ0hDwvUurn3Ti+iScikoYJ o3cZubPyUKMOpYJNsJ9EsJnREBqxtqSQh0346O3WCjq3SQ/1I2ZIGzdTvEykJtR6Hge0 MiRnq395U/MtrJ6Z/5qdcxolhks4X9ROBTISmf6MeV4waMbaEUMXtrYgOiSLU2HSyNo SvT9H/pFEsYBvRtZevXiziyMAhHMEJYKhAFa6gBnWgMIAHeIJnRziPzovzOm9dchYzB /ADztsnc7qN6A==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="OcuxH7bBb6UKSlJmXAeItm3dGAE=">AAAB6nicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hZ1kY/QW9OIxonlAsoTZySQZMju7zMyKYcknePGgiFe/yJt/4+Q hqGhBQ1HVTXdXEAuujet+OEvLK6tr65mN7ObW9s5ubm+/oaNEUVankYhUKyCaCS5Z3XAjWCtWjISBYM1gdDn1m3dMaR7JWzOOmR+SgeR9Tomx0s191+3m8m4Be6WSV0SWlCq47FlSxvi8copwwZ0hDwvUurn3Ti+iScikoYJo3cZubPyUKMOpYJNsJ9EsJnREBqxtqSQh0346O3WCjq3SQ/1I2ZIGzdTvEykJtR6Hge0MiRnq395U/MtrJ6Z/5qdcxolhks4X9ROB TISmf6MeV4waMbaEUMXtrYgOiSLU2HSyNoSvT9H/pFEsYBvRtZevXiziyMAhHMEJYKhAFa6gBnWgMIAHeIJnRziPzovzOm9dchYzB/ADztsnap6N4g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OcuxH7bBb6UKSlJmXAeItm3dGAE=">AAAB6nicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hZ1kY/QW9OIxonlAsoTZySQZMju7zMyKYcknePGgiFe/yJt/4+Q hqGhBQ1HVTXdXEAuujet+OEvLK6tr65mN7ObW9s5ubm+/oaNEUVankYhUKyCaCS5Z3XAjWCtWjISBYM1gdDn1m3dMaR7JWzOOmR+SgeR9Tomx0s191+3m8m4Be6WSV0SWlCq47FlSxvi8copwwZ0hDwvUurn3Ti+iScikoYJo3cZubPyUKMOpYJNsJ9EsJnREBqxtqSQh0346O3WCjq3SQ/1I2ZIGzdTvEykJtR6Hge0MiRnq395U/MtrJ6Z/5qdcxolhks4X9ROB TISmf6MeV4waMbaEUMXtrYgOiSLU2HSyNoSvT9H/pFEsYBvRtZevXiziyMAhHMEJYKhAFa6gBnWgMIAHeIJnRziPzovzOm9dchYzB/ADztsnap6N4g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OcuxH7bBb6UKSlJmXAeItm3dGAE=">AAAB6nicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hZ1kY/QW9OIxonlAsoTZySQZMju7zMyKYcknePGgiFe/yJt/4+Q hqGhBQ1HVTXdXEAuujet+OEvLK6tr65mN7ObW9s5ubm+/oaNEUVankYhUKyCaCS5Z3XAjWCtWjISBYM1gdDn1m3dMaR7JWzOOmR+SgeR9Tomx0s191+3m8m4Be6WSV0SWlCq47FlSxvi8copwwZ0hDwvUurn3Ti+iScikoYJo3cZubPyUKMOpYJNsJ9EsJnREBqxtqSQh0346O3WCjq3SQ/1I2ZIGzdTvEykJtR6Hge0MiRnq395U/MtrJ6Z/5qdcxolhks4X9ROB TISmf6MeV4waMbaEUMXtrYgOiSLU2HSyNoSvT9H/pFEsYBvRtZevXiziyMAhHMEJYKhAFa6gBnWgMIAHeIJnRziPzovzOm9dchYzB/ADztsnap6N4g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OcuxH7bBb6UKSlJmXAeItm3dGAE=">AAAB6nicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hZ1kY/QW9OIxonlAsoTZySQZMju7zMyKYcknePGgiFe/yJt/4+Q hqGhBQ1HVTXdXEAuujet+OEvLK6tr65mN7ObW9s5ubm+/oaNEUVankYhUKyCaCS5Z3XAjWCtWjISBYM1gdDn1m3dMaR7JWzOOmR+SgeR9Tomx0s191+3m8m4Be6WSV0SWlCq47FlSxvi8copwwZ0hDwvUurn3Ti+iScikoYJo3cZubPyUKMOpYJNsJ9EsJnREBqxtqSQh0346O3WCjq3SQ/1I2ZIGzdTvEykJtR6Hge0MiRnq395U/MtrJ6Z/5qdcxolhks4X9ROB TISmf6MeV4waMbaEUMXtrYgOiSLU2HSyNoSvT9H/pFEsYBvRtZevXiziyMAhHMEJYKhAFa6gBnWgMIAHeIJnRziPzovzOm9dchYzB/ADztsnap6N4g==</latexit>
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n
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FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the direct FFS algorithm
of Ref. 23. A dynamic trajectory is launched from x0 ∈ Q,
and y0, y1, · · · , yN0 , its first crossings of λ0 after leaving A are
stored. These configurations are then passed onto the first
FFS iterator. The process is continued until λB is reached.
transition path sampling (TPS),24 transition interface
sampling (TIS),25 milestoning26 and forward flux sam-
pling (FFS).23,27 Further information about path sam-
pling techniques can be found in several excellent reviews
that have been written on this topic.28–30 The focus of
this perspective is on the forward flux sampling algo-
rithm, which was originally developed by Allen et al.23,27
for probing the kinetics of rare events in both equilib-
rium and non-equilibrium systems. In recent years, FFS
has gained increased popularity due to its simplicity and
ease of implementation, as well as its applicability to sys-
tems that are out-of-equilibrium, whereas several other
path sampling techniques such as TPS and TIS can only
be applied to equilibrium systems with microscopically
reversible dynamics.24,31 Despite its versatility, however,
the accuracy and efficiency of FFS can depend on the
particulars of its implementation. Therefore, developing
more robust and efficient variants and implementations
of FFS has become an intense focus of research, with
earlier methodological efforts covered in several com-
prehensive reviews published shortly after its develop-
ment.32,33 In recent years, FFS has been extensively uti-
lized for studying a wide variety of rare events, such as
phase transitions in the Ising34–45 and Potts46–49 mod-
els, crystal nucleation,50–80 evaporation,81–86 phase sep-
aration,87,88 coalescence,89 wetting,90,91 protein folding,
rupture and aggregation,92–98 DNA hybridization,99–105
polymer relaxation and translocation,106–111 ion trans-
port112 and genetic113–118 and magnetic switching.119–121
Also, several new variants of FFS have been developed
to expand its applicability,67,76,122–125 optimize reaction
coordinates,126 extract free energy profiles,79,127–129 and
improve its efficiency.130,131 These recent developments
call for an updated overview of FFS, both to discuss
newer variants and extensions, as well as the types of
systems and rare events that have been studied using
FFS-like approaches.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we
provide a brief overview of the original FFS method
(Section II A) and its classical variants (Section II B),
its benchmarking and validation (Section II C), and ef-
ficiency and accuracy (Section II D). We dedicate Sec-
tion III to discussing newer variants and extensions
of FFS developed for expanding its applicability (Sec-
tion III A), optimizing order parameters (Section III B),
computing free energy profiles (Section III C), and en-
hancing its efficiency (Section III D). Section IV is re-
served for a discussion of software packages developed
for implementing FFS. In Section V, we discuss numer-
ous applications of FFS to study rare events, such as
nucleation (Section V A), conformational rearrangements
in biomolecules (Section V B), structural relaxation in
polymers (Section V C), solute and ion transport through
membranes (Section V D) and rare switching events (Sec-
tion V E). Finally, Section VI is reserved for conclusions
and future outlook.
II. OVERVIEW OF FORWARD-FLUX
SAMPLING
A. The Original Algorithm
Before discussing recent methodological developments
and applications, we first need to provide a brief overview
of the original FFS algorithm. Like many other path
sampling techniques, FFS23 is based on dividing the con-
figuration space into non-overlapping regions separated
by level sets of an order parameter (OP), a mathemati-
cal function, λ(·) : Q → R that quantifies the progress
of the corresponding rare event. Here, Q is the config-
uration space. For any configuration x ∈ Q, λ(x) is a
measure of its proximity to B, with the initial and tar-
get basins A and B given by A := {x : λ(x) < λA} and
B := {x : λ(x) ≥ λB}, respectively. In other words,
λ(x) = λA and λ(x) = λB are two milestones that de-
marcate the boundaries of A and B. Typically, λA and
λB are chosen so that they are thermally accessible to
the configurations within that respective basin. For in-
stance, λA can be chosen within the range [µ, µ+σ] where
µ and σ are the mean and the standard deviation of the
order parameter distribution in A. The parts of Q that
neither belong to A nor to B are further divided into
N non-overlapping regions separated by N milestones
λA ≤ λ0 < λ1 < · · · < λN = λB (Fig. 1). It is necessary
to emphasize that even though it is technically allowed
for λ0 and λA to coincide, it is usually more prudent to
place λ0 away from λA in order to avoid correlations and
increase efficiency. For instance, λ0 can be chosen within
the 1-0.1% tail of the order parameter distribution. We
will discuss the issue of milestone placement in further
detail in Section III D.
After dividing the configuration space into non-
overlapping regions, the rate of transition from A to B
3is computed in an iterative two-step process. First, A
is sampled using the unbiased intrinsic dynamics of the
underlying system, e.g., via methods such as MD or MC,
and N0, the number of times that a trajectory crosses
λ0 after leaving A is enumerated. At each such crossing,
the corresponding configuration is stored for use in up-
coming iterations ({y1, · · · , yN0} in Fig. 1). The flux of
trajectories crossing λ0 after leaving A is then computed
as:
ΦA,0 =
N0
T
(1)
with T the total duration of trajectories conducted in
A. In many applications, ΦA,0 is normalized using a
proper measure of system size, such as volume or sur-
face area. The next step is to compute P (B|λ0), the
probability that a trajectory that has crossed λ0 will
cross into B before returning to A. P (B|λ0) is com-
puted from N computationally tractable iterations with
the kth iteration aimed at computing P (λk|λk−1), the
probability that a trajectory initiated from an FFS con-
figuration stored at λk−1 reaches λk before returning to
A. P (λk|λk−1)’s are typically referred to as transition
probabilities. The first transition probability, P (λ1|λ0)
is calculated by launching M0 trial trajectories from the
N0 configurations stored at λ0, with each trial trajectory
terminated either when it reaches λ1 or returns to A.
Whenever a trajectory crosses λ1, the corresponding con-
figuration is stored for the second iteration ({z1, · · · , zN1}
in Fig. 1), and the transition probability is computed as
P (λ1|λ0) = N1/M0 with N1 the total number of success-
ful crossings of λ1. This procedure is repeated until all
transition probabilities are computed. P (B|λ0) is then
estimated as:
P (λB |λ0) =
N−1∏
i=0
P (λi+1|λi) (2)
which can then be used for properly reweighing the flux
of trajectories leaving A and estimating kAB :
kAB = ΦA,0
N−1∏
i=0
P (λi+1|λi) (3)
The power of FFS arises from the fact that an arbitrar-
ily small P (B|λ0) can be accurately and efficiently esti-
mated by breaking it into larger– and more computation-
ally tractable– transition probabilities.
It is necessary to emphasize that in practice, an FFS
calculation is terminated when the transition probabil-
ities approach unity and P (λk|λ0) =
∏k−1
i=0 P (λi+1|λi)
gets saturated. This occurs when the system overcomes
the free energy barrier and moves downhill along λ. It is
therefore not necessary to a priori determine λi’s and λB
prior to using FFS, as each λk can be determined after
finishing the iteration aimed at crossing λk−1, and the
calculation is terminated when the transition probability
is unity.
One of the main advantages of FFS is that it is not
very sensitive to choosing an imperfect OP as long as the
utilized OP is sufficiently close to the true reaction co-
ordinate of the corresponding transition. It is therefore
possible to construct several equally valid OPs for study-
ing the same rare event within the same system. The
particular mathematical form of an OP is system- and
transition-dependent and can be as simple as the number
of water molecules between two hydrophobic plates in the
case of hydrophobic evaporation83 and as complex as a
linear combination of the distance between DNA strands
and the number of in-register base pairs in the case of
DNA hybridization.102 In our overview of FFS applica-
tions in Section V, we discuss different types of OPs that
can be utilized for studying different transitions. We also
discuss more rigorous approaches for constructing opti-
mal order parameters.
B. Classical Variants of FFS
The scheme described above is generally referred to as
direct FFS in which transition pathways are generated
in a piecewise manner by concatenating successful trial
trajectories connecting successive milestones. Allen et
al. developed23 two other FFS variants in which transi-
tion paths are generated one at a time instead. The first
variant is called branched growth FFS (BG-FFS) and is
comprised of the following steps:
(i) Similar to direct FFS, the A basin is exhaustively
sampled and first crossings of λ0 are recorded and
enumerated. This results in N0 configurations at
λ0. The initial flux ΦA,0 is then computed from
Eq. (1).
(ii) From each configuration stored at λ0, k0 trajecto-
ries are initiated, which are then terminated after
crossing λ1 or returning to the basin. This process
results in N
(1)
s configurations at λ1. If N
(1)
s > 0,
k1 trajectories are initiated from each N
(1)
s config-
uration at λ1, which are terminated upon crossing
λ2 or returning to A. This process is repeated un-
til N
(N)
s configurations are generated at λN or no
success is observed for an intermediate milestone.
The rate is then computed as:
kBGAB = ΦA,0
〈
N
(N)
s∏N−1
j=0 kj
〉
λ0
(4)
Similarly, the partial cumulative transition proba-
bility will be given by:
P (λk|λ0) =
〈
N
(k)
s∏k−1
j=0 kj
〉
λ0
(5)
4The second variant is called Rosenbluth FFS (RB-FFS)
due to its conceptual similarity to the Rosenbluth al-
gorithm used for growing polymer chains.132 RB-FFS is
very similar to BG-FFS in the sense that both tend to
generate full transition pathways one at a time. The
paths generated by RB-FFS, however, are not branched
since at every milestone, λj , only one of the N
(j)
s possi-
ble configurations are chosen for further growth. The
generated path is then accepted or rejected in accor-
dance with a Metropolis scheme, with a weight given
by W =
∏N
j=1N
(j)
s . The total and partial cumulative
probabilities are then updated accordingly.
The other classical variant of FFS introduced in Ref. 23
is pruning which is also motivated by the pruning method
in simulating polymers,133 and is aimed at avoiding full
integration of trial trajectories that are destined to fail.
More precisely, the trajectories that start at λk are ter-
minated with a fixed probability when they revert to
λk−1, and the surviving trials are properly reweighed to
account for such immature terminations. Later bench-
marking, however, revealed little increase in efficiency
upon using pruning. A similar variant of pruning– called
constrained branched growth FFS– was later introduced
by Velez-Vega et al..134
In order for these classical variants to accurately esti-
mate kAB , it is necessary that FFS milestones are crossed
sequentially, i.e., that a reactive trajectory never skips
milestones while crawling towards B. As will be dis-
cussed in Section III A 3, this imposes a stringent smooth-
ness condition on the utilized OP, a criterion that is dif-
ficult to satisfy with most commonly used OPs.
C. Validation and Benchmarking
An important aspect of developing any new method is
to benchmark and validate it using standard established
computational methods. As for FFS, the validation in-
volves comparing the rate estimate from FFS with those
obtained from conventional sampling techniques such as
MC, MD and Brownian dynamics (BD). Historically, the
classical FFS variants discussed above were tested and
validated based on their ability to accurately predict the
switching kinetics of the bistable genetic switch system
(Fig. 2A), which consists of two proteins A and B that
are encoded by two genes on a segment of DNA with a
controlling sequence O. Both A and B can dimerize to
form A2 and B2, which can, in turn, compete to bind to
O. When A2 binds to O and forms OA 2, it blocks the
formation of B. The same is true for B and OB2, which
will impede the formation of A . The rate at which A
(or B) is formed is k, irrespective of whether O is free
or bound to A2 (or B2). Both A and B perish at a
constant rate, k/4. (See Ref. 23 for a complete list of
reactions.) This leads to a system with two stable states
enriched in A or B, and a transient state where A and
B are present in equal quantities. These states can be
A + A A A
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FIG. 2. The two systems widely studied for validating FFS
variants: (A) The bistable genetic switch network of Ref. 23.
(B-C) The simple polymer model utilized for studying poly-
mer translocation with (C) the three regions used for defining
the order parameter.
distinguished using an order parameter given by:
λ = NB−NA = nB+2nB2+2nOB2−(nA+2nA2+2nOA 2)
which is the difference between the total number of B
and A monomers present in the system. It can be
shown using kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC)135 simulations
that the actual switching events are rapid, and occur at
timescales considerably shorter than the relatively long
wait times between consecutive switching events (Fig. 3).
This makes switching a quintessential rare event, and
hence ideal for assessing the performance of a path sam-
pling technique such as FFS. For all FFS variants dis-
cussed above, excellent agreement was observed between
the rates estimated from FFS and KMC, with using FFS
resulting in a considerable reduction in computational
cost.
Another model rare event utilized for validating FFS
is polymer translocation through a cylindrical pore
(Fig. 2B-C), which, unlike the genetic switch system,
does not have two equally likely basins, but involves
a unidirectional driven transition between a metastable
basin and a stable basin. The polymer chain is repre-
sented using the standard bead-spring model136 with in-
dividual beads interacting via the Lennard-Jones (LJ)137
potential, while consecutive beads are connected via har-
monic springs. The beads interact with the pore wall
via the repulsive part of the LJ potential, and the first
bead within the pore is always constrained to regions I,
II and III of Fig. 2C. The pore switches between ON
and OFF states with rate constants k1 (OFF→ON) and
k−1 (ON→OFF). While the pore is ON, the polymer
beads within its interior experience a positive pulling
force fpull (Fig. 2B). The system is temporally evolved
using Langevin dynamics. This simple model is primar-
ily used for assessing the accuracy of FFS-like schemes,
5and is not intended for systematic investigation of any
real translocation process. The utilized order parameter
is given by:
λ =
nI + 2nII + 4nIII
4N
where, nI , nII and nIII are the number of monomers
lying in the regions I, II and III of shown in Fig. 2C,
respectively. The form of λ was chosen out of convenience
and does not reflect the true reaction coordinate. Similar
to the genetic switch system, the rates computed from
different FFS variants agree with the translocation times
estimated from conventional Langevin dynamics, but can
be estimated with far fewer simulation steps.
D. Numerical Accuracy and Computational
Efficiency
The proof-of-concept calculations of Section II C demon-
strate the power of FFS variants in efficiently estimating
the rates of rare events at a fraction of the computational
costs of conventional techniques. In order to rigorously
assess their efficiency, however, it is necessary to estimate
the level of statistical uncertainty in the computed rates.
More precisely, the efficiency of an FFS calculation, E ,
can be defined as:27
E = 1CV (6)
Here, C = 〈nS〉λ0 is the computational cost per configura-
tion at λ0. For any configuration x at λ0, nS(x) is defined
as the total number of (MC or MD) steps of all trajec-
tories initiated from x as well as from all its progeny at
later milestones. V, however, is the relative variance in
the rate constant per configuration at λ0, and is defined
as:
V = N0V [k
e
AB ]
〈keAB〉2
(7)
Here, keAB is the rate estimate obtained from Eq. (3).
〈keAB〉 and V [keAB ] are the mean and variance of this
estimate, namely the true rate, and the error bar squared
in the estimated rate, respectively. These quantities can
be estimated from FFS as follows:
Computational Cost (C): In estimating C, Allen et
al.27 only enumerated the total number of simulation
steps across all FFS trajectories, and did not account for
any overheads associated with initiating or storing those
trajectories. Within this framework, C can be broken into
its two major contributions: (i) R, the cost of obtaining
a configuration at λ0, or the average number of steps
between successive crossings of λ0 during the exhaustive
sampling of A, (ii) the cost of sampling the transition
region (λA < λ ≤ λB), or the total length of trial trajec-
tories between successive milestones. Assuming that the
length of a trajectory starting from a configuration at λi
FIG. 3. (Reproduced from Ref. 23) Temporal evolution of the
bistable genetic switch order parameter.
and ending at λj is proportional to |λj − λi|, the total
cost of trial trajectories initiated at λi will be given by:
Ci = S (pi|λi+1 − λi|+ qi|λi − λA|) (8)
Here, pi = P (λi+1|λi), qi = 1 − pi, and S is a system-
dependent proportionality constant. For direct FFS
therefore, the overall computational cost per configura-
tion at λ0 will be given by:
C = R+ 1
N0
n−1∑
i=0
MiCi (9)
Similar expressions can be obtained for other FFS
variants, such as the branched growth and Rosenbluth
methods. It is necessary to emphasize that Eq. (8)
might be violated in many systems, in which case the
more generalized expressions of Section III D 2 need to
be utilized.
Variance (V): The rate computed from Eq. (3) can be
expressed as keAB = Φ
e
A,0P
e(λB |λ0). Here, the super-
scripts e refer to the fact that each quantity is the statis-
tical estimator of an unknown parameter. In principle,
the uncertainty in keAB can arise from the uncertainty in
both ΦeA,0 and P
e(λB |λ0). More often than not, how-
ever, the former is negligible in comparison to the latter.
Indeed, as long as λ0 is not too far from λA, basin explo-
rations can be made exhaustive enough to estimate ΦeA,0
with a high level of accuracy, at a considerably lower
computational cost than what is needed for estimating
P e. Under such circumstances, V will be given by:
V = N0V [k
e
AB ]
E2[keAB ]
≈ N0V [P
e
B ]
P 2B
(10)
Assuming that the iterations initiated from different FFS
milestones are uncorrelated, V [P eB ] can be expressed as:
V [P eB ] ≈ P 2B
N−1∑
j=0
V [pej ]
p2j
(11)
6Here, V [pej ]’s correspond to uncertainties in individual
transition probabilities. It might be argued that Nj+1 is
expected to be binomially distributed, which will result in
a variance given by V [pej ] = Mjp
e
jq
e
j . In reality, however,
the trajectories initiated from different configurations at
λj will have different success probabilities and only the
trajectories initiated from the same configuration will be
binomially distributed. Taking this granularity into con-
sideration yields the following estimate for variance:
V [pej ] =
pjqj
Mj
+
Uj
Nj
(
1− 1
Mj
)
(12)
with Uj called the landscape variance and given by:
Uj =
1
k − 1
V
[
N
(j)
s
]
k
− pjqj
 (13)
Here k is the average number of trajectories initiated
from a typical configuration at λj , and V
[
N
(j)
s
]
is the
variance in the number of successes obtained from tra-
jectories initiated from the jth configuration. Similar
expressions can be obtained for other FFS variants. It
must, however, be noted that the uncertainty in pj is
bounded from below by Uj/Nj , irrespective of the total
number of trial trajectories. This underscores the im-
portance of proper sampling of the starting basin and
the earlier milestones, as doing so can result in a drastic
reduction in the landscape variance.
III. NEWER VARIANTS OF FFS
In recent years, several newer FFS variants have been
developed to achieve one of these four broad purposes:
(i) expanding the applicability of FFS-like schemes to
new systems and/or order parameters (Section III A),
(ii) constructing and optimizing order parameters (Sec-
tion III B), (iii) constructing free energy profiles from
FFS (Section III C), and (iv) facilitating the implementa-
tion and enhancing the efficiency of FFS (Section III D).
In this section, we will discuss developments in each of
these arenas separately.
A. Expanding Applicability
The FFS variants discussed in Section II B were all
developed for rare events that occur in systems with
time-invariant dynamics, small relaxation times and two
metastable basins, and that can be described using
smooth one-dimensional order parameters. Moreover, it
is generally assumed that a clear separation of timescales
exist between the wait time and the transition time. The
FFS variants discussed below (Fig. 4) are attempts at re-
laxing these important constraints, and allowing for rate
calculations in a broader range of systems with a wider
variety of order parameters.
Non-Stationary 
FFS (NS-FFS) 
Non-stationary systems
Jumpy FFS (jFFS)
Temporally fluctuating 
and jumpy OPs
FFS in Time (FFST)
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Processes with Multi-
dimensional OPs
Expanding 
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FIG. 4. New variants of FFS aimed at expanding its applica-
bility and discussed in Section III.
1. Non-stationary FFS (NS-FFS)
Non-stationary FFS was developed by Becker et al.123
to compute time-dependent transition rates, phase space
densities, and crossing-fluxes in systems with time-
dependent Hamiltonians, such as systems exposed to on-
off and/or oscillating external fields. Examples in the real
life include ice nucleation during flash freezing, or tran-
sient biomolecular conformational rearrangements. As
expected, such time-dependent systems will have rates
that are also time-dependent. The task of defining such
time-dependent rates, however, might not be easy as non-
stationarity can affect the transition kinetics in nontriv-
ial ways. The simplest situation is when transition events
are uniformly rare over the timescale of interest T . (Here,
T is the timescale associated with the lowest-frequency
change in the Hamiltonian.) Under such circumstances,
the generalized time-dependent rate, kAB(t), will have
the property that k−1AB(t) T for 0 ≤ t ≤ T , and SA(t),
the survival probability in A, will always be close to unity
at all times. However, if transitions from A to B occur
frequently enough over the time interval (0, T ), uniform
rarity can be broken and SA(t) will no longer be close
to unity. Consequently, the time-dependent rate can be
defined as kAB(t) = qAB(t)/SA(t), with qAB(t) the flux
of trajectories leaving A and reaching B at time t. The
other possibility is for the system to exhibit macroscopic
memory effects, leading to a history dependent rate con-
stant kAB(t|t′) defined as the transition rate at time t
assuming that the previous transition occurred at t′.
In all these cases, capturing the time-dependent nature
of the A→ B transition will require generating a statisti-
cally representative ensemble of trajectories of length T .
Due to the explicit time-dependence of the underlying
dynamics, all crossing statistics are to be collected over
a two-dimensional region R = [λmin, λmax]× [tmin, tmax].
In NS-FFS, milestones are defined along either of the
two coordinates, and each milestone is then further di-
vided into bins along the other coordinate. Similar to
conventional FFS, the first stage of NS-FFS involves gen-
erating a set of starting configurations at the first mile-
7stone through exhaustive sampling of A. If milestones
are staged along λ, however, the crossing times also need
to be stored for such configurations. Each such configu-
ration can be the starting point for subsequent trial tra-
jectories, which are terminated after time T , or upon
crossing a milestone or a bin. If the latter, the trajec-
tory is either branched or pruned with a probability b(n).
Here, n = 0, 1, · · · , nmax is the number of branched tra-
jectories, with n = 0 corresponding to the trajectory be-
ing pruned. In order for the trajectories to be properly
weighed, it is necessary for the average trajectory weight
to be conserved across all interface bins. More precisely,
if the weights of the original and branched trajectories
are given by w and w′ = wr(n), respectively, r(n) can
be determined from 〈nr〉 = ∑nmaxn=0 b(n)nr(n) = 1. The
weighted visiting statistics at each interface bin can then
be used for estimating time-dependent rate constants,
and densities of states. Depending on whether original
interfaces are placed along λ or t, the corresponding NS-
FFS variant is called λ-based or time-based, respectively.
Becker et al. tested their method to probe the kinetics of
overcoming a linear barrier by a Brownian particle, and
in the genetic switch system.
2. Temporally Coarse-grained FFS
FFS is a first passage method in the sense that trial tra-
jectories are terminated when they cross a pre-specified
set of milestones for the first time. One might therefore
expect that discretizing a dynamical trajectory, which
is almost universally practiced in molecular simulations,
might result in the underestimation of rate due to miss-
ing some intermittent crossing events. It therefore seems
plausible that increasing the accuracy of FFS should, in
principle, require monitoring the trial trajectories as fre-
quently as possible, i.e., at every MD or MC step. This
might indeed be the case in systems with fast structural
relaxation, although the sensitivity of rate to sampling
time (the time between successive calculations of the OP)
is not expected to be too large. This assertion might,
however, not be true in slowly relaxing systems, particu-
larly those in which different modes of structural relax-
ation proceed over widely separated timescales. Under
such circumstances, temporal fluctuations of a structural
OP– i.e., an OP computed from instantaneous positions
and orientations of individual molecules– might occur at
frequencies distributed over several orders of magnitude.
Monitoring dynamical trajectories at times commensu-
rate to the higher frequency fluctuations might hamper
the convergence of milestone-based techniques such as
FFS by causing a preponderance of false crossing events.
Detecting true crossings will therefore involve some level
of coarse-graining of the OP time series, in order to
filter out undesirable high-frequency fluctuations. The
simplest– and potentially most efficient– way of doing
this is to use a larger sampling time, i.e., to compute OPs
less frequently, although more sophisticated approaches
high-frequency fluctuations in λðtÞ do not reflect physically rel-
evant structural transformations. We therefore filter such high-
frequency fluctuations by computing the order parameter along
MD trajectories less frequently. We choose τs = 1 ps, which is still
around three orders of magnitude smaller than the hydrogen bond
relaxation time (23) (Fig. 2C). By decreasing the separation be-
tween τs and τr, the FFS calculation converges and the cumulative
probability eventually plateaus (Fig. 1). The computed nucleation
rate is log10   R= 5.9299± 0.6538 – R in nucleation events per cubic
meter per second. This implies, statistically, one nucleation event
per 9× 1018 s in the 4,096-molecule system considered in this work,
which has an average volume of ∼125 nm3. Note the astronomical
separation of time scales between structural relaxation (τr = 0.6 ns)
and ice nucleation. This rate is placed in the context of earlier
experimental estimates (12, 24) below (see Comparison with Ex-
perimental Rate Measurements). We confirm the accuracy of the
coarse-grained FFS by observing that the computed crystallization
rates in the Lennard−Jones (LJ) system are insensitive to τs if
τs=τr < 10−1 (Figs. 3 and 2B).
For most materials, the probability of adding a certain number
of molecules to a crystallite of λ molecules increases with λ. This
leads to a consistent positive curvature in the cumulative prob-
ability curve, e.g., in the crystallization of the LJ system (Fig. 1,
Inset, and Fig. S3A). For water, however, the cumulative prob-
ability curve has a pronounced inflection at λ≈ 30, where the
probability of growing an average crystallite decreases signifi-
cantly with λ before rebounding again at larger λ. The inflection
is accompanied by nonmonotonicities in several other mechan-
ical observables. For instance, in the inflection region, the av-
erage density increases with λ (Fig. 4D), even though there is
an overall decrease in density upon crystallization. We observe
similar nonmonotonicities in the longest principal axes (Fig. 4A)
and the asphericity (Fig. 4B) of the largest crystallite, as well as
the number of five-, six- and seven-member rings in the system
(Fig. 4C). The nonmonotonicity in ring size distribution has also
been observed in the freezing of ST2, another molecular model
of water (25). In the LJ system, however, all of these quantities
evolve monotonically from their averages in the liquid to their
averages in the crystal (Fig. 4, Insets, and Fig. S3). In the coarse-
grained mW system, this inflection is present, but is very mild,
and the nonmonotonicities are much weaker (Fig. S4).
To understand the origin of this inflection, we examine all of
the configurations in the shaded purple regions of Figs. 1 and 4,
and identify those that survive the inflection region by giving rise
to a progeny at λ= 41. Visual inspection of these configurations
reveals an abundance of double-diamond cages (DDCs) in their
largest crystallites. DDCs (Fig. 5A) are the basic building blocks
of cubic ice (Ic), and are topologically identical to the carbon
backbone of the polycyclic alkane diamantane (26). The largest
crystallites of the vanishing configurations, however, are rich in
hexagonal cages (HCs) (Fig. 5B), the basic building blocks of
hexagonal ice (Ih). We then use a topological criterion to detect
DDCs and HCs (see SI Text). In this approach, all primitive
hexagonal rings in the nearest-neighbor network are identified,
and DDCs and HCs are detected based on the connectivity of
the neighboring hexagonal rings (see SI Text for further details).
We identify several isolated cages even in the supercooled liquid.
Due to their distorted geometries, however, such cages can only
be detected topologically, and not through conventional order
parameters such as q3 (13). Similar to the crystallites that are
clusters of neighboring molecules with local solid-like environ-
ments (see SI Text), the cages that share molecules can also be
clustered together to define interconnected DDC/HC networks.
With their constituent cages detected topologically, such net-
works can contain both solid- and liquid-like molecules. We
observe that almost all of the molecules of the largest crystallites
participate in DDC/HC networks. This is consistent with earlier
experimental and computational observations (10, 27) that the
ice that nucleates from supercooled water is a stacking-disor-
dered mixture of both Ic and Ih polymorphs.
Consistent with our visual observation, a stark difference exists
between the DDC makeup of the surviving and vanishing con-
figurations. In the surviving configurations, the water molecules
of the largest crystallite are more likely to participate in DDCs
than in HCs (Fig. 5 C and D), making the corresponding crys-
tallites more cubic than the average. Such cubic-rich configura-
tions are scarce at the beginning and only grow in number toward
the end of the inflection region. Conversely, the majority of
configurations, which are HC rich, become extinct toward the
end of the inflection region. This preference can be explained by
comparing the geometric features of the HC-rich and DDC-rich
crystallites. Although the DDC-rich crystallites are compara-
tively uniform in shape (Fig. 5H), the HC-rich crystallites are
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FIG. 5. (Reproduced from Ref. 67) (A) Cumulative probabil-
ity curve for homogeneous ice nucleation in the IP4P/Ice138
system at 230 K and 1 bar with a sampling time of 2 fs. This
calculation does not converge due to high-frequency fluctua-
tions in the order parameter. (B) Conducting the same calcu-
lation using temporally coarse-grained FFS with a sampling
window of 1 ps results in convergence.
such s obtaining window averages or removing high fr -
quency fluctuations in the Fourier space might also be
utilized. Such coarse-graining igh not only be neces-
sary to assure the accuracy of the computed rate, but
even for the mere convergence of an FFS calculation.
Haji-Akbari and Debenedetti67 were the first to
demonstrate this in their calculation of homogeneous ice
nucleation rate in the TIP4P/Ice system,138 which is a
molecular model of water. Supercooled water is a sys-
tem in which the c aracteristic timescale of libratio al
motion is several orders of magnitude smaller than that
of diffusion. This results in unphysical high-frequency
fluctuations in their utilized OP, i.e., the size of the
largest cryst line nucleus in the system. The physical
insights obtained from their work will be discussed in
Section V A 2 d, but as far as FFS is concerned, they con-
sidered two sampling times. For a sampling time of 2 fs,
which is approximately 6 orders of magnitude smaller
than the characteristic diffusion timescales (such as cage
escape time or hydrogen bond de-correlation time), the
FFS calculation did not converge (Fig. 5A). They only
achieved convergence when they increased the sampling
time to 1 ps– therefore cutting the separation between
the sampling and diffusion times to three orders of mag-
nitude (Fig. 5B). Since then, temporall coarse-grained
FFS as been used by multiple researchers to compute
rates in several other systems.70,73,75,77,78,112
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FIG. 6. (Reproduced from Ref. 76) (A) Schematic representa-
tion of different possibilities for multi-milestone jumps when
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son between conventional FFS (B) in which FFS iterators are
called sequentially, and jFFS (C) in which each iterator can,
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3. Jumpy FFS (jFFS)
A key assumption in all FFS variants discussed so far is
that milestones are crossed sequentially, i.e., that a tra-
jectory cannot cross a milestone before crossing the pre-
vious one at an earlier time. This will only be possible if
the underlying order parameter is smooth, i.e., if it does
not undergo high-amplitude temporal fluctuations. The
smoothness criterion cannot, however, be satisfied for a
wide variety of OPs, including those that describe aggre-
gation phenomena, or those that are temporally coarse-
grained. Lack of smoothness can lead to multi-milestone
jumps in the sense that the first crossing of λk can result
in a configuration in Ck+1 = {x : λ(x) ∈ [λk+1, λk+2)}
(e.g., crossings of λ1 by trajectories started from (1) and
(6) in Fig. 6A). Moreover, even if such a crossing yields
a configuration in Ck, that configuration might be closer
to λk+1 than λk (e.g., 2a and 5a in Fig. 6A that are both
far from λ1). None of these pathological scenarios have
rigorous remedies in conventional FFS.
Jumpy FFS (jFFS)76 is a generalized FFS algorithm
for which the smoothness criterion is no longer required.
In principle, a reactive trajectory can be broken into 1 ≤
q ≤ N sub-trajectories corresponding to q crossings of
the N milestones, with the sequence of such crossings
called the jump history. For instance, the jump history
for the top trajectory in Fig. 6A is [−1, 0, 2, 3, 4, 5]. For a
smooth order parameter, the jump history is always j =
[0, 1, 2, · · · , N − 1], while for a jumpy order parameter, a
maximum of 2N distinct jump histories might be possible.
Consequently, the transition rate can be expressed as the
sum of rates for trajectories with shared jump histories.
kjAB , the rate constant for trajectories with jump history
j = [s1, s2, · · · , sqj ] will be given by:
kjAB =
〈U−1,s1〉EA
〈TB〉EA
〈Us1,s2〉[s1] · · · 〈Usqj ,N 〉[s1,s2,··· ,sqj ]
(14)
Here EA is the ensemble of trajectories initiated in A,
and TB [X] and Ui,j [X]’s are stoppage times and success
indicators for the time-invariant Markovian trajectory
X ≡ (x0, x1, · · · ) (e.g., generated via MC or MD):
TB [X] := min
q≥L[X]
{xq ∈ A ∪B} (15)
Ti[X] := min
q≥L[X]
{xq 6∈ ∪ii=0Ci} (16)
Uij [X] :=
{
θi(xTi[X])θj(xTi+1[X]) i ≥ 0
φ0(xL[X])θj(xT0[X]) i = −1 (17)
With L[X] := minq>0{xq 6∈ A} the time that X leaves A
for the first time. θi(x) is an indicator function that is
unity when x ∈ Ci and zero otherwise, with C−1 = {x ∈
Q : λA ≤ λ(x) < λ0} and φi(x) =
∑i
j=0 θj−1(x). Here
Ti[X] is the earliest time that a trajectory crosses λi or
returns to A after L[X], while Ui,j(j > i) is unity only if
a trajectory that has landed in Ci after crossing λi for the
first time, lands in Cj after crossing λi+1 for the first time.
The quantity 〈U−1,s1〉EA/〈TB〉EA is called the immediate
flux and is denoted by ΨA→s1 while 〈Usi,si+1〉[s1,··· ,sj ] are
jump history-dependent generalized transition probabil-
ities. kAB will thus be given by:
kAB = ΨA→N +
N∑
q=1
∑
0≤s1<···<sq≤N
ΨA→s1p
[s1,s2,··· ,sq ]
AB
(18)
Here, p
[s1,s2,··· ,sq ]
AB = 〈Us1,s2〉[s1] · · · 〈Usq,N 〉[s1,··· ,sq ]. For a
smooth order parameter, Eq. (18) reduces to Eq. (3) with
ΨA→0 = ΦA,0 and 〈Uk,k+1〉 = P (λk+1|λk).
From an implementation perspective, jFFS has
the same operational ingredients of conventional FFS
(Fig. 6B-C). Similar to conventional FFS, the A basin is
exhaustively sampled, and first crossings of λ0 are mon-
itored, and the corresponding configurations are stored.
Each such configuration, however, is sorted based on its
landing index s(x) defined as:
s(x) := i, x ∈ Ci (19)
9The basin simulator results in s0 configurations with
landing index zero, s1 configurations with landing in-
dex 1, etc. The immediate fluxes are then computed as
ΨA→k := sk/T with T the total duration of the basin tra-
jectory. The sk configurations with landing index k are
then passed along to an FFS iterator aimed at crossing
λk+1. This results in s˜k+1, s˜k+2, · · · , s˜N configurations in
Ck+1,Ck+2, · · · ,CN , respectively, which are then passed
along to iterators aimed at crossing the next respective
milestones. Therefore, a maximum of 2N − 1 iterations
might be necessary in jFFS, unlike conventional FFS in
which N FFS iterations are required. The generalized
transition probabilities are then computed as the ratio of
each s˜l over the total number of trial trajectories.
In order to decrease the number of necessary iterations,
Haji-Akbari76 proposed a scheme in which the next tar-
get milestone is chosen after the current iteration is com-
plete. In sampling the A basin, for instance, λ0,max, the
largest value of the order parameter is computed for con-
figurations corresponding to first crossings of λ0 and λ1
is chosen to be larger than λ0,max. The same is done for
every ensuing FFS iteration. With this scheme, jFFS dif-
fers from conventional FFS in that all the configurations
collected as a result of crossing λk– and not just the ones
that are close to λk– are used for initiating trajectories
aimed at crossing the next milestone.
Since the main motivation behind deriving the jFFS
method is the inherent jumpiness of OPs describing crys-
tal nucleation, Haji-Akbari76 tested it numerically by
computing homogeneous crystal nucleation rates in three
different systems, and found that conventional FFS can
underestimate nucleation rates by as much as four order
of magnitude when OP jumpiness is not taken into con-
sideration. Since then jFFS has been utilized for studying
nucleation of NaCl crystals78 and ion transport through
semipermeable membranes.112
4. Forward Flux Sampling in Time (FFST)
A key assumption that is used in the derivation of both
conventional FFS and jFFS is that P (λB |λ0) is vanish-
ingly small, and therefore 〈TB〉EA is dominated by fail-
ing trajectories. This assumption, however, might not
be valid when P (λB |λ0) is not astronomically small.
Adams et al.122 developed an extension of FFS, which
they called FFS in time (FFST), in which the average
transition time, Ttot, is estimated from transition proba-
bilities and the average lengths of successful and failing
trial trajectories. They argued that Ttot, the mean first
passage time from A to B, will be given by:
Ttot =
(
1
p
− 1
)
(Tint + Text) + Tf (20)
Here p is the probability of reaching B from λA, Tint
is the average time needed for leaving A starting from a
configuration just at the surface of A, and Text is the time
it takes to return to A starting from a configuration right
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II. METHODS
A. Rate constants from forward flux sampling
when two states are not separated by all interfaces
Dissociation of anisotropic particles is often a rare event.
In order to simulate such rare event kinetics with minimal
computational effort, an efficient rare event simulation tech-
nique such as Forward Flux Sampling (FFS)30,31 or Transition
Interface Sampling (TIS)29 is necessary. Here, we use FFS to
simulate the dissociation reaction.
The crux of FFS is to drive the system from one state
to another in a ratchet-like manner by capitalizing on those
fluctuations that happen to move the system in the right direc-
tion. To capitalize on these fluctuations, FFS uses a series of
interfaces between the initial and final states. These interfaces
make it possible to store configurations along trajectories that
have progressed in the direction of the final state. While FFS is
typically employed for computing rate constants for transition
between two states, here we present a new expression, which
may prove useful for computing rate constants for transitions
between multiple states.
Figure 1 illustrates the scheme for a scenario of three
metastable states: A, B, and U. These states are defined in terms
of an order parameter  . Here, we are interested in the transi-
tion rate constants kAB and kAU . While the expressions that we
will derive below are generic and can be generalized to any sys-
tem consisting of multiple metastable states, it is illuminating
to consider the concrete scenario in which state A corresponds
to an enzyme molecule that is bound to patch A of a substrate
molecule, state B as the enzyme molecule being bound to patch
B of the substrate molecule, and state U as the state in which the
enzyme and substrate molecules are unbound. The dissociation
rate constant kAU is then defined as the rate constant for disso-
ciating from patch A into the unbound state U while not visiting
state B; the ensemble of transition paths that corresponds to
kAU thus contains trajectories that start from A and end at U
yet do not visit B. By contrast, the hopping rate constant kAB is
FIG. 1. Illustration of the possible trajectories starting from state A and end-
ing either in state B or state U and the interfaces  0, . . .,  n 1 used in the
FFS simulation. A trajectory starting at A and terminating at B need not pass
through all these interfaces, but a trajectory starting at A and terminating at
U has to pass through all the interfaces. Note that the interfaces are defined
by a single parameter  . The 2D projection is purely to illustrate the effect of
multiple states.
defined as the rate constant at which the enzyme molecule dis-
sociates from patch A and then diffuses to and rebinds to patch
B. Importantly, the transition path ensemble that corresponds
to this hopping rate constant contains not only trajectories that
directly go from A to B but also trajectories that have signif-
icantly progressed in the direction of U before arriving at B.
Here, we will derive the expressions that make it possible to
compute the transition rates constant kAB and kAU in an FFS
simulation.
As Fig. 1 illustrates, the interfaces  0,  1, . . .,  n 1,  n
are defined such that all trajectories of the transition path
ensemble corresponding to kAU necessarily cross all inter-
faces  0,  1, . . .,  n 1,  n. As a result, the expression for
kAU is based on the conventional TIS expression used also in
FFS,29,30
kAU =  0
n 1Y
i=0
P( i+1 | i). (1)
Here,  i define the intermediate interfaces between state A and
state U, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The quantity  0 is the flux of
trajectories that start from A and then cross interface  0, while
P( i+1| i) is the conditional probability that a trajectory which
comes from A and crosses  i for the first time will subsequently
reach  i+1 instead of returning to A or progressing to B. In an
FFS simulation, one thus first performs a brute-force simula-
tion in state A; this makes it possible not only to compute the
flux  0 through the first interface  0 but also to generate an
ensemble of points at  0. In the next step, one then randomly
picks a configuration from this ensemble of points at  0 and
launches and propagates a trajectory from this configuration
until it either arrives at  1, returns to A, or arrives at B; by
iterating this a number of times, one obtains not only an ensem-
ble of configurations at  1 but also P( 1| 0) as the fraction
of trajectories that reach  1. This procedure is then repeated
for all the subsequent interfaces, yielding P( i+1| i) for all
interfaces  i.
In contrast to the trajectories of the AU transition path
ensemble, the trajectories of the AB path ensemble do not
necessarily cross all interfaces  0,  1, . . .,  n 1,  n. Some
paths directly go from A to B, while other trajectories cross  1
and perhaps even  i >  1, before proceeding to B. All these
excursions must be accounted for to calculate the transition
rate constant from A to B. This means that Eq. (1) cannot be
used to compute kAB. A general expression for the transition
rate constant between two states, where the trajectories start
at A and end at B yet do not necessarily cross all intermediate
interfaces, is given by
kAB =  0
f
P( B | 0) + P( 1 | 0)P( B | 1)
+ P( 1 | 0)P( 2 | 1)P( B | 2) + · · ·
+ P( 1 | 0), . . . , P( n 1 | n 2)P( n | n 1)P( B | n)
g
=  0
nX
i=0
P( B | i)P( i | 0). (2)
Here, P( B| i) is the probability that a trajectory which is
launched at interface  i arrives at B before reaching either
A or  i+1, while P( i+1| i) is, as before, the probability that
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with or cross  A, (b) not create regions of CV space completely
surrounded by s0, but not included in it, (c) not include sites in
sB, the set of sites describing B, (d) be selected such that some
desired number of phase points can be collected at  0, and
(e) be selected such that there is an equal flux of trajectories
exiting s0 along the entire  0 interface. Criteria (e) is crucial
as it ensures that cFFS does not bias the system to sample any
one direction more readily than another. Further discussion is
provided later. Once  A and  0 are defined the basin simula-
tions are re-analyzed to calculate  A0 and collect phase points
at  0.
The remainder of cFFS proceeds as follows. Several tra-
jectories are initiated from each phase point at  i ( i =  0
for the first iteration). Trajectories are terminated when they
return to  A or reach a maximum number of steps. The set
of sites defining  i+1, si+1, is determined from the behavior of
trajectories initiated at  i using analogous criteria to those
described for determining  0. Note that si+1 must completely
contain si to satisfy the effective positive flux (EPF) formal-
ism.14,34 Once si+1 is identified, trajectories are re-analyzed
to determine if they cross  i+1 (i.e., exit si+1) before returning
to A. For each trajectory that crosses  i+1, the phase p int at
the time step which the trajectory crosses  i+1 is saved. Tra-
jectories which fail to reach  i+1 or return to A before the
maximum number of steps are extended until they reach  i+1
or return to A. The probability, P( i+1| i), is calculated from the
number of trajectories that reach  i+1 before returning to A.
Eventually, sites in si+1 will be adjacent to sites in sB.
Trajectories initiated from  i can then reach  i+1, re urn
to A, or proceed directly to B. This indicates the kinetic
barrier has been surmounted, and thus cFFS is nearly
complete. Two probabilities are now calculated, P( i+1| i) and
P( B| i). Our approach is to continue cFFS until si+1 surrounds
sB. At this point, i becomes the final interface, n. Trajectories
initiated from  n are continued until they reach  B or return
to  A to close the probabilities for the rate calculation. As with
multi-state FFS,35 the transition rate constant is calculated
as
kAB =  A0
nX
j=0
P( B | j)
j 1Y
i=0
P( i+1 | i). (1)
The collection of trajectories comprising the TPE is con-
structed by connecting the partial paths backwards from B to
A. Note that all trajectorie do not have equal weight in the
TPE. The relative weight of each trajectory is w = 1/
Qj
i=0 ki,
wher j is the final interface crossed by a trajectory before
reaching B and ki is the number of trajectories initiated from
each configuration at interface i.
III. DEMONSTRATION ON 2D POTENTIAL
ENERGY SURFACES
We demonstrate cFFS with Langevin dynamics of a sin-
gle particle on four 2D potential nergy urfac s (PESs) with
differ nt topographical features [see Figs. 1(a)–1(d)]. PES-1
has a single transition tube which follows two monotonically
increasing CVs. PES-2 has a single transition tube with hys-
teresis in the x coordinate. PES-3 and PES-4 both contain two
transition tubes; the potential energy barriers are the same
for the two tubes on PES-3 and different for the tw tubes
on PES-4. For ach PES, we study A ! B tr nsition with
straightforward Langevin dynamics (SLD), FFSopt, FFSx, and
cFFS. FFSopt denotes FFS performed with the optimal linear
FIG. 1. (Top panels) PESs used to test cFFS: (a) PES-1, (b) PES-2, (c) PES-3, and (d) PES-4. Colors represent the potential energy. Contour lines are separated by
0.5 units. The region between the dashed lines was used to quantitatively compare ⇢(q|TP) between different methods. (Bottom panels) TPE sampling from SLD at   = 2.5
on (e) PES-1, (f) PES-2, (g) PES-3, and (h) PES-4.
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A B
FIG. 7. (A) (Reproduced from Ref. 124) The basin land-
scape considered in the development of the multistate FFS
method (Section III A 5). (B) (Reproduced from Ref. 125)
A potential energy surface that cannot be readily probed us-
ing a one-dimensional OP. The rate estimates obtained from
conventional FFS using x as an OP can be more than an or-
der of magnitude smaller from the rate computed from cFFS
(Section III A 6).
outside the surface of A. The authors provide expressions
for Tf and Text, which can be computed from transition
probabilities, and the average length of successful and
failing trajectories initiated at different milestones. Tint,
however, can be readily computed from exhaustive sam-
pling of A. Note that for p  1, 1/p − 1 ≈ 1/p, and
Eq. (20) will reduce to Ttot = 1/ΦA,0P (B|λ0). Adams et
al. utilized the FFST method to compute the nucle-
ation rate in the Ziff-Gulari-Barshad (ZGB) system,139
an on-lattice model for carbon monoxide (CO) oxidation
on Pt. In a second paper,140 the same authors developed
an FFS-like method called the barrier method in which
Ttot is exclusively expressed in terms of the lengths of
surviving and failing trajectories. The barrier method,
however, involves a backtracking step that can only be
conducted for simple potential energy surfaces, and not
for the multi-dimensional spaces commonly considered in
molecular simulations.
5. Multistate Forward Flux Sampling
All the FFS variants discussed thus far are formulated
based on the assumption that only one basin can be ac-
cessed by the trajectories originating in A. In many sys-
tems, however, additional metastable basins might be ac-
cessible to such trajectories. Under such circumstances,
some of the trajectories reaching B will have partially
proceeded towards– or might have even passed through–
those intermediates at an earlier time. Capturing the ki-
netics and mechanism of the A→ B transition will there-
fore require accurately accounting for such ”off-ramp“
trajectories. Recently, Vijaykumar et al.124 developed an
extension of FFS to address this issue. They formulated
their multi-state FFS algorithm for a three-state system,
but their formalism can be easily extended to transitions
that pass through multiple intermediates. The particu-
lar basin layout that they considered is comprised of two
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stable basins A and B that can both access a metastable
basin U (Fig. 7A). Such a scenario can, for instance, oc-
cur for binding of an enzyme to two distinct binding
sites of a ligand wherein A and B will correspond to
the bounded states, while U will correspond to the un-
bounded state. Following the distance between the sub-
strate and the enzyme as order parameter will map out
the A→ U transition. The rate of the A→ B transition,
however, can be estimated as:
RA→B = ΦA→λ0
N∑
i=0
P (B|λi)
i−1∏
q=0
P (λq+1|λq) (21)
with P (B|λi) the probability that a trajectory initiated
at λi will reach B before returning to A or crossing λi+1.
Similar to two-state FFS, the first step of multistate FFS
is to exhaustively sample the starting basin with the aim
of collecting a large number of configurations at (or be-
yond) λ0. In subsequent iterations, however, trial tra-
jectories are started from λi and terminated when they
reach B in addition to when they cross λi+1 or when
they return to A. After each iteration, P (B|λi) is enu-
merated in addition to the conventional transition prob-
ability P (λi+1|λi). Vijaykumar et al. tested this method
by applying it to a simple enzyme-substrate model.
6. Contour Forward Flux Sampling
As mentioned earlier, the accuracy of an FFS calculation
does not typically rely on having an optimal OP, while its
efficiency can be adversely affected if a non-optimal OP
is employed. Lack of optimality can be particularly prob-
lematic when the transition rate is astronomically small,
or when the transition can proceed through multiple dis-
tinct pathways with transition states corresponding to
different values of the suboptimal OP. Unfortunately, it
is not always easy to a priori identify an optimal one-
dimensional OP for a rare event. It is, however, generally
easier to invoke physical intuition to identify a handful
of suboptimal OPs collectively expected to describe the
transition of interest. DeFever and Sarupria125 devel-
oped the contour FFS (cFFS) algorithm that allows for
conducting FFS over a multi-dimensional order parame-
ter space. They introduced a recipe´ for placing the FFS
milestones on-the-fly, by collecting the visiting statistics
of trial trajectories over a collective variable grid, and
placing milestones within that grid with the requirement
of a uniform flux across each milestone. Consistent with
multi-state FFS, they computed the overall rate using
Eq. (21) in order to account for the possibility that a
trial trajectory reaches B before crossing the next tar-
get milestone. They validated cFFS by applying it to
several simple model systems, such as several model two-
dimensional potential energy surfaces, as well as confor-
mational rearrangements of alanine dipeptides. For the
two-dimensional OPs considered therein, cFFS was found
to be more efficient than conventional FFS. For certain
potential energy surfaces (such as the one in Fig. 7B),
the rate computed from conventional FFS is more than
an order of magnitude smaller than the true rate, which
is correctly predicted by cFFS. The efficiency of cFFS,
however, is expected to diminish when more than three
collective variables are utilized, as a considerably larger
number of trajectories will be needed to enforce the con-
stants flux criterion across a multi-dimensional manifold.
Moreover, the requirement that a trajectory should rarely
skip several grid points over a single sampling window can
limit its applicability when some of the utilized OPs are
jumpy.
B. Optimizing Order Parameters
The natural reaction coordinate of any transition is the
committor probability. For x ∈ Q, pB(x) is the prob-
ability that a trajectory initiated from x reaches B be-
fore A. Note that pB(x) ≈ 0 and ≈ 1 for x ∈ A and
x ∈ B, respectively. In this context, a good OP is
a collective variable for which pB(x|λ(x) = λ) is nar-
rowly distributed around pB(λ) = 〈pB(x)〉λ. In FFS-
like schemes, it is in principle possible to compute the
committor probability of each configuration by tracing
forward the trajectories that connect it to B. Moti-
vated by the maximum-likelihood approach of Peters
and Trout,141 Borrero and Escobedo126 proposed a least
square estimation approach for a posteriori construction
of an optimal reaction coordinates from FFS trajecto-
ries. Their proposed approach, which they call FFS-LSE,
works as follows. Let x1, · · · , xn ∈ Q be a collection
of configurations in the transition region collected from
FFS. Assuming that pB(xi) is known for every i ≤ n, a
linear regression model is constructed as:
pB(q) = β
Tq+ qTAq+ β0 +  (22)
Here, q(x) ≡ (q1(x), q2(x), · · · , qm(x)) is a column vector
of m candidate reaction coordinates selected based on
physical intuition. β ≡ (β1, β2, · · · , βm) corresponds to
the relative contribution of each coordinate to pB while A
is an m-by-m matrix that quantifies correlations between
the m coordinates. β0 is a constant that allows to set the
committor probability of the transition state to 12 and
 is the deviation of each configuration from the model.
The goal is to find β and A so that:
L [β,A, β0] =
n∑
i=1
[
βTq(xi) + q
T (x)Aq(x) + β0 − pB(xi)
]2
is minimized. With the optimal β∗ and A∗ at hand,
it is possible to use statistical tests such as ANOVA to
assess the statistical significance of the entire model, as
well as the importance of each coordinate in the model.
Note that Eq. (22) describes a linear regression model,
and will therefore only be accurate if the transition path-
way is flat enough to be approximated by a hyperplane
within the collective variable landscape. It is, however,
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fairly straightforward to generalize FFS-LSE to non-
linear models when this flatness criterion is violated. The
authors validated their model by applying it to several
simple model systems, including the folding of a lattice
protein. Since its development, this approach has been
used for constructing optimal OPs for many different pro-
cesses.74,91,94,95,125,134
C. Free Energy Landscapes from FFS
As mentioned in Section I, a rare event is not only char-
acterized by its rate, but also by its equilibrium free en-
ergy landscape. It is, however, necessary to emphasize
that the notion of a free energy might not even be well-
defined for the out-of-equilibrium and driven processes
that cannot be mappable onto a proper thermodynamic
ensemble. As to how non-equilibrium notions of free en-
ergy can be defined in such systems is beyond the scope
of this section and is discussed elsewhere.142–144 We will
instead focus on processes for which a well-defined notion
of free energy can be constructed, which only constitute
a subset of all rare events whose kinetics can be probed
using FFS.
Consider a rare event that occurs within a system
with a well-defined notion of free energy and let q(x) ≡
[q1(x), · · · , ql(x)] be a set of collective variables that
might or might not coincide with λ(x). It is, in prin-
ciple, possible to define a generalized Landau free energy
(in terms of q) by enumerating a constrained partition
function. In canonical ensemble, for instance, the gener-
alized Helmholtz free energy F (q) will be given by:
F (q) := −β−1 ln
∫
Q
e−βU(x)δ [q(x)− q] dx
As discussed earlier, free energy profiles can be readily
computed using bias-based techniques, while path sam-
pling techniques can only provide qualitative estimates
of free energy. In the case of FFS, in particular, the cu-
mulative transition probability is an indirect and inaccu-
rate measure of free energy, i.e., F (λ) ∼ −β−1 lnP (λ|λ0).
The lack of accuracy arises from the fact that trial trajec-
tories in FFS are terminated when they cross the target
milestone, and thus cannot sample the pre-target region
with the correct statistical weight. Developing numer-
ical algorithms that properly reweigh such trial trajec-
tories, and thus allow for a simultaneous calculation of
kAB and F (q) from FFS has been an active area of ex-
ploration in recent years, as employing such algorithms
will save the added computational cost of a separate free
energy calculation using another method. Since the orig-
inal work of Allen et al., several algorithms have been
developed for extracting equilibrium free energy profiles
from FFS. Most of these algorithms, however, rely on an-
alyzing full trial trajectories, and require more extensive
storage of trajectories (or at the minimum the order pa-
rameter or collective variable time series) than what is
needed for calculating rates. Moreover, the accuracy of
some of these algorithms depends on how the collective
variables evolve over time along a dynamical trajectory,
and whether their evolution can be described using the
Smoluchowksi equation. In this section, we will discuss
the theoretical bases and implementation details of such
approaches.
1. Free energy profiles from forward and backward FFS
calculations:
The first algorithm for extracting free energy profiles
from FFS was developed by Valeriani et al.,127 and in-
volves reconstructing the stationary distribution from
two FFS calculations conducted in opposite directions,
namely a forward and a backward calculation probing the
A → B and B → A transitions, respectively. The over-
all stationary density of states ρ(q) = e−βF (q) is then
estimated from:
ρ(q) = ΨA(q) + ΨB(q) (23)
Here, ΨA(q) and ΨB(q) correspond to contributions to
ρ(q) from the trajectories originating in A and B, respec-
tively. It can be shown that ΨA(q) and ΨB(q) can be
expressed as:
ΨA(q) = pAΦA,0τ+(q;λ0) (24)
ΨB(q) = pBΦB,0τ−(q;λN ) (25)
Here, pA and pB are the probabilities of the system being
in the A and B basins, ΦA,0 and ΦB,0 are the initial fluxes
for the forward and backward calculations, and τ+(q;λ0)
and τ−(q;λN ) correspond to the average time spent at
q by a trajectory originating in λ0 and λN , respectively.
These quantities can be directly estimated from the for-
ward and backward FFS runs, and, when combined with
brute force simulations in the basins and Eq. (23), can be
used for estimating the full stationary distribution. For
forward FFS, τ+(q;λ0) can be related to pi+(q;λi), or
the average time spent at q by a trajectory originating
at λi and ending either at λi+1 or λ0:
τ+(q;λ0) = pi+(q;λ0)
+
N−1∑
i=1
pi+(q;λi)
i−1∏
k=0
Pforward(λk+1|λk)
(26)
Similarly, τ−(q;λN ) is given by:
τ−(q;λN ) = pi−(q;λN )
+
1∑
i=N−1
pi−(q;λi)
i+1∏
k=N
Pbackward(λk−1|λk)
(27)
with pi−(q;λi), the average time spent at q by a trajec-
tory initiating at λi and ending at λi−1 or λN . Note
that in computing τ+ and τ−, pi+(q;λi) and pi−(q;λi)
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FIG. 8. (Adapted from Ref. 127 and relabeled) Stationary dis-
tribution for the Maier Stein system computed using forward
and backward FFS. The dotted lines correspond to ΨA(x) and
ΨB(x) computed from forward and reverse FFS, respectively.
are reweighed by cumulative probabilities Pforward(λi|λ0)
and Pbackward(λi|λN ) computed from forward and back-
ward FFS, respectively. If the underlying system has two
accessible (meta)stable states, and is in steady-state, pA
will be given by:
pA =
kBA/kAB
1 + kBA/kAB
(28)
and pB = 1 − pA. Here, kAB and kBA are the rate con-
stants computed from forward and backward FFS, re-
spectively. All the quantities in Eq. (24-28), except for
pi+’s and pi−’s, can be accurately and efficiently com-
puted from forward and backward FFS. Computing pi+’s
and pi−’s, however, involves analyzing full trial trajecto-
ries initiated from different milestones. More precisely,
pi±(q;λi) are given by:
pi±(q;λi) =
Nq
Mi∆lq
(29)
Here, Mi is the number of trial trajectories initiated from
λi, while Nq is the number of sampled configurations
along such trajectories in which the collective variable is
within a bin of sides (∆q1,∆q2, · · · ,∆ql) centered at q.
∆lq is the bin volume within the l-dimensional collective
variable space.
Valeriani et al. verified this approach by applying it
to several model systems, including the one-dimensional
double-well potential, and the two-dimensional Meir
Stein system,145 and found excellent agreement with the
expected stationary distributions. As can be seen in the
stationary distribution computed for the Meir Stein sys-
tem (Fig. 8), the reweighing of Eq. (23) is only neces-
sary in the transition region as p(x) is dominated by
ΨA(x) and ΨB(x) close to the A and B basins. They also
utilized their approach to study two more complex pro-
cesses, i.e., switching events in a bistable genetic switch,
and nucleation in the 2D Ising model under an exter-
nal magnetic field. As for the Ising model, which will
be discussed in detail in Section V A 1, the transition of
interest occurs between the metastable down-spin basin,
A, and the stable up-spin basin, B, with S, the num-
ber of up spins as the FFS order parameter. Under such
circumstances, the backward B → A calculation will be
far more costly computationally than the forward A→ B
calculation. The authors resolved this issue by artificially
constructing a modified stable state B′ by placing a re-
flecting wall at a value of S sufficiently far from the tran-
sition state S∗. Since the main quantity of interest is the
free energy barrier for transitioning from A to B, replac-
ing B with B′ will not change the shape of the free energy
profile prior to and through the transition region as long
as SB′  S∗. The barriers computed from forward and
backward FFS matched perfectly with those obtained
from umbrella sampling. For the bistable genetic switch,
the profiles obtained from FFS and brute force KMC
were in excellent agreement. Since its development, this
approach has been utilized for computing free energy pro-
files in multiple systems.65,71,84–86,91,97,114,115,118
2. Forward-Flux Sampling/Mean First Passage Time
Method (FFS-MFPT)
The FFS-MFPT method was developed by Thapar and
Escobedo,129 and unlike the method of Valeriani et al.,127
can reconstruct free energy profiles from a single FFS cal-
culation. The method is based on the theoretical descrip-
tion of Wedekind and Reguera146 who provide a rigorous
approach to compute free energy profiles from order pa-
rameter histograms and mean first passage time distri-
butions. According to Wedekind and Reguera, G(λ), the
Gibbs free energy as a function of an order parameter λ
can be expressed as:146
βG(λ) = ln [B(λ)]−
∫
dλ′
B(λ′)
+ C (30)
with B(λ) given by:
B(λ) =
1
Pst(λ)
[∫ λ
λA
Pst(λ
′)dλ′ − τ(λ;λA)
τ(λB ;λA)
]
(31)
Here, Pst(λ) is the steady-state probability density for
the forward trajectories from λA to λB , and τ(λ;λA) is
the average time that it takes for a trajectory starting
at λA to cross an interface with order parameter λ.
Wedekind and Reguera146 derived Eqs. (30) and (31) by
assuming that the temporal evolution of the underlying
system along the order parameter space is diffusive in
nature, and can be described using the Smoluchowski
equation, and utilized it for accurately computing
induction times for rare events occurring during a
long– but computationally tractable– unbiased MD
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(or MC) simulation. Thapar and Escobedo129 adapted
that approach by developing procedures for estimating
Pst(λ) and τ(λ;λA) from an FFS calculation using the
approach described below.
Estimation of Pst(λ): Pst(λ) is the probability that a
trajectory originating in A visits a microstate with order
parameter λ, and can be obtained using the following
expression:
Pst(λ) = ω(λ;λA) + pi(λ;λ0)
+
N−1∑
i=1
pi(λ;λi)
i−1∏
j=0
P (λj+1|λj) (32)
Here, pi(λ;λi) is the average time spent at λ by a tra-
jectory originating in λi. The above equation adds the
contributions of trajectories originating in λ0 to the re-
weighted contribution of those originating from λi (i ≥
1). The additional term included in Eq. (32) is ω(λ;λA),
which corresponds to the average time spent at λ by a
trajectory originating in λA and terminating at λ0. The
quantities in Eq. (32) can be easily estimated from FFS,
using the following expressions:
pi(λ;λi) =
Nλ
Mi∆λ
(33)
ω(λ;λA) =
Nλ
N0∆λ
(34)
Here, Nλ is the number of configurations along a
trajectory initiated in λi (or λA) and terminated at
λi+1 (or λ0) with an order parameter in the range
[λ, λ + ∆λ). Mi and N0 are the number of trajectories
initiated at λi and λA, respectively. Note the similarity
between Eq. (32) and Eq. (26) utilized for computing
τ+ in Valeriani et al.’s forward-backward FFS method.
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Estimation of Mean First Passage Times: The ap-
proach utilized for computing τ(λ;λA) depends on the
value of λ. For λA ≤ λ ≤ λ0, τ(λ;λA) can be computed
from conventional (MD or MC) trajectories within A.
Let n0 be the number of uncorrelated configurations at
λA, and let ti(λ;λA) be the time that it takes for a trajec-
tory initiated from the ith such configuration to reach an
order parameter value between λ and λ + ∆λ. τ(λ;λA)
will then be given by:
τ(λ;λA) =
1
n0
n0∑
i=1
ti(λ;λA), λA ≤ λ ≤ λ0 (35)
For λk < λ ≤ λk+1, τ(λ;λA) is computed from the fol-
lowing expression:
τ(λ;λA) =
Mkτ(λk;λA) +
∑Sλ
i=1 ti(λ;λk|λA) +
∑Mk−Sλ
i′=1 ti′(λA;λk|λ)
Sλ
, λk < λ ≤ λk+1
(36)
Here, τ(λk;λA) is the mean first passage time computed
from the previous iteration (Eq. (35) for k = 0 and
Eq. (36) for k 6= 0). Mk is the number of trial trajec-
tories initiated at λk, while Sλ is the number of those
that reach λ earlier than returning to A. ti(λ;λk|λA)
and ti′(λA;λk|λ) correspond to the average time needed
for a first crossing of λ (in the case of ”successful“ Sλ tra-
jectories), and to return to λA (in the case of ”failing“
Mk − Sλ trajectories), respectively.
In order to assess the performance of FFS-MFPT, Tha-
par and Escobedo129 utilized it for computing free energy
profiles in three different systems, switching nucleation in
the 2D Ising model (also studied in Ref. 127), a mean field
model system called the EVB potential,147 and homoge-
neous crystal nucleation in hard polyhedra. They found
reasonable agreement between FFS-MFPT and umbrella
sampling for the 2D Ising model, and nucleation in sev-
eral hard particle systems. For the EVB potential, how-
ever, the agreement depended heavily on choosing a good
order parameter. Finally, for hard cuboctahedra, the
agreement was not good considering the proximity of
FFS milestones and artifacts arising from the jumpiness
of the utilized order parameters. Since its development,
the FFS-MFPT method has been utilized for computing
free energy profiles in several systems.77,79,112
3. Probability Splitting Method
This method is due to Richards and Speck79 and is based
on expressing the equilibrium distribution P (λ) as:
P (λ) =
Pst(λ)
PA(λ)
(37)
Here, PA(λ) is called the splitting probability, and is
the likelihood that a configuration with order parame-
ter value λ falls back to A. In general, PA(λ) can be
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estimated from:
PA(λ) =
∫ λB
λ
dλ
f(λ)P (λ)∫ λB
λA
dλ
f(λ)P (λ)
(38)
with f(λ) the attachment rate. In general, Eq. (37) can
be solved self-consistently to obtain P (λ), a task that is
not trivial. Richards and Speck,79 however, argue that
for sufficiently large free energy barriers, PA(λ) can be
directly estimated from FFS as PA(λi) = 1 − PB(λi) =
1−∏Nk=i+1 P (λk|λk−1). They utilize the method to com-
pute the free energy profiles for crystal nucleation in the
Weeks-Chandler-Andersen (WCA) system148 and found
excellent agreement with FFS-MFPT and umbrella sam-
pling methods.
4. Forward-flux/Umbrella Sampling (FFS-US)
This method, which was developed by Borrero and Es-
cobedo,128 is conceptually related to an earlier technique
known as partial path transition interface sampling.149
Due to the insufficient statistical accuracy of the at-
tained free energy profiles and due to possible inaccu-
racies caused by memory effects, they refine FFFS(λ) =
− lnhFFS(λ), the free energy profile estimate obtained
from FFS via auxiliary umbrella sampling simulations
conducted within windows separating consecutive FFS
milestones. For λ ∈ [λi, λi+1], hFFSi (λ) is given by:
hFFSi (λ) = fi→i+1(λ) +Wi+1li(λ)
+Wi [bi+1→i(λ) + li+1(λ)] (39)
Here, fi→i+1(λ) and li(λ) are histograms populated from
trajectories initiated at λi, and correspond to parts of
such trajectories that connect λi and λi+1 without any
intermittent crossings of λi, and those that loop around
λi, respectively. bi+1→i(λ) is, however, computed from
parts of trajectories initiated at λi+1 that directly con-
nect λi+1 and λi without any intermittent crossing of
λi+1. Wi’s are included to properly reweigh forward and
backward trajectories to construct the equilibrium free
energy profiles. More precisely, the flux of forward and
backward trajectories that cross each milestone need to
be equal under steady-state, a condition that is not sat-
isfied in FFS, and is mitigated by reweighing backward
trajectories by the factor Wi = ni+1→i/ni→i+1. Here
ni+1→i and ni→i+1 are the number of partial paths origi-
nating at λi and λi+1 that meet λi+1 and λi before reach-
ing λi−1 and λi+2, respectively. Note that W0 = 1 since
a trajectory that crosses λ0 is allowed to crawl back to
A while sampling the A basin.
The next step is to refine the profile computed from
Eq. (39) using umbrella sampling within windows sep-
arating consecutive FFS milestones. In particular, the
authors prescribe the approach described by Virnau and
Mu¨ller150 in which the biasing potential for the ith win-
dow is given by:
ubiasi (r) =
{
0 λi ≤ λ(r) ≤ λi+1
+∞ otherwise (40)
In other words, each sampling is conducted in unbi-
ased fashion within windows with two hard boundaries.
HUS(λ), the visiting histogram for λi ≤ λ ≤ λi+1, can
be estimated as:
HUS(λ) = HUS(λ0)
HUSi (λ)
HUSi (λi)
i−1∏
j=0
HUSj (λj+1)
HUSj (λj)
(41)
Here, Hi’s are the visiting statistics gathered from ith
umbrella sampling simulations within the ith window.
Note that HUS(λ) can be computed from a stand-alone
umbrella sampling calculation. The role of FFS, however,
is twofold. First, the configurations collected as part of
FFS are utilized as starting points for US calculations.
Secondly, in order to attain a desired level of uncertainty
in H(λ) = HFFS(λ) + HUS(λ), fewer steps are needed
with each US window. Borrero et al.128 utilized FFS-US
to compute free energy profiles for folding of a lattice
protein, as well as a potential energy surface proposed
by Chopra et al.151 and found excellent agreements with
pure umbrella sampling, albeit at a lower computational
cost. Recently, Qin et al. proposed a similar method
based on the idea of partial path reweighing. Their ap-
proach152 provides a rigorous procedure for assessing the
importance of memory effects, and thus the need to con-
duct auxiliary umbrella sampling calculations.
D. Heuristics for Accurate and Efficient
Implementation
The main functional goal of an FFS calculation is to ef-
ficiently and accurately predict the rate and the mecha-
nism of a rare eventd. Achieving this goal will not only
depend on the quality of the utilized OPs, but might
also be affected by implementation parameters, such as
the number and the location of milestones, and the num-
ber of trial trajectories. In Section II D, we discuss the
basics of assessing the efficiency and statistical accuracy
of FFS. One can, in principle, formulate the problem of
determining the optimal values of such parameters as a
constrained non-linear optimization problem. In recent
years, several researchers have employed this approach to
derive heuristics for milestone staging, as well as decid-
ing the amount of sampling at each iteration. In order
to keep their proposed heuristics simple and universal,
however, they have all conducted their analyses assum-
ing that landscape variance does not contribute signifi-
cantly to the overall error. This section is dedicated to a
detailed discussion of such efforts. But it is necessary to
emphasize that applying these heuristics should always
be done with caution, as overlooking the effect of land-
scape variance can result in large errors that are not only
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difficult to quantify, but can also propagate over many
FFS iterations.
1. Milestone Placement Strategies
A critical aspect of any FFS calculation is to choose the
number and locations of milestones, as well as to decide
the number of trial trajectories initiated at each mile-
stone. Both these decisions are typically made manu-
ally pursuant to certain guidelines discussed in the liter-
ature. One such widely utilized heuristic is due to Bor-
rero and Escobedo,33,153 who minimized the statistical
uncertainty subject to a fixed overall transition proba-
bility. They found the optimal staging of milestones to
correspond to a constant flux across milestones, namely
a fixed Mipi. This will, for instance, imply maintain-
ing a constant transition probability when the number of
trial trajectories initiated at each milestone is also kept
constant. By minimizing the statistical error subject to
a constant computational cost, however, they obtained
the optimal number of trajectories per milestone for a
given staging of milestones. They demonstrated that the
optimal Mi’s need to satisfy M
2
i pi(λi − λA) = const.
As mentioned above, these heuristics are based on the
assumption that landscape variance is unimportant. In
reality, however, more extensive sampling is required in
iterations for which landscape variance is large.
In the approach proposed by Borrero and Escobedo,
the total number of FFS milestones, N , is an input pa-
rameter. They, however, provide no guidelines on how
to choose N . Kratzer et al.130 invoked the constant-
probability heuristic of Borrero and Escobedo33,153 to
conclude that the optimal N is given by:
N =
logP (λB |λ0)
p
(42)
Here p is the transition probability between successive
milestones, and is chosen to maximize the FFS efficiency
defined in (6). They estimated the computational cost
C by using Eq. (9) and assuming a fixed number of trial
trajectories per milestone:
C ≈ N0R+M
N−1∑
i=0
Ci (43)
They also further assumed that the computational cost
of each trajectory is proportional to the number of FFS
milestone that it crosses, i.e.,
Ci ≈ S
N
[
p+ i(1− p)
]
(44)
with S the cost of conducting a trajectory from A to B.
Similar to Ref. 153, they neglected the effect of landscape
variance in Eq. (12) to conclude:
V ≈ N(1− p)
Mp
(45)
In general, E(p) is not a strong function of p, hence the
authors prescribe a range of p ∈ [0.3, 0.7] for obtain-
ing reasonable efficiency without making successive mile-
stones correlated. They then proposed two procedures
for automatically staging the FFS milestones to main-
tain a fixed transition probability. In both approaches,
the location of λk+1 is determined after the transition
from λk−1 to λk is already complete.
In the trial interface method, a suitable initial guess
λestk+1 is chosen, and a small number of Mtrial M (typi-
cally ≈ 15) exploratory trajectories are initiated at λk to
compute pest, the transition probability between λk and
λestk+1. If pest lies within the prescribed range [pmin, pmax],
λestk+1 is accepted as the (k + 1)-th milestone. Otherwise,
a new guess, λest,newk+1 = λ
est
k+1 + λstep∆p is chosen until
pest lies within [pmin, pmax]. Here, ∆p = (pest − pmax)
or (pest − pmin), depending on whether pest > pmax or
pest < pmin. As described in Ref. 130, a different cor-
rection rule might be adopted based on the energetics
of the underlying system. This algorithm also requires
specifying a minimum distance dmin between successive
interfaces in order to prevent correlations between suc-
cessive milestones. Note that the trial interface method
can be computationally costly if the initial estimate of
λestk+1 is poor.
The second algorithm is called the ’Exploring-Scouts‘
method, and does not require an initial estimate of λk+1.
Instead, the Mtrial trajectories initiated at λk are mon-
itored for their largest λ value, which are then used to
get a distribution of potential λ′k+1s. Each trajectory
is terminated upon reaching λA or λB , or after mmax
steps, and their maximum λ’s are sorted as λ
(1)
max ≤
λ
(2)
max ≤ · · · ≤ λ(Mtrial)max . It can be easily noted that the
tentative next milestone can be chosen as λ
(j)
max so that
p = (Mtrial − j)/Mtrial lies within the prescribed range.
Despite depending on fewer number of user-defined pa-
rameters, the success of this approach depends on choos-
ing a reasonable mmax in order to balance the computa-
tional cost of conducting a large number of exploratory
trajectories, and the risk of having correlated milestones
for mmax’s that are too small.
2. FFPilot
This method is due to Klein and Roberts,131 who use a
nonlinear optimization approach to identify Mk’s that
minimize the computational cost of FFS subject to a
user-defined level of statistical uncertainty in the mean
first passage time, i.e., the inverse of the rate constant
given by Eq. (3). Unlike Borrero and Escobedo33,153 and
Kratzner et al.,130 Klein and Roberts131 do not make
any assumptions about how the computational cost of
each iteration scales with λ. Their adopted notation are
slightly different from those widely in use in the rest of
the literature, and need to be introduced here. More
precisely, they define the random variable ξ0 as the wait-
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ing time between successive crossings of λ0 during basin
exploration, while ξk(>0) is a Bernoulli random variable
that is one when a trajectory initiated at λk−1 reaches λk
before returning to A and is zero otherwise. The mean
first passage time W can then be expressed as:
W =
w0∏N
k=1 wk
(46)
with wk = 〈ξk〉. The statistical estimators of wk’s from
FFS are denoted by wˆk and are given by:
wˆk =
{
τA k = 0
P (λk|λk−1) k > 0 (47)
where τA = 1/ΦA,0 is the average wait time between suc-
cessive first crossings of λ0. The statistical uncertainty
in Ŵ is given by:
ζ(Ŵ ;α) =
zα
√
V [Ŵ ]〈
Ŵ
〉 = zα
√
V [Ŵ ]
W
(48)
Here, α is the confidence level associated with Ŵ and
zα is its associated z score. The authors estimate V [Ŵ ]
by using the multivariate delta method.154 Furthermore,
since the number of first crossings of λ0, as well as the
trial trajectories initiated at each λk are both large, the
central limit theorem will imply that wˆk will converge in
distribution to a Gaussian random variable with mean
〈ξk〉 and variance V [ξk]/Mk. Assuming that ξk’s are un-
correlated, V [Ŵ ] will be given by:
V [Ŵ ] = W 2
N∑
k=0
V [ξk]
w2knk
(49)
Here, nk is the number of sampled ξk replicas, namely
the number of first crossings of λ0 for k = 0 and Mk−1,
the number of trajectories initiated at λk−1 for k > 0.
The next step is to minimize C = ∑Nk=0 nkck with the
constraint that ζ(Ŵ ;α) is equal to a user-defined value.
Here ck is the average computational cost of observing a
first crossing of λ0 for k = 0, and the average duration of
a trial trajectory for k > 0. Using Lagrange multipliers
and neglecting the effect of landscape variance, it can be
shown that C is minimized by the following nk’s:
n∗0 =
z2α
ζ2
√
V [wˆ0]
w20c0
[√
V [wˆ0]
w20c0
+
N∑
j=1
√
cj(1− wj)
wj
]
(50)
Mk−1 = n∗k(>0) =
z2α
ζ2
√
ck(1− pk)
pkck
[√
V [wˆ0]
w20c0
+
N∑
j=1
√
cj(1− wj)
wj
]
(51)
Note that optimal nk’s depend on the transition proba-
bilities and computational costs of all N iterations. The
authors therefore propose a two-step approach in which
V [ξ0]/w
2
0, ck’s, and pk’s are all estimated during a pi-
lot simulation, and the optimal n∗k values obtained from
Eqs. (50) and (51) are then utilized to launch a produc-
tion FFS calculation. The pilot stage is conducted ac-
cording to a blind optimization scheme, wherein phase k
is terminated only when a certain number of successful
crossings are obtained, allowing for obtaining an upper
bound on V [ξk]. For a relative error of 2%, for instance,
npilot needs to be ≈ 104, but smaller npilot’s can be used
if higher relative errors are permitted. The authors also
argued that an optimal placement of λ0 will assure that
V [ξ0] ≈ τA, as ξ0 is expected to be a Poisson random
variable with mean τA.
The authors tested the FFPilot method in three sys-
tems, a toy model called the rare event model (REM),
a self-regulatory gene model (SRG), and a genetic tog-
gle switch (GTS) model. The algorithm was found to
efficiently control the level of uncertainty for REM and
SRG. For GTS, however, deviations from the specified
level of uncertainty were larger, due to the importance of
landscape variance. This problem can only be remedied
through an across-the-board oversampling since such er-
rors are correlated.
A fact that severely limits the applicability of FFPilot
to real molecular systems is its large computational cost,
since the number of successful crossings needed even in
its pilot stage is much larger than what is practically
possible in the applications of FFS discussed in Section V.
Moreover, the existence of landscape variance in almost
all real systems could make the error estimates obtained
from FFPilot unreliable.
IV. FFS IMPLEMENTATIONS
The FFS variants discussed in Sections II B and III have
been utilized for studying a wide variety of rare events
in many systems, some of which will be discussed in
Section V. Expanding the applicability of FFS to more
systems and/or rare events can, however, face the fol-
lowing implementation bottlenecks. On one hand, it is
necessary to develop computer programs that interface
with a suitable MD or MC engine, and efficiently com-
pute all the necessary collective variables. Furthermore,
workflows need to be devised to ensure proper system
set-up, interface placement, monitoring of trial trajec-
tories, and keeping track of crossing events and order
parameter time series. Achieving all these objectives
via a low-level system- and process-specific implemen-
tation can prove prohibitive to potential new users. De-
veloping more scalable and generalizable software pack-
ages that allow for a simplified, high-level application
of FFS and other advanced sampling techniques has
therefore become an intense focus of activity in recent
years. Several software packages with FFS capability,
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such as PLUMED,155,156 flexible rare event sampling har-
ness system (FRESHS)157 and SSAGES,158 already of-
fer open-source functional implementations, while oth-
ers, such as scalable automated FFS for illuminating rare
events (SAFFIRE),159–161 parallel forward flux sampling
(PFFS),162 and AdvSamp,73,76 are yet to become pub-
licly available. In addition, several python libraries, such
as PyRETIS163 and Open paths sampling,164 have been
developed for conducting committor analysis as well as
several path sampling techniques such as TPS, TIS and
replica exchange TIS (RETIS). Due to their built-in ca-
pabilities, these libraries can be modified for conducting
FFS calculations.
One of the first open-source packages suitable for ad-
vanced sampling calculations is the PLUgin for MolEc-
ular Dynamics (PLUMED)155,156 package, which is
a plugin-based software that provides patching pro-
cedures for several common MD engines, such as
GROMACS,165 LAMMPS,166 NAMD167 and Quantum
ESPRESSO.168,169 The original PLUMED package was
capable of conducting several advanced sampling tech-
niques such as metadynamics, umbrella sampling, ther-
modynamic integration and replica exchange MD us-
ing a wide variety of collective variables. In the newer
PLUMED 2.0156 version, which is parallelized using MPI,
it is possible to define new free energy and path sampling
methods and collective variables without editing the core
functionalities of the software.
The software package FRESHS157 has been devel-
oped for parallel implementation of splitting methods
such as FFS and stochastic process rare event sampling
(S-PRES).170 Similar to PLUMED, FRESHS provides
plugins to interface with GROMACS, LAMMPS and
ESPResSO.171–173 It works on a server-client framework
wherein the client side has an MD engine attached to it
while the server side implements sampling-algorithm in a
modular fashion and communicates with the client via a
socket layer. This allows FRESHS to have efficient paral-
lelization with low communication and high modularity
for both the sampling module and the MD engine.
Another recent package called Software Suite for Ad-
vanced General Ensemble Simulations (SSAGES)158 al-
lows for the application of several sampling techniques,
such as umbrella sampling,16 FFS, adaptive biasing
force,18 nudged elastic band (NEB),174 metadynam-
ics19,175,176 and artificial neural network (ANN) sam-
pling,177 with the ability to interface with most of com-
mon MD engines in an engine-agnostic fashion. The lat-
ter is achieved by interfacing with an MD engine using an
adapter called a ”hook“, which allows the user to employ
any engine for which an appropriate hook is already de-
veloped. Moreover, the concrete steps needed for adding
new methods and collective variables to the package are
properly outlined in the documentation.
In addition to these publicly available packages, sev-
eral other packages with FFS capability, such as SAF-
FIRE,159–161 PFFS162 and AdvSamp,73,76 are yet to be-
come publicly available. Among them, SAFFIRE is a
software framework specifically designed to handle the
large throughput of data generated from millions of simu-
lation tasks needed for applying FFS to complex systems.
SAFFIRE uses the HADOOP178 open-source data man-
agement infrastructure to provide an efficient and fault-
tolerant framework for implementing large-scale FFS
jobs. Thus far, SAFFIRE has been tested with com-
mon MD engines like LAMMPS166 and GROMACS.165
The platform has been used to perform FFS for study-
ing nucleation in clathrate hydrates74 and its developers
are working on releasing it to the public soon. Another
package is PFFS,162 which was originally developed as a
message passing interface (MPI) implementation of FFS.
Its development, however, seems to be still incomplete.
Finally, AdvSamp73,76 provides a modular implementa-
tion of path sampling methods by providing independent
base modules for evolving the intrinsic dynamics, com-
puting order parameters, and conducting path sampling
simulations. This modularity makes extending the pack-
age fairly straightforward. Moreover, the modules that
are responsible for evolving the intrinsic dynamics main-
tain memory-level communications with the underlying
MD engine. This makes FFS calculations more efficient
by minimizing the overheads associated with reading and
writing trajectories. Similar to SAFFIRE, the developers
of AdvSamp are working on releasing it to the public in
the near future.
These publicly available softwares have made it much
easier for users to implement FFS, in some cases in its op-
timized forms (e.g., with automatic interface placement)
without worrying about the underlying workflow and
data management. Consequently, FFS has been made
available to a wider community of researchers, which has,
in turn, resulted in its applications to a broader class of
problems discussed in Section V.
V. FFS APPLICATIONS
In the past decade, FFS has been used to study the ki-
netics and mechanisms of a wide variety of rare events
in many different systems. We dedicate this section to
overview these diverse applications with a particular em-
phasis on the operational aspects of such applications,
such as the employed FFS variants and the utilized or-
der parameters. Moreover, we discuss the physical in-
sight provided from such FFS calculations. The process
that has been most widely studied using FFS is nucle-
ation, a topic that will be thoroughly discussed in Sec-
tion V A. In addition, we will overview applications of
FFS to processes such as conformational rearrangements
in biomolecules (Section V B), structural relaxation in
polymer melts and solutions (Section V C), solute trans-
port in membranes (Section V D), and rare switching
events (Section V E).
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A. Nucleation
Nucleation and growth is a process through which first-
order phase transitions proceed under conditions at
which the thermodynamic driving force is not too large
(Fig. 9). During nucleation, a sufficiently large nucleus
of the new phase emerges within the old metastable
phase, while during growth, this critical nucleus grows
until thermodynamic equilibrium is achieved. At smaller
thermodynamic driving forces, nucleation becomes a
fluctuation-driven activated process, and involves cross-
ing a free energy barrier typically known as nucleation
barrier and denoted by ∆Gnuc. The existence of a bar-
rier arises from the dominance of surface effects in small
nuclei and the energetic penalty associated with forming
a two-phase interface. This makes nucleation a rare event
occurring at a rate proportional to exp[−∆Gnuc/kT ].
Nucleation is the prevailing mechanism– and the pri-
mary rata-limiting step– for a wide variety of phase tran-
sitions from crystallization and liquid-liquid phase sep-
aration, to evaporation and magnetization.179 As men-
tioned earlier, FFS is fairly robust to the selection of
a subpar oder parameter. Yet, probing the kinetics of
nucleation using FFS still requires devising order param-
eters that are local, i.e., that can spatiotemporally re-
solve the formation and evolution of the emerging nu-
cleus. This usually requires devising criteria for distin-
guishing the molecules that belong to different phases.
For transitions occurring between two disordered phases,
quantities such as local density or coordination number
can usually be used for that purpose. When one phase
is liquid-crystalline, crystalline or quasicrystalline, how-
ever, a more sophisticated approach is warranted, and
particular symmetries of the ordered phase need to be
taken into consideration. A thorough discussion of how
translational and rotational order is quantified can be
found elsewhere.180–183 The most widely used approach,
however, is to map out the local orientational signature
of each molecule’s coordination shell using a set of met-
rics known as Steinhardt order parameters,180 which are
scalar invariants of complex-valued functions computed
from the vectors that connect that molecule to a select
set of its nearest neighbors. Screening for solid- and
liquid-like molecules is then conducted by identifying in-
variants that adopt non-overlapping distributions in the
two phases, and labeling each molecule as ordered or dis-
ordered accordingly. After identifying the local phase
of each molecule, the neighboring molecules belonging
to the target phase are clustered, and the number of
molecules within the largest cluster is chosen as the FFS
order parameter. This two-step framework results in a
spatially resolved local order parameter, and is concep-
tually distinct from another approach– commonly used
in bias-based methods– in which Steinhardt order pa-
rameters for different molecules are spatially averaged to
obtain a global order parameter. The local (per-particle)
and global Steinhardt order parameters are typically de-
noted by ql and Ql respectively, with l the order of the
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FIG. 9. (Reproduced from Ref. 179) Schematic representation
of the nucleation and growth process.
Legendre polynomial utilized in their calculation. A more
detailed discussion of Steinhardt order parameters can be
found in Ref. 180.
1. Nucleation in On-Lattice Spin Models
Spin models constitute minimal models of ferromagnetic
materials. In discrete spin models, magnetic spins σ ≡
(σ1, σ2, · · · ) are assigned to the vertices of a graph, and
each spin interacts with its neighboring spins (i.e., spins
connected via edges) and an external magnetic field. Spin
models are typically formulated on a lattice, i.e., a graph
with a periodic (or self-repeating) arrangement of ver-
tices and edges. Due to their simplicity and on-lattice
nature, spin models have been extensively studied to de-
duce generic features of phase transitions and critical
phenomena.184–186 The oldest and the most famous spin
model is the Ising model187 in which only two types of
spins (up and down) are permitted (Fig. 10A), and the
Hamiltonian of the system is given by:
H(σ) = −J
∑
〈i,j〉
σiσj − h
∑
j
σj (52)
Here, 〈i, j〉 refers to a summation over nearest neighbors,
i.e., spins connected via an edge in the graph, and J
and h are the coupling parameter, and the external field,
respectively. One- and two-dimensional Ising models are
among a handful of systems with nontrivial Hamiltonians
for which the partition function can be calculated ana-
lytically, including the tour de force solution of Onsager
for the Ising model on a square lattice.188 For lattices
in higher dimensions as well as more complex networks,
Metropolis Monte Carlo has been extensively used for
probing the thermodynamics of the Ising model.186 It
can be shown that for dimensions d ≥ 2, a transition
from a spin-disordered into a spin-ordered phase occurs
below a critical temperature. Such a transition will be
first-and second-order for h 6= 0 and h = 0, respectively.
It is also necessary to note that the Ising model can be
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Ising Model Lattice GasA B
FIG. 10. Schematic representation of the (A) Ising and (B)
lattice gas models. Occupied and empty sites in (B) are de-
picted in dark blue and yellow, respectively. The Ising model
configuration in (A) is mapped onto the lattice gas configu-
ration in (B).
easily mapped onto another popular model, called a lat-
tice gas (Fig. 10B), by defining ni := (1 + σi)/2. In a
lattice gas, each vertex will be either occupied (ni = 1)
or vacant (ni = 0).
In recent years, FFS has been extensively utilized for
studying the sensitivity of the nucleation kinetics in the
Ising and lattice gas models to the existence and ener-
getic properties of impurities,34,36,41 mechanical defor-
mations,37,38 internal and external interfaces,35,36,41–43
and the topological properties of the underlying net-
work.39,40,44,45 Since nucleation will only occur if the
underlying transition is first-order, all these simulations
were conducted in the presence of an external magnetic
field or chemical potential, and the starting basin A is
always set to the respective metastable phase in each
system. Due to the simplicity of the Ising model, it is
possible to conduct FFS using both global and local or-
der parameters, namely the total number of up spins (or
occupied sites), and the size of the largest cluster of the
new phase, respectively.
The first use of FFS to study nucleation in the Ising
model was conducted by Sear,34 who computed hetero-
geneous nucleation rates in the presence of lines of fixed
spins in order to assess the effect of impurities. He ob-
served that even the existence of one fixed up spin en-
hances the nucleation of the up spin phase by four orders
of magnitude. The rate then increases by a factor of five
for each additional fixed spin. In a more recent paper,41
he utilized diffusive-limited aggregation189 to generate
quenched impurities (i.e., arbitrarily shaped clusters of
up spins with a given mean size). He then employed FFS
to compute the rate of nucleation in the presence of each
quenched impurity, and observed that rates can differ
by as much as ten orders of magnitude. These findings
underscore the perils of simple averaging of nucleation
rates in different experimental realizations of a system
with a known concentration of impurities with unknown
size and shape distributions.
The Sear Group have also utilized FFS to study other
aspects of heterogeneous nucleation. For instance, Page
and Sear35 used FFS to investigate heterogeneous nucle-
ation in the presence of inert lines (i.e., lines with fixed
spins but no interactions with the lattice), and rectan-
gular pores. They found such walls to enhance nucle-
ation considerably despite their inertness. In the case of
rectangular pores, nucleation involved a two-step process,
i.e., filling of the pore with the up-spin phase, and the nu-
cleation of the up-spin phase in the bulk from the filled
pore. The kinetics of these two processes scale differently
with the pore width W , resulting in a non-monotonic de-
pendence of the overall rate on W . In a later paper, Sear
utilized the lattice gas model to investigate the impact
of nanoparticle solubility on the rate of condensation,36
which was found to increase considerably upon increasing
solubility.
The question of heterogeneous nucleation in the lat-
tice gas models have been investigated by other groups
as well. For instance, Hedges and Whitelam42,43 studied
condensation in the presence of pores. In their 2012 pa-
per,42 they considered nucleation on surfaces regularly
etched with rectangular pores in two dimensions and
cuboidal pores in three dimensions, and demonstrated
that only the pores with proper sizes and aspect ratios en-
hanced nucleation (in comparison to flat surfaces). They
also confirmed that FFS is robust to lack of locality in the
OP, as they obtained identical rates with global and local
OPs, namely the total number of filled sites, and the size
of the largest dense cluster, respectively. In a second pa-
per,43 they demonstrated that the characteristic length
of a pore that yields the largest rate at each state point
is almost identical to the characteristic size of the crit-
ical cluster in the bulk under the same thermodynamic
conditions.
FFS has also been utilized for studying homogeneous
nucleation under mechanical deformation. For instance,
Allen et al.37 used FFS to probe nucleation in the sheared
Ising model. They introduced shearing using the algo-
rithm of Cirillo et al.190 in which each shearing trial move
corresponds to randomly selecting a row and shifting all
sites above it along a fixed pre-specified direction. They
found the nucleation rate to depend non-monotonically
on the shear rate, i.e., the average number of shear moves
per MC sweep. This observation was attributed to the
fact that lower shear rates facilitate the coalescence of
precritical clusters, while higher shear rates induce their
breakup. They further confirmed this explanation by
conducting rattle shearing simulations in which the di-
rection of shearing was randomly chosen at each move.
By doing so, the nucleation rate increased monotonically
with shear rate, as the stochasticity in shear direction
suppressed cluster breakup. In a follow-up study,38 the
same authors used FFS to probe the effect of external
magnetic field on nucleation under shear, and found the
non-monotonicity to disappear in the presence of suffi-
ciently strong external fields.
In addition to regular lattices, several studies have fo-
cused on homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation in
non-periodic networks, such as random graphs. For in-
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stance Chen and Hou39 used FFS to study homogeneous
nucleation in a graph comprised of two modules with
differing intra- and inter-modular connectivities. They
found that the rate exhibits a non-monotonic dependence
on modularity, due to a transition from two-step to one-
step nucleation. In other words, nucleation within a net-
work with intermediate modularity was faster than that
in a uniform network.
In three subsequent papers40,44,45 from the same
group, nucleation was studied in Baraba´si-Albert
(BA)191 scale-free random networks. For instance,
Chen et al.40 showed that the rate of homogeneous nucle-
ation decays exponentially with the number of nodes in
the BA network, implying that homogeneous nucleation
is not possible in the thermodynamic limit (i.e., when
the number of nodes goes to infinity). Adding a few im-
purities (i.e., fixed up-spin nodes), however, resulted in a
significant increase in nucleation rate. They found the en-
hancement to be more prominent when those impurities
are added to high-connectivity nodes. In a later paper,
Shen et al.44 compared the mechanism of nucleation in
degree-uncorrelated and degree-correlated BA networks.
In uncorrelated networks, nucleation was a gradual pro-
cess. In degree-correlated networks, however, small nu-
clei formed in high-connectivity regions, and then rapidly
burst in a merging manner. In their most recent pa-
per, Shen et al.45 studied the impact of mobile impurities
within a scale-free network on heterogeneous nucleation.
Like Ref. 35, impurities were inert and did not interact
with either of the spins. The authors demonstrated that
increasing the mobility of impurities resulted in faster
nucleation. They also observed a non-monotonic depen-
dence of rate on α, a control parameter that biased the
random walk towards higher- (α > 0) and lower-degree
(α < 0) nodes, and found an unbiased random walk to
result in faster nucleation.
An important extension of the Ising model is the q-
state Potts model192,193 in which each spin can take q
distinct values, and the strength of spin-spin and spin-
field interactions depends on the identities of the indi-
vidual spins. This can create a potentially rich phase
diagram with multiple metastable states. Consequently,
the Potts model has been widely studied to understand
metastability.194,195 Nucleation in the Potts model has
therefore been primarily studied to understand the con-
sequences of the existence of metastable intermediates.
One important consequence of metastability is the Ost-
wald step rule which states that a first-order phase tran-
sition will usually occur in stages passing through such
intermediates. For instance, Sanders et al.46 tuned the
interaction parameters of the Potts model to generate
metastable states with differing stabilities and employed
FFS to compute the rates of transitions between them.
They demonstrated that if the competing metastable in-
termediates are equally stable, one of them will be cho-
sen randomly during the nucleation process. However,
the selection probability is not uniform, and the phases
that can access more stable intermediates downstream
will be easier to nucleate. These findings suggest that in
systems with a complex web of metastable intermediates,
the Ostwald step rule will be satisfied in a probabilistic
sense, and no unique nucleation pathway might exist.
In recent years, nucleation in the three-state Potts
model has been studied to understand the role of
metastable liquid intermediates in crystal nucleation. For
instance, Sear 47 employed FFS to probe heterogeneous
nucleation of a spin-3 phase from two coexisting spin-1
and spin-2 phases in the vicinity of an inert wall. He
found that nucleation is the fastest at the three-phase
contact point. Moreover, he observed that heterogeneous
nucleation at the two-phase interface is faster than homo-
geneous nucleation in the bulk. Sear argued that these
findings are relevant in the context of explaining the rel-
ative importance of different modes of heterogeneous ice
nucleation. In a second paper, Sear48 assessed the im-
portance of a metastable intermediate on heterogeneous
nucleation by altering the metastability of the intermedi-
ate phase via changing the interaction parameters in the
three-state Potts model. He observed that nucleation oc-
curs at considerably higher rates when an intermediate
exists, and initiates at concave portions of a pore. In
another paper, Chen and Shen49 investigated nucleation
kinetics and mechanism in a three-state Potts model, and
observed different nucleation scenarios depending on the
magnitudes of the external field and the the chemical
potential.
2. Crystal Nucleation
Crystal nucleation is a process that has been extensively
studied using FFS, perhaps more so than any other rare
event. The interest in crystal nucleation predates FFS,
and conventional MD and bias-based techniques (such as
umbrella sampling and Benette-Chandler type methods)
have been used for studying the free energy landscape
and kinetics of crystal nucleation in a wide variety of
systems. Most of these studies employ global order
parameters, such as total potential energy or global
Steinhardt order parameters, to monitor and/or drive
nucleation. With the advent of FFS, it has become pos-
sible to compute nucleation rates that span over tens of
orders of magnitude, and to obtain unbiased information
about the mechanism and free energy landscape of the
nucleation process. As a result, FFS has been utilized
to study crystal nucleation in a wide variety of systems
from simple model systems such as Lennard Jones and
hard spheres, to complex crystals such as gas hydrates.
This section is dedicated to discussing this large body of
work, organized in accordance to the system type.
a. Lennard-Jones: The Lennard-Jones (LJ) poten-
tial137 is the simplest model for representing interactions
between small non-polar molecules (such as argon, neon
and methane). Its phase diagram is very simple, and
consists of a gas-liquid-solid triple point, a gas-liquid
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the moving and surface particles. We achieved this by setting
ϵMS = 0.3ϵMM, i.e., by setting the well depth between a sur-
face and a moving particle to 30% of the well depth between
two moving particles. By varying this, we found that crystal-
lization is very sensitive to the value of ϵMM. For example, on
increasing ϵMM from 0.3 to 0.38, the nucleation rate increases
by approximately four orders of magnitude. The experimen-
tal analogue of this observation is that the chemical function-
ality of the surface is important, and likely more important
in determining the nucleation efficiency than the geometrical
properties of the surface. This fact has been discussed previ-
ously in the literature.14 Here our focus is on the effects of the
geometry of the surface, but we should bear in mind that the
form of the interactions between the surface and fluid is also
important for a real system.
For σMS and σMM, in the first instance we made the nat-
ural choice σMS = σMM = 1. However, the problem with this
approach is that the minimum in the cross potential ULJMS is
always located at rmin = 21/6, even as we increase ρS (which
we do to tune the value of the mismatch δ) to make the nearest
neighbor spacing aS much smaller than rmin. Thus, this sim-
ple scheme effectively results in two different length scales,
σMS and aS, in the surface-liquid interaction. In order to avoid
this, we also studied a second potential with σMS defined by
as = 21/6σMS, i.e., so that the minimum in the potential be-
tween moving and surface particles is equal to the lattice
parameter of the surface.
To summarize, we performed simulations for two distinct
interaction potentials between surface (S) and moving (M)
particles, both based on the LJ interaction potential of Eq. (3),
and both with ϵMS = 0.3ϵMM,
1. σMM = σMS = 1,
2. σMM = 1, σMS = 2−1/6as.
In Secs. III–V, we refer to these as simply potential 1 and
potential 2, respectively. We note that some results, for poten-
tial 2 only, have been given in a previous publication.20 We
define ϵ = ϵMM and σ = σMM, and work with the parameters
ϵ and σ henceforth.
Our simulation box has periodic boundary conditions in
the two horizontal directions, and is a hard wall in the ver-
tical direction (at the top, cf. Fig. 1). The dimensions of the
simulation box in the horizontal directions are dependent on
ρS, since each layer of the surface is taken to have exactly 20
× 22 particles. For all of the simulation conditions, the verti-
cal dimension is chosen such that, for every choice of ρS, the
volume of the simulation box is 6820σ 3. The vertical dimen-
sion is considerably larger than the position of the interface
between the metastable liquid and vapor phases.
B. FFS simulations and order parameter
We computed nucleation rates for two different tem-
peratures, kBT = 0.47ϵ and kBT = 0.5ϵ. Both tempera-
tures are below the triple point, located at9 kBTtp ≈ 0.65ϵ.
They correspond to an undercooling of 28% and 23%,
respectively.
To compute nucleation rates, we used the FFS scheme,
a rare-event technique developed by Allen et al.31 The
dynamics in our FFS simulations are given by the normal
Metropolis Monte-Carlo (MC) scheme with maximum trial
displacement %x = ±0.1σ . As the unit of time τ , we use a
MC cycle, which corresponds to one attempted displacement
move per (moving) particle. Therefore, nucleation rates are
expressed in units of τ−1σ−2. Further details of our simula-
tions can be found in the Appendix.
For the order parameter in our FFS simulations we used
the size of the largest crystalline cluster, Ncl, as identified by
the local q6 bond-order parameter introduced by ten Wolde
and co-workers6 and used in a number of previous studies
of homogeneous LJ crystal nucleation.8, 9, 32, 33 We note, how-
ever, that there are some subtleties to computing Ncl in our
system because of the presence of the surface particles. There-
fore, we have detailed the entire procedure in the Appendix.
III. SIMULATION RESULTS
In our simulations, we vary the mismatch δ by varying the
lattice parameter of the surface aS and study the nucleation
rate as a function of δ. In order to obtain an accurate value
for aB and hence δ at a given aS, we performed NPT simula-
tions at zero pressure34 to compute the bulk lattice constant
aB of the stable fcc crystal. This was done for temperatures
kBT = 0.47ϵ and kBT = 0.5ϵ. At these temperatures, we
found aB = 1.128(2)σ and 1.131(2)σ , respectively, where the
number in brackets is the approximate error in the final digit.
Figs. 2 and 3 show nucleation rates as a function of mis-
match δ for the cp surface and the 100 surface, respectively.
The rates are expressed in units of τ−1σ−2. Clearly, for both
surfaces and both potentials, the nucleation rate is at a maxi-
mum close to, but not exactly at, δ = 0. The maximum in the
rate occurs at δ ≈ 3 for the cp surface and δ ≈ 1 for the 100
surface.
Another feature evident from Figs. 2 and 3 is that the nu-
cleation rate is not symmetric around the maximum for either
surface; it falls off more rapidly at positive mismatch (when
the surface lattice parameter is “too big” for the crystal that
wants to form) than at negative mismatch (when the surface
lattice parameter is “too small”). This is particularly evident
FIG. 2. Logarithm of the nucleation rate against mismatch δ for the cp sur-
face. Error bars are standard deviations from the 5 FFS simulations.FIG. 11. (Reproduced from Ref. 62) Dependence f heteroge-
neous nucleation rate in the LJ system on the lattice mismatch
δ. Note that the maximum rate is observed for δ’s that are
very close to, but not equal to, zero.
critical point, and positively sloped melting curve.
Historically, the LJ potential has been the model of
choice for studying the underlying physics of structural
relaxation, and phase transitions in simple liquids.196–198
The thermodynamically stable crystalline form of the LJ
system is the face-centered cubic (FCC) crystal. Com-
putational investigations of crystal nucleation in the LJ
system date back to as early as 1976, when Mandell et al.
utilized conventional MD to crystallize the LJ system.199
Since then, a large number of studies have been carried
out using conventional200 and bias-based techniques201
to study different aspects of the thermodynamics and
kinetics of crystal nucleation in the LJ system. For
instance, ten Wolde et al. utilized umbrella sampling
and linear response theory to compute the barriers
and rates of homogeneous crystal nucleation.201 FFS
investigations of crystal nucleation in the LJ system
have therefore been primarily conducted for benchmark-
ing purposes, e.g., for assessing the performance and
accuracy of different FFS variants as in Refs. 67 and 76.
There have, however, been several studies utilizing FFS
to gain insight into crystal nucleation in the LJ system.
For instance, van Meel et al.53 utilized FFS to compute
the rate of crystal nucleation from LJ vapor below the
triple point. They found the nucleation to proceed
via a two-step process, with the first step involving
the nucleation of a liquid droplet from supersaturated
vapor, followed by crystal nucleation within the droplet.
The second step only occurred when the droplet size
exceeded a critical value and its occurrence did not
depend on vapor supersaturation. In a later study,
Mithen and Sears62 inspected the impact of lattice
mismatch between the crystal nucleating surface and
the LJ crystal on the rate of heterogeneous nucleation.
They computed rates for substrates with different levels
of lattice mismatch δ, and concluded that the highest
rates are observed for mismatches that are very close to–
but not equal to– zero (Fig. 11). Deviations from this
optimal mismatch (in either direction) were shown to
result in a considerable decrease in rate, but no change
in the overall heterogeneous nature of nucleation.
b. Hard Particles: Hard particles interact via ex-
cluded volume interactions in the sense that the poten-
tial energy of the system is zero for a non-overlapping
configuration, and is infinite if an overlap exists. For
monodispersed hard spheres of diameter d, for instance,
the binary inter-particle hard potential is given by:
u(r) =
{
0 r ≥ d
+∞ r < d (53)
Hard potential is a good approximation for short-range
repulsive interactions. Due to the prevalence of such re-
pulsions in dense phases of small molecules, hard spheres
have, for decades, been used in theoretical and compu-
tational studies of condensed states of matter. In a hard
particle system, all permissible configurations have the
same potential energy, and therefore its thermodynam-
ics is exclusively determined by entropy. At sufficiently
large packing fractions, hard particles can form crys-
talline structures as the entropy of the crystal exceeds
that of the disordered fluid at the same density. This
results in entropy-driven disorder-order transitions,206
which were first predicted in pioneering works of On-
sager207 and Kirkwood,208 and were later confirmed in
Monte Carlo simulations of hard spheres209,210 and sev-
eral other shapes.211–227 Hard spheres crystallize into a
combination of face-centered cubic (FCC) and hexago-
nally closed packed (HCP) crystals. These two poly-
morphs have identical packing fractions, constitute the
densest known packings of monodispersed spheres,228
and have almost identical free energies at all packing frac-
tions.229
Similar to the Lennard-Jones system, crystal nucle-
ation in the hard sphere system had been extensively
studied prior to the development of FFS. In particular,
Auer and Frenkel205,230 used umbrella sampling and ki-
netic Monte Carlo231 to compute rates of homogeneous
nucleation in the hard sphere fluid, reporting rates that
are several orders of magnitude smaller than those ob-
served in experimental studies of colloidal spheres. The
first investigation of hard particle nucleation using FFS
was conducted by Filion et al.,56 who found reasonable
agreement among the rates computed from FFS (Monte
Carlo), umbrella sampling, and direct MD (Fig. 12A).
The critical nuclei obtained from different methods were
also structurally similar, and were all comprised of a large
fraction of FCC stacks. The problem of large temporal
fluctuations of the order parameter was observed in this
early study, but similar to later rate calculations con-
ducted in the LJ system,76 did not result in significant
errors in rate estimates.
In recent years, FFS has also been utilized for explor-
ing crystal nucleation in systems of hard polyhedra. In
22
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FIG. 8. A comparison of the crystal nucleation rates of hard spheres as determined by the three methods described in this paper FFS, US, and MD with the
experimental results from Refs. 5, 8, and 9 and previous theoretical results from Ref. 10. The nucleation rates are in units of τL where where τL = σ 2/(6DL ).
Note that error bars have not been included in this plot but are discussed in the main text. Within these estimated error bars, all the simulated nucleation rates are
in agreement, while the experimentally obtained rates show a markedly different behavior, particularly for low supersaturations where the difference between
the simulations and experiments can be as large as 12 orders of magnitude.
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FIG. 9. Two typical snapshots (top and bottom) of the critical nuclei as obtained with US at a volume fraction η = 0.5355 using different values of the critical
number of crystalline bonds ξc = 5 (left), 7 (middle), and 9 (right) in the biasing potential. The clusters are analysed with three different crystalline order
parameters. The blue particles are found by all three cluster criteria, the green particles have ξ = 7 or 8 crystalline bonds and the red particles have only ξ = 5
or 6 crystalline bonds.
degrees of supersaturation. We identify small regions of
spatially correlated orientationally and translationally
ordered particles likely acting as a catalyst for the rota-
tor-phase nucleation in the polyhedra (such regions are
local fluctuations that foreshadow the establishment of
long-range orientational order to ensue at higher pressures).
FFS has been used to study the crystal nucleation in
various systems [25–27]. From the FFS variants available,
we apply here the constrained branched growth algorithm
[28–31], as it has been shown to be efficient and to allow a
cost-free estimation of committor probabilities (pB) [31].
To estimate the nucleation free-energies, we have used a
multiple-window umbrella sampling (US) method [29,30].
We use the number of particles in the largest (translation-
ally ordered) solid cluster, ntr, as a reaction coordinate. To
estimate ntr, we adopted the order parameter introduced by
ten Wolde et al. [5] to distinguish between liquidlike and
solidlike particles as pertaining to the mesophases that the
polyhedra form. Details on the calculation of ntr and
transition rates are provided in [24].
The simulations were conducted in a cubic cell with
periodic boundary conditions, with fixed number of par-
ticles, N (¼ 3375 for COs, 2500 for TOs, and 2916 for
RDs), and constant reduced pressure P" ¼ βPσ3=8, where
σ; is the diameter of the circumscribing sphere (specific to
each particle geometry) and β ¼ 1=kBT. P" values are
chosen such that the degree of supersaturation (DSS)
approaches the range of values for which nucleation
studies for HSs have been performed. The DSS is calcu-
lated via [32]:
DSS ¼ βjΔμj; ( )
where jΔμj is the chemical potential difference between the
metastable fluid and the stable solid at the simulated P",
obtained using thermodynamic integration (see [24]). jΔμj
embodies the true thermodynamic force driving the nucle-
ation of the new phase. The values of P" and DSS are given
in Table 1. DSS values > 0.55 were not explored since the
liquid phase would become unstable. We performed FFS
calculations at DSS values of (i) 0.3 and 0.38 for COs,
(ii) 0.3 and 0.42 for TOs, and (iii) 0.34 and 0.44 for RDs,
while we used a brute force approach similar to that used in
Ref. [33] for the largest DSS for all shapes. We used kinetic
Monte Carlo (KMC) simulations to evolve trajectories from
liquid to solid as in Refs. [34–35]; further simulation details
are given in [24].
Table 1 shows the calculated nucleation rates for COs,
TOs, and RDs. The nucleation rate, I is given by
I ¼ ðTABVÞ−1, where V is the volume of the system and
TAB is the mean first passage time from the liquid basin to
the rotator basin. Rates are given in dimensionless form
I" ¼ Iσ5=D0, where D0 is the free-particle diffusion con-
stant (see Ref. [34,35] for details) and is assumed to be
comparable for all four shapes. In Fig. 1(a), we show the
free-energy profile over ntr obtained from US. In Table 1
and Fig. 1(b) we compare the nucleation rate and free-
energy barrier height ΔG" among HSs, COs, TOs, and
RDs. As expected, I" increases and ΔG" decreases with
DSS for all shapes. Our results also show that for all three
polyhedra ΔG" is significantly smaller and I" significantly
larger than those for HSs. This is intriguing considering that
all these hard-particle systems (HSs and COs in particular)
could be thought of as cases where a similar translationally
ordered, rotationally disordered phase is being nucleated.
To find some clues to explain such disparity, we proceed to
Table I. Simulation data for the rotator-phase nucleation in COs, TOs, and RDs. ηliquid is the liquid phase packing fraction at pressure
P". ΔG"=kBT is the free-energy barrier height and n"tr is the critical cluster size.
Shape P" ηliquid DSS Iσ5=D0 ΔG"=kBT n"tr
CO 4.1 0.513 0.30 ð1.9% 0.5Þ × 10−14 19.8% 0.8 177
CO 4.6 0.529 0.38 ð2.0 % 0.6Þ × 10−08 3.4% 0.2 55
CO 4.8 0.532 0.44 ð1.0 % 0.5Þ × 10−6 2.5% 0.3 31
TO 2.8 0.496 0.30 ð1.0 % 0.5Þ × 10−12 18.5% 0.7 165
TO 3.0 0.504 0.42 ð5.8 % 0.8Þ × 10−07 4.9% 0.2 59
TO 3.15 0.5085 0.52 ð1.8 % 0.7Þ × 10−05 1.7% 0.1 29
RD 4.32 0.5008 0.34 ð3.2 % 1.3Þ × 10−09 10.9% 0.6 117
RD 4.56 0.5072 0.44 ð3.0 % 0.5Þ × 10−06 3.2% 0.1 40
RD 4.64 0.511 0.51 ð1.6 % 0.5Þ × 10−05 1.9% 0.1 25
DSS
FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Free-energy profile GðntrÞ=kBT as a
function of ntr, and (b) Free-energy barrier height ΔG"=kBT and
nucleation rate, I" vs DSS ¼ βjΔμj for COs, TOs, and RDs. HS
data from [36].
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rates and barriers for hard spheres, cubotahedra, truncated octahedra and rhombic dodecahedra computed from FFS as a
function of the degree of supersaturation β|∆µ|.
particular, Thapar and Escobedo63 used FFS to study
the nucleation of a metastable rotator phase in systems of
hard cuboctahedra (CO), truncated octahedra (TO), and
rhombic dodecahedra (RD). Thes rota or phas – also
known as plastic crystals– form in systems of anisotropic
building blocks with low asphericities. In a plastic phase,
the building blocks occupy the sites of the lattice oth-
erwise occupied by the isotropic (i.e., spherical) build-
ing blocks, without adopting any preferred orientations.
Therefore, the rotator phases formed by hard COs, TOs
and RDs are similar to hard sphere packings in terms
of their translational order. Despite this similarity, Tha-
par and Escobedo63 demonstrated that in all three sys-
tems, the rotator phases nucleate at rates considerably
higher than hard spheres (Fig. 12B). They also com-
puted the nucleation barriers via umbrella sampling and
found them to be considerably smaller than those for
hard sphere nucleation. This difference lies in the struc-
ture of the critical nuclei, which, unlike the hard sphere
system, are primarily comprised of HCP-like stacks. This
difference in critical nucleus structure was partially linked
to the lower free-energy barrier, along with the presence
of a positive coupling between translation and rotational
degrees of freedom in the disordered phases of the corre-
sponding polyhedra.
An alternative potential that is widely used for repre-
senting excluded volume interactions in colloidal systems
is the Weeks-Chandler-Andersen (WCA) potential:148
uWCA(r) =
 4
[(σ
r
)12
−
(σ
r
)6
+
1
4
]
r
σ
≤ 21/6
0
r
σ
> 21/6
(54)
The main advantage of the WCA potential over the
hard potential is its continuity and piecewise differen-
tiability, which makes it convenient for use with methods
such as Brownian dynamics (BD)232 that are widely uti-
lized for studying colloidal systems. In general, the nu-
merical implementation of hard potentials in BD-based
ch mes, such as the overdamped Langevin dynamics,
is not straightforward, and even though attempts have
been made to develop event-driven BD algorithms,233 the
WCA potential– and its generalizations for non-spherical
particles– is the potential of choice in BD simulations.
As such, nucleation rate estimates for WCA colloids
have been made via direct BD,57 MD,79,80 umbrella sam-
pling,57 the seeding method,80 and the persistent embryo
method.234 FFS was first used by Filion et al.,57 along
with direct BD and umbrella sampling, to calculate nu-
cleation rates for the WCA model with β = 40. The
rate estimates obtained from all three methods agreed
well with each other and the dependence of the obtained
rate on the effective packing fraction, φeff, was similar to
that of hard spheres.
More recently, Richard and Speck et al.79 used
FFS-MFPT (Section III C 2) and the probability split-
ting method (Section III C 3) to estimate free-energy
landscape of crystal nucleation in the monodispersed
WCA system. The computed free energy barriers follow
the scaling predicted by CNT. Quantitative agreement
with CNT was, however, achieved with a an effective
solid-fluid surface tension that is ≈ 35% larger than the
bulk value. In their follow-up paper,80 they combine the
nucleation works computed from FFS and several other
methods, and pressure differences between solid nuclei
and the surrounding melt, to conclude that surface
tension in small nuclei is indeed larger than the bulk
value.
c. Charged Colloids: One of the earliest studies of
nucleation using FFS was conducted for probing poly-
morph selection in a system of oppositely charged spher-
ical colloids,51,52 represented using the Yukawa potential.
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Making use of the information obtained using both
methods we will show below that crystal nucleation in a
mixture of oppositely charged colloids is incompatible
with the ST conjecture.
In our simulations, we studied a 1:1 binary mixture of
monodisperse, oppositely charged colloids. The screened
Coulomb interaction between two colloids of diameter !
and charge Ze is approximated by a Yukawa potential:
 u!r"=kBT #
8>>><>>>:
1 r < !
$ Z
2
!1% "!2 "2
#B
!
e&"!r&!"
r=!
rc > r ' !
0 r ' rc
(2)
where the sign is positive for equally charged and negative
for oppositely charged colloids, #B # e2=$skBT is the
Bjerrum length ($s is the dielectric constant of the solvent),
and " # !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!8%#B&saltp is the inverse Debye screening length
(&salt is the number density of added salt). A hard core
prevents colloids from overlapping. The total energy of the
system is the sum of the pair interactions. The cutoff radius
rc is 3:5!. We define the reduced temperature T( # !1%
"!=2"2!=Z2#B as the inverse of the contact energy, and
the reduced pressure as p( # pT(!3=kBT. The phase dia-
gram of this potential for k! # 6 reproduces the solid
structures that are found experimentally in mixtures of
oppositely charged colloids [15]. In this system, two solid
phases can coexist with the fluid. At high temperatures, the
liquid phase coexists with a substitutionally disordered
face-centered cubic colloidal crystal (disordered fcc). At
low temperatures the stable solid at coexistence has CsCl
structure, where the charges are ordered on a bcc lattice
(Fig. 1).
This system is a suitable candidate to test the Stranski-
Totomanow conjecture as two distinct solid phases may
form during crystal nucleation. In contrast to systems that
have been studied earlier [16,17] these two solids are not
connected by an ‘‘easy’’ (e.g., martensitic) transformation.
Besides, we study nucleation close to the coexistence
temperature between both solids.
Both for the FFS calculations and for the calculation of
the free-energy barrier separating liquid and solid, we need
a reaction coordinate that measures the progress of the
nucleation process. In the present study, we use n, the
number of particles in the largest solid cluster, as a reaction
coordinate [18]. Our reaction coordinate distinguishes liq-
uid from solid but is not sensitive to the structure of the
crystal lattice. In fact, under the thermodynamic conditions
used in our study (T( # 1, p( # 15), every particle in
either the disordered-fcc phase or the CsCl-like solid is
identified as crystalline. On the contrary, in the metastable
liquid phase, less than five out of 1000 particles were
identified as crystalline.
The FFS technique expresses the nucleation rate 'l&s as
the product of two factors [19]:
 'l&s # 'l&JPJ&s; (3)
where 'l&J is the rate at which spontaneous fluctuations
lead to the formation of a small crystallite consisting of J
particles, while PJ&s denotes the probability that such a
cluster will grow to form a bulk solid, rather than redis-
solve. In what follows, we will ignore the effect of hydro-
dynamic interactions and estimate 'l&J using a kinetic
Monte Carlo (MC) algorithm [20] with a maximum dis-
placement of 0:01! [16,21]. In the limit of small trial
displacements, the MC algorithm approaches Brownian
dynamics, but the MC algorithm has the added advantage
that we can easily work in the NpT ensemble. The proba-
bility PJ&s is computed as a product of probabilities:
 PJ&s # PJ&KPK&L ) ) )PN&s; (4)
where PJ&K is the probability that a trajectory that starts
with a cluster of size J will grow to size K rather than
redissolve. This probability can be estimated by starting a
number of trajectories from a cluster of size J and dividing
the number of those that arrive at K by the total number of
trials. The successful trajectories provide starting configu-
rations for the next step, namely, the calculation of the
probability that cluster K will grow to size L, rather than
redissolve. The FFS method works only if the dynamics of
the system is not fully deterministic. In the present case,
different kinetic MC trajectories (with maximum displace-
ment 0:04!) were generated from the same configuration
by changing the seed of the random number generator. We
stress that the ‘‘reaction coordinate’’ in the FFS scheme is
used only to measure the progress of the crystal growth—it
does not favor one crystal structure over another [7,8].
FIG. 1. Phase diagram of the system under study in the T(,
packing fraction (( # %!3N=6V) plane [15]. L% S stands for
liquid-solid coexistence. The circle indicates the state point of
the metastable liquid (T( # 1, p( # 15, ( # 0:526). The
disordered-fcc-fluid-CsCl triple point temperature is T( # 1:07.
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FIG. 13. (Reproduced from Ref. 51 and re-designed) Phase
diagram of the 50:50 binary Yukawa syst m rep rted by Hyn-
ninen et al..235 η = piσ3N/6V is the packing fraction. Repre-
sentative renderings of the disordered FCC and CsCl struc-
tures are also depicted.
This system has a very rich phase diagram, with multiple
crystalline phases.235 In particular, an FCC lattice with
non-periodic distribution of cations and anions, and a
CsCl crystal can coexist with the liquid at high and low
temperatures, respectively (Fig. 13). Exploring crystal
nucleation is particularly interesting in this system due
to its polymorphism, and the fact that these competing
crystals cannot be converted into one another through
simple geometric rearrangements (also known as diffu-
sionless transitions). Sanz et al.51 analyzed crystal nucle-
ation at the state point P ∗ = 15 and T ∗ = 1, a condition
under which the CsCl polymorph is thermodynamically
preferred. They, however, found the transition state to
be predominantly comprised of disordered FCC. By in-
corporating MC swap moves into the underlying Monte
Carlo algorithm, they were able to assemble the CsCl
crystal. They also found the nucleation barrier to CsCl
assembly to be smaller than that of the disordered FCC.
Their work provides evidence for an out-of-equilibrium
mechanism in cases where stable crystal formation is ki-
netically inhibited due to ”self-poisoning“ of the precriti-
cal nuclei, i.e., the predominance of the wrong crystalline
motifs at early stages of nucleation. A later study re-
vealed that this non-equilibrium effect can be attributed
to anisotropic diffusion.236
A more recent study by Kratzer and Arnold65 used
FFS to study crystal nucleation in a system of charged
colloids. (The same authors had discussed technical
details of implementing FFS in the same system in
an earlier paper.60) Unlike Ref. 51, they considered a
single-component system in which all colloids had the
same charge, resulting in a purely repulsive interaction
potential. Moreover, they represented excluded volume
repulsions using the WCA potential. For sufficiently
small screening lengths, this system is known to form a
metastable body-centered cubic (BCC) crystal, and a
thermodynamically stable FCC crystal.237,238 The au-
thors studied crystal nucleation for two different contact
energies, with contact energy defined as the ratio of
energy scales of the Yukawa and WCA potentials. In
both cases, the nucleation of the FCC phase from the
fluid was a two-step process, starting with the nucleation
of a BCC nucleus followed by heterogeneous nucleation
of FCC at the BCC-fluid interface. The second step
was almost spontaneous for the smaller contact energy.
For the larger contact energy, however, the second step
involved crossing a large nucleation barrier to the extent
that FCC-rich clusters never emerged throughout the
first FFS calculation. In order to probe the kinetics
and mechanism of the BCC-FCC transition, the authors
conducted a econd FFS calculation with the size of the
largest FCC-like cluster as the order parameter, unlike
their first FFS calculation in which no distinction was
made between FCC- and BCC-like particles. They found
the FCC-rich nuclei to form from the BCC-rich clusters
that were post-critical, i.e., that had a low probability
of returning to the disordered fluid basin. They also
used the forward-backward FFS method of Ref. 127
(Section III C 1) to compute the free energy landscape
of the fluid-BCC transition and found reasonable agree-
ment with CNT. By conducting pedigree analysis, the
authors did not find any density fluctuations preceding
the nucleation of BCC-rich nuclei from the fluid, unlike
what has been suggested for other systems.239
d. Water: Water has a very complex phase di-
agram, with 18 experimentally observed crystalline
phases, and fifteen triple points.240,241 Most such crys-
tals, however, form under very high pressures and/or
very low temperatures, or are thermodynamically
metastable. The only crystalline form of water that
is thermodynamically stable under ambient conditions
is ice I, which has two stacking variants known as
hexagonal and cubic ice. Understanding the kinetics and
molecular mechanism of how ice I forms is critical to
fields such as cryobiology and atmospheric physics. The
nucleation of ice I has therefore been extensively studied
in molecular simulations prior to the development of
FFS using unbiased242–244 and biased245 techniques.
Since its development, FFS has been utilized extensively
to study different aspects of homogeneous58,59,61,67,73
and heterogeneous66,69,70,75 ice nucleation. In general,
we can classify these studies into three categories:
(i) homogeneous nucleation in the bulk, (ii) role of
vapor-liquid interfaces in homogeneous nucleation, (iii)
physics of heterogeneous nucleation.
Homogeneous Nucleation in the Bulk: The first
direct calculation of homogeneous ice nucleation rates
using FFS was conducted using the the coarse-grained
monoatomic water (mW) potential246 in which each
water molecule is represented by a single interaction
site and hydrogen bonding is mimicked by introducing
a three-body term that favors the formation of tetra-
hedral angles. The mW potential constitutes a re-
parameterization of the Stillinger-Weber (SW) poten-
tial247 originally developed for modeling Group IV ele-
ments such as silicon and germanium. Li et al.58 used
24
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Despite the experimental uncertainty in measuring nucleation
rates, we mainly attribute this difference to the empirical
nature of the water model used. However, the underestimate
of nucleation rates appears rather surprising, as the hydrogen
bonding network, that is the main cause for the slow dynamics
in water, is not included explicitly in the coarse-gained water
model. The free energy barrier for breaking bonds is also
underestimated.15 Indeed, the diffusion coefficient of the mW
model at room temperature is more than twice the experi-
mental result,2 thus a faster crystallization rate was expected.15
However, the kinetic term enters linearly in the rate equation,
and major effects are expected from the quantities that define
the argument of the exponential function. In particular, the
nucleation rate is extremely sensitive to a few key thermo-
dynamic quantities, such as the solid–liquid surface tension gls.
Our calculation shows that a 6–7% error in gls yields 9 orders
of magnitude difference in the nucleation rate at 235 K.
Therefore the quantitative agreement between experiments
and molecular simulations on nucleation rates requires the
key thermodynamic quantities to be reproduced almost exactly.
We note that the reliability of the mW model for describing gls
is not known yet.
Ice nucleation pathway
The path by which a crystal nucleates and the atomic structures
of nuclei are the nucleation details that can be easily accessed
within our atomistic approach, provided enough statistics is
collected. Experimentally, at normal pressure two competing
ice phases, cubic and hexagonal ice I (ice Ic and Ih), can be
grown selectively by tuning the crystallization conditions.3
However ice Ic is metastable; following Ostwald’s step rule,
32
ice is assumed first to nucleate in the cubic phase and then to
transform into the stable hexagonal phase at a later stage of its
growth.33 A detailed knowledge of this process is of key
relevance to atmospheric science models; however to this day
it remains a challenging task to explore ice polymorphism
during nucleation experiments. Our molecular simulations
results can readily provide useful insights into molecular level
processes.
Fig. 5(b)–(e) shows a few snapshots of ice particles at
different stages of the growth, along one typical nucleation
trajectory at 235 K. Here we emphasize that while FFS/MD
samples a large number of nucleation trajectories, the ones
that finally succeed in carrying the highest statistical weight are
those of higher relevance. To further identify the crystal
structures of ice particles, i.e. to distinguish between ice
Ih and Ic, we computed the q3 parameter for each water
molecule that was contained in the ‘‘core’’ region of the largest
ice cluster (see the Method section). Based on the collection of
configurations at each sampled interface l, we calculated the
fraction of cubic ice wcubic in the nucleating ice clusters.
Fig. 5(a) shows the evolution of w along the nucleation
trajectory of ice.
First of all, it can be seen that the nucleating ice embryo is a
mixture of both Ih and Ic, even at the very early stage of
crystallization. This is in agreement with the recently reported
co-existence of both ice polymorphs in nanoparticles of ice.34
This is not surprising because the free energy difference
between the two ice structures is very small.35 The main
difference between the two structures is the stacking sequence
of {111} planes: ABCABC. . . for Ic and ABAB. . . for Ih. For
small ice clusters, ice Ih is the primary structure, and in general
surface layers of the nanoparticles display hexagonal-like
stacking. A small portion of molecules within the cluster has
the Ic structure. As the cluster grows, the fraction of ice
Ic starts increasing quickly, due to the decreasing surface-
to-volume ratio. When the ice core is larger than B50
molecules, the structure is well stabilized into a mixture
containing about 50% of ice Ic and 50% of ice Ih.
The most intriguing result of this structure analysis is that a
topological defect structure with 5-fold symmetry is identified
in ice nuclei during crystallization (see Fig. 5(a) inset). This
defective structure can be described as five {111} twin boundaries
connected with a common five-fold rotational symmetry axis
Fig. 5 Defect formation during ice nucleation at 235 K. (a) The
variation of the fraction of cubic ice Ic wcubic as a function of the size of
ice core lcore. (b)–(d) are the snapshots of ice clusters along the
nucleation path, with their sizes indicated by the letters indicated in
(a). The Ic and Ih water molecules are represented by blue and red
balls, respectively. The bonds between two Ic or Ih molecules are
marked with colors corresponding to those used for molecules, while
the bonds between one Ic and one Ih molecule are marked red. The
{111} twin boundaries are indicated by dash lines. In (e), a topological
defect structure with 5-fold symmetry is evident. A zoom-in of the
defect structure is shown as the inset in (a). The ice clusters are
oriented with their {110} planes parallel to the paper.
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FIG. 14. (Reproduced from Ref. 58) A representative nucleus
formed during homogeneous ice nucleation in the mW system
at 235 K. Cubic and hexagonal stacks are depicted in blue and
red, respectively. This nucleus has a fivefold twin boundary
defect.
FFS to compute homogeneous ice nucleation rates in the
mW system in the temperature range 220–240 K, and
found the mW potential to underestimate the rate by
5− 8 orders of magnitude. They attributed this discrep-
ancy to possibl overestimation of γls, the solid-liquid
surface t nsion by he mW model. Considering the cubic
dependence of ∆Gnuc on γls, even a small deviation in
γls can result in considerable discrepancies in rate. By
analyzing he transition states, they found the precritical
and critical nuclei to be comprised of a mixture of cubic
and hexagonal stacks. They also observed a preponder-
ance of fivefold twin boundary defects (Fig. 14), which
are thought to play an important role in the nucleation
of other tetrahedral crystals (e.g., Si), but have not been
observed in ice nucleation studies utilizing other water
models.
The task of directly computing homogeneous nucle-
ation rates for more realistic molecular– also known
as atomistic– models of water is, however, more chal-
lenging,248 and was not achieved until recently when
Haji-Akbari and Debenedetti67 used temporally coarse-
grained FFS (Section III A 2) to probe homogeneous ice
nu leation kinetics in the TIP4P/Ic model,138 which is
one of the best existing non-polarizable molecular models
of water. As discussed in Section III A 2, their FFS cal-
culation only converged after temporal coarse-graining,
i.e., computing OP every 500 MD steps. Similar to Li et
al.,58 their computed rate was several orders of magni-
tude smaller than experimental estimates, which they at-
tributed to the fact that the TIP4P/Ice model underesti-
mates the chemical potential difference between the liq-
uid and hexagonal ice by almost 20%. Their estimate of
rate was later revised up by four orders of magnitude af-
ter Haji-Akbari76 partially repeated the calculation using
jFFS.
In order to probe the nucleation mechanism, Haji-
Akbari and Debenedetti67 zoomed in on the pronounced
inflection of the cumulative probability for cluster sizes
∼ 30 (Fig. 5B), and identified the configurations at ear-
lier milestones that survive this inflection, i.e., that
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Number of water molecules in the largest cluster that are part
of a DDC (C) and HC (D). Surviving configurations have
progeny beyond the inflection region of Fig. 5B.
have offspring right after the inflection (e.g., at λ =
41). They found the ’surviving‘ (Fig. 15C) and ’vanish-
ing‘ (Fig. 15D) configurations to have an abundance of
double-diamond cages (DDCs) (Fig. 15A) and hexagonal
cages (HCs) (Fig. 15B), respectively. This difference was
attributed to the fact that DDCs are more symmetric
and can grow more uniformly, while HCs are anisotropic
and their growth along their prismatic faces results in
the formation of highly aspherical nuclei. This was the
first molecular explanation for the experimental obser-
vation that the ice nucleating at deep supercoolings was
a mixture of cubic and hexagonal stacks, as DDCs and
HCs constitute the topological building blocks for cubic
and hexagonal ice, respectively. An alternative thermo-
dynamic explanation was recently provided by Lupi et
al. based on the importance of the entropy of cubic and
hexagonal stacks in small nuclei.249
Role of Vapor-Liquid Interfaces in Homogeneous
Nucleation: With these rate calculations at hand, sev-
eral researchers turned their attention to exploring a
confounding– and controversial– phenomenon in atmo-
spheric physics known as surface freezing ,250 or enhance-
ment of homogeneous ice nucleation close to a vapor-
liquid interface. Surface freezing was first hypothesized
by Tabazadeh et al.251 to explain apparent discrepan-
cies among rates measured for microdroplets of different
sizes, a hypothesis that was later tested by several re-
searchers.252–257 The existing evidence is, however, still
inconclusive since surface freezing is predicted to become
dominant for sub-micron droplets, and it is extremely dif-
ficult to generate mono-dispersed droplets of such sizes
in experiments. It has indeed been demonstrated that
overlooking the effect of polydispersity might result in in-
accurate characterization of bulk-dominated freezing as
surface-dominated nucleation.258
The first FFS investigation of surface freezing in wa-
ter was conducted by Li et al.,59 who used FFS to probe
nucleation kinetics in nano-droplets of mW water. They
demonstrated that nucleation in nanodroplets was sev-
25
The physical properties of clouds strongly depend on waternucleation mechanisms and rates, and on the distributionof shapes and sizes of ice particles1,2. In particular, the
nucleation of small ice particles from the liquid may affect
the modulation of solar radiation and hydrological fluxes in
the atmosphere3,4. Crystallization in nanoscopic ice particles
containing from few hundred to tens of thousands of water
molecules was probed in the laboratory5–9, and the onset of ice
crystallization was observed in water clusters containing as few as
275 water molecules6. Nucleation and growth of ice within water
nano-droplets is also important in exploring water behaviour in
so called ‘no man’s land’10. Rapid crystallization of ice can hardly
be avoided in bulk water in this temperature range owing to
extremely high crystallization rates. However, reducing sample
size leads to less frequent nucleation events, and at the nanoscale
one can obtain deeply supercooled water. Indeed, by suspending
water clusters containing a few thousand molecules in a
supersonic beam, liquid water was supercooled to a
temperature as low as 200K7. This technique also allowed
experimentalists to extend the temperature range over which
nucleation rates were measured7,8.
When interpreting supersonic molecular beam experiments,
the nucleation rate of ice is often assumed to be size independent.
Although such assumption is valid in bulk and micron size
samples, its validity remains to be justified in the nano metre
domain. For example, experiments showed that confinement at
the nanoscale may modify the bulk phase diagram and shift the
coexistence curves11,12.
Here, we carry out large-scale molecular simulations to
investigate the size dependence of ice nucleation rates within
water nano-droplets. Based on the results of our calculations, we
propose a simple thermodynamic model that describes the effect
of droplet size on ice nucleation rates, and take into account finite
size effects.
Results
Ice nucleation rate. Our molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
were carried out using a coarse-grained water model (mW)13,
which is both computationally efficient and accurate in describing
many of the thermodynamic properties of water and ice. The ice
nucleation rates were computed by employing the forward flux
sampling method14–16, which allowed us to collect a large
number of nucleation trajectories (B200) at several conditions.
We computed ice nucleation rates of droplets, with radii between
2.4 and 6.1 nm, over a wide temperature range from 205 to 240K,
well into ‘no man’s land’.
Figure 1 shows the calculated ice nucleation rates in the mW
water droplets as a function of their radii at 230K. We found a
strong size dependence of the rates at this temperature, when
reducing the radius from 4.9 to 2.4 nm: the computed nucleation
rate decreased by eight orders of magnitude, from
1.08±0.84! 1014 to 1.10±0.99! 106m" 3 s" 1. On the other
hand, as the radius of the droplet becomes larger than B5 nm,
the computed nucleation rate becomes virtually indistinguishable
from that of the bulk liquid at the same temperature17, which
suggests size dependence diminishes beyond this size.
To understand whether the observed size dependence of ice
nucleation rates persists at different temperatures, we carried out
extensive simulations over a wide temperature range, from 205 to
240K. Figure 2 displays the calculated nucleation rate as a
function of temperature for bulk water and droplets with radius
of 3.1 and 2.4 nm, respectively. At low temperature (T o210K),
the calculated ice nucleation rates differ only by one order of
magnitude for different sizes, suggesting the suppression of the
size dependence in ice nucleation rates in this regime. Such
insensitivity to size is in quantitative agreement with recent
experimental measurements of nucleation rates in water nano-
droplets with radii between 3.2 and 5.8 nm, and between 202
and 215K8.
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Figure 1 | Size dependence of ice nucleation rates in the mW water
droplets at 230K. The solid black squares denote the calculated ice
nucleation rate within the mW droplets, the dash lines indicate the
computed ice nucleation rate in the mW bulk water, the green circles
denote the corrected ice nucleation rate by using the effective volume, and
the purple diamonds represent the calculated nucleation rate in bulk liquid
with the density matching that of the corresponding droplet. The effective
volume of the droplet is defined as the total volume minus the surface-like
volume (see Supplementary Note 3). The thick blue line represents the
predicted nucleation rate based on our model (equation (3)). The statistical
uncertainty of the computed nucleation rate is mainly due to the error in the
calculated growth probability P(ln|l0) (see Methods) that is attributed to
both the variance of the binomial distribution of N, i.e., the number of
configurations collected at each interface, and the landscape variance of
each starting configuration at each interface15. The error bar in the
predicted rate from our model simply reflects the error bar in the calculated
bulk nucleation rate.
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Figure 2 | Temperature dependence of ice nucleation rates in the mW
water model. The calculated nucleation rate in bulk water, droplet with
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temperature variation of the ratio of the computed ice nucleation rate
between water droplet with radius of 3.1 nm and bulk water.
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FIG. 16. (Reproduced from Ref. 59) Homogeneous ice nu-
cleation rates in the bulk and in nanodroplets of mW water
computed using FFS. The inset corresponds to the extent by
which nucleation is suppressed in nanodroplets with respect
to the bulk.
eral orders of magnitude slower than the bulk, with sup-
pression becoming stro ger t higher temperatures and
for smaller droplets. These findings were in contrast to
the surface freezing hypothesis, and were attributed to
the presence of larger Laplace pressures and the subse-
quent drop in thermodynamic driving force. Later FFS
calculations of nucleation rates in freestanding thin films
of mW by Haji-Akbari et al., however, concluded that nu-
cleation is suppressed even in the absence of Laplace pres-
sure.61 Haji-Akbari et al. also conducted umbrella sam-
pling simulations to demonstrate that crystalline nuclei
are less stable at the vapor-liquid interface, presumably
due to their high asphericity. They, therefore, unequivo-
cally concluded that the mW potential does not undergo
the type of surface freezing proposed by Tabazadeh et al.
In order to further inspect the sensitivity of nucleation
kinetics and surface freezing propensity to the particulars
of the employed force-field, Gianetti et al.68 utilized FFS
to compute homogeneous nucleation rates in the bulk
and in 5-nm-thick freestanding liquid films of a family of
mW-like potentials with different tetrahedralities. The
tetrahedrality parameter controls the energetic penalty
for deviating from the tetrahedral angle, and is 23.15 for
the mW potential. Gianetti et al. considered three other
tetrahedralities, namely 21, 22 and 24, and in order to
account for changes in melting temperature as a result of
changing tetrahedrality, they computed the rates not at
a fixed supercooling, ∆T = Tm−T , but at a fixed super-
cooling ratio ξ = T/Tm. Their computed homogeneous
nucleation rates spanned over 48 orders of magnitude.
By using CNT, the authors fully attribute this spread
to changes in the thermodynamic driving force for nucle-
ation. As for surface freezing propensity, they observed
surface-enhanced nucleation only at one tetrahedrality,
namely at 21, which seems to be related to enhanced
structuring of the free interface at lower tetrahedralities.
The fact that surface freezing does not take place
in the mW system does not rule out its occurrence in
real water, and other water models. Indeed, important
qualitative differences have been observed between
coarse-grained and molecular models of water, with one
notable example being the existence of a liquid-liquid
critical point.259–261 As for surface freezing, an old–
but not very accurate– six-site molecular model of
water262 had been shown to exhibit surface freezing
propensity.263 Motivated by these discrepancies and
utilizing temporally coarse-grained FFS (Section III A 2),
Haji-Akbari and Debenedetti73 computed the rate of
homogeneous ice nucleation in 4-nm thick freestanding
films of TIP4P/Ice at 230 K, and found a considerable
increase in nucleation rate in comparison to bulk at
the same temperature. They also observed that the
nucleation starts within a region of the film that is more
conducive to the formation of DDCs, the topological
building blocks of cubic ice, which, as shown in their
prior study,67 are more likely to grow due to their higher
symmetry.
Heterogeneous Ice Nucleation: Heterogeneous nu-
cleation is a process in which an extrinsic surface facili-
tates freezing by decreasing the nucleation barriers. Het-
erogeneous nucleation is the primary mechanism264 for
ice formation on earth, and yet its underlying physics is
far from fully understood. In recent years, FFS has been
employed to study heterogeneous ice nucleation both us-
ing coarse-grained and molecular models. Similar to ho-
mogeneous nucleation, earlier FFS studies of heteroge-
neous nucleation were conducted using the mW model.
For instance, Cabriolu et al.66 used FFS to compute the
rates of heterogeneous ice nucleation on graphene sur-
faces, and compared them with the homogeneous nu-
cleation rates computed in their earlier study58 to as-
sess the quantitative predictiveness of classical nucle-
ation theory (CNT) for heterogeneous nucleation.265 Ac-
cording to CNT, Rher, the rate of heterogeneous nu-
cleation is given by Rher = A exp[−fc(θc)∆Ghom/kT ],
with θc the solid-liquid-substrate contact angle, fc(θc) =
1
4 (1−cos θc)2(2+cos θc), the potency factor, and ∆Ghom
the barrier for homogeneous nucleation. They computed
Rhet/Rhom as a function of temperature and found a be-
havior commensurate with a fixed potency factor, i.e., an
fc(θc) that is independent of temperature. Moreover,
the fc(θc) computed from nucleation rates was equal to
the ratio of the sizes of the critical nuclei in heteroge-
neous and homogeneous nucleation at each temperature,
as predicted by CNT. This level of agreement with CNT,
however, is expected only if the contact angle is consider-
ably larger than zero. Under conditions at which θc ≈ 0,
properties such as line tension also need to be taken into
account as suggested in some earlier studies.266,267
In another work by the same group, Bi et al.69 used
FFS to investigate the effect of surface hydrophilicity and
crystallinity on ice nucleating capability, and found crys-
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talline surfaces to nucleate ice at higher rates than their
amorphous counterparts. They also demonstrated that
increasing hydrophilicity beyond a certain value will slow
down nucleation on both amorphous and crystalline sur-
faces, an observation that they attributed to strong tem-
plating of water molecules into unfavorable arrangements
on super-hydrophilic surfaces. The dependence of rate on
hydrophilicity was qualitatively different for crystalline
and amorphous surfaces. For crystalline surfaces, the
rate decreased very abruptly with hydrophilicity, while
for amorphous surfaces, the decline was more gradual
and started at lower hydrophilicities. In their FFS sim-
ulations, the authors utilizes an approach known as mir-
roring in which the supercooled liquid is sandwiched be-
tween two crystal nucleating surfaces that are periodic
images of one another. This approach results in faster
nucleation, and despite being unphysical, is sometimes
used for increasing computational efficiency.
In recent years, heterogeneous ice nucleation has been
studied using molecular models of water as well. For in-
stance, Sosso et al.70 utilized temporally coarse-grained
FFS (Section III A 2) and the TIP4P/Ice force-field138 to
calculate the rate of heterogeneous ice nucleation on the
(001) plane of a Kaolinite (Al2Si2O5(OH)4) surface, and
obtained a rate ≈ 16 orders of magnitude larger than
the homogeneous nucleation rate at the same tempera-
ture.67,76 They also demonstrated that unlike homoge-
neous nucleation in which a mixture of cubic and hexag-
onal ice emerges during nucleation, the (001) plane of
Kaolinite preferentially nucleates hexagonal ice. Despite
being structurally similar to the basal plane of hexagonal
ice, the (001) plane of Kaolinite facilitates the formation
of the prismatic plane, and its impact on nucleation can
therefore not be explained by templating.
Unlike inorganic surfaces whose propensity to nucleate
ice is of primary interest to atmospheric sciences, ice
nucleation on organic surfaces are also of interest to
fields such as cryobiology in which the ability to prevent
ice formation is critical for maintaining the longevity
of biological cells and organs. Moreover, organic sur-
faces are more interesting systems from a fundamental
perspective due to their complexity and tunability.
After probing heterogeneous ice nucleation on the
kaolinite surface, Sosso et al.75 used FFS to investigate
heterogeneous ice nucleation on the (001) plane of
cholesterol monohydrate (CHLM), with CHLM lattice
parameters taken from experiments. The computed
rate is almost 16 orders of magnitude larger than the
homogeneous nucleation rate at the same temperature.
Due to the small surface dimensions considered in this
work, however, the rates are likely impacted strongly by
finite size effects. The authors also find crystallization to
be anisotropic in nature, similar to their earlier findings
on kaolinite surfaces. What is different though is the
propensity to form both cubic and hexagonal ice at the
surface. This qualitative difference is attributed to the
diversity of nucleation sites on CHLM surfaces, which
enables the formation of both polymorphs at early stages
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FIG. 3. Calculated probability distribution density profile (black squares)
as a function of   for (a) hydrate nucleation based on the L model at
270 K and 500 bars, and (b) homogeneous ice nucleation at 220 K. The
red solid line represents the best fit of the classical nucleation theory, i.e.,
 kBT ln⇢( )= a +b 2/3+c, where a, b, and c are the fitting constants.
 G(N) = aN + bN2/3, (9)
where a and b are constants, which depend on  µ,  , and the
geometry of the nucleus. Comparing Eq. (9) with Eq. (7), one
obtains
 kBT ln ⇢( ) ⇡ a  + b 2/3 + c. (10)
We thus fit the calculated distribution density profile
ln ⇢( ) against CNT according Eq. (10). As shown in Fig. 3(a),
the CNT is found to describe the free energy landscape of
hydrate nucleation reasonably well overall, with the noticeable
di↵erences, particularly at the small sizes. The deviation from
the CNT is not surprising given the non-classical nature
of hydrate nucleation. As discussed in Section C, the small
hydrate clusters are usually found to bear no obvious structural
resemblance to the final product: Polyhedral cages of di↵erent
types are often irregularly packed and transform into each
other at the initial stage of nucleation. As a result, the shape
of a hydrate cluster was found to fluctuate significantly, as
shown in Fig. 4. Here it is noted that although the original
CNT assumes the sphericity of the new phase, Eq. (10) does
not depend on this assumption. Instead, it holds as long as
the shape of the nucleus stays unchanged, i.e., S/V 2/3 is a
constant. As nucleation proceeds, a more ordered structure
emerges at the nucleus’ surface and the nucleus becomes
more compact.
It is also worth pointing out that the free energy profile for
hydrate nucleation has been previously obtained in methane
hydrate using the equilibrium path sampling.36 Interestingly,
the calculated free energy curve was also found to reasonably
fit the CNT profile. In addition, the free energy curves
calculated in two di↵erent hydrate systems exhibit similar
shapes, being very steep before the maximum and rather
flat afterward. The asymmetry near the top of the barrier
leads to a less accurate estimate of the critical size by only
locating the maximum on the free energy curves, if one
does not take the statistical uncertainty into account. Instead,
the more reliable estimate of the critical size should be
obtained through the calculated pB (see Fig. 2(a)), which
yields  ⇤ ⇡ 360 ± 10 for the L-hydrate. The resemblance of
the free energy curves obtained in two di↵erent systems based
on di↵erent order parameters may well suggest that this can
apply to a general hydrate nucleation. It also suggests that the
“two-step” nucleation of hydrate is at variance from that of
minerals and proteins, in particular for the absence of multiple
nucleation barriers.
For comparison, it is also useful to examine the free
energy landscape for a known classical nucleation through the
FFS/BFS approach. Our previous studies have shown that the
nucleation of ice, both homogeneously from bulk supercooled
water23,49 and heterogeneously on a graphitic surface,24 can be
well described by the CNT on the variation of nucleation rates
with temperature, when the mW water model is employed. In
particular, the size of the ice nucleus was also demonstrated
to be an e↵ective order parameter,24 in line with the key
assumption of CNT. We thus chose the homogeneous ice
nucleation as the case study and computed the probability
distribution density profile for homogeneous ice nucleation at
220 K. As shown in Fig. 3(b), the best fit to Eq. (10) yields
a perfect agreement with the CNT profile. This reinforces the
conclusion for the classical nature of ice nucleation.
C. Molecular details of hydrate nucleation
Although CNT is found to provide a reasonable descrip-
tion of nucleation landscape, it employs the assumption that
the nucleus bears the same structure of the thermodynamically
stable phase. This assumption has been often proved
inaccurate by many computer simulations of nucleation for a
variety of materials, including gas hydrate. With the obtained
large ensemble of hydrate nucleation pathways through FFS,
we are able to obtain details of hydrate nucleation at the
molecular level and to analyze the statistics of structural
evolution.
Fig. 4 shows a typical nucleation trajectory from the
obtained ensemble. In general, the fluctuation nature of
nucleation makes it challenging to trace exactly the dynamics
of each cage. To better illustrate the formation and agglomerate
of di↵erent types of hydrate cages, we chose three tracing
guests, which are marked with di↵erent colors and highlighted
in Fig. 4. The nucleation of L-hydrate starts with the formation
of a non-crystalline cage 51263, enclosing the first tracing guest
(shown as the silver ball, Fig. 4(a)). The neighboring tracing
A
B
FIG. 17. (Reproduced from Ref. 71) The free energy profiles
computed from fo w rd- ackward FFS and predicted from
CNT for (A) hydrate and (B) ice nu leatio .
of nucleation.
e. Gas Hydrates: Gas hydrates form in water-gas
mixtures and are crystalline solids in which water
molecules form polyhedral cages that encompass small
guest molecules, such as methane, CO2, and argon. De-
spite their numerous potential applications (e.g., for en-
ergy storage and carbon sequestration), hydrates are no-
torious for the problems that they cause in gas transi-
tion pipelines.268 There is therefore considerable interest
in the p troleum industry to understand the m lecular
mechanisms that culminate in their formation.269 Cons -
quently, computational stu es of hydrate nuclea ion d te
back to late 1990’s,270 and since th n hydrate nucleation
has been studied using conventional MD,271–274 bias-
based techniqu s275 and the see ing method.276 Similar
to ice nucleatio , hydrate nucleation has also been stud-
ied using FFS. The order parameters utilized in such cal-
culations, however, are more sophisticated, and require
additional clustering and topological analysis to identify
the constituent polyhedral cages of the hydrate nucleus.
So far, all FFS studies of hydrate nucleation64,71,74 have
utilized the mW potential,246 and its parameterizations
for water-organic mixtures.277
27
Bi et al. were the first to utilize FFS to study methane
hydrate nucleation.64 They observed that nucleation
starts at the gas-liquid interface, and proceeds through
a two-step process as previously suggested.276 This work
was also important from a methodological perspective,
as it was the first systematic effort to assess the sen-
sitivity of the computed rate on the total duration of
sampling the starting basin. The authors demonstrated
that inadequate sampling of the basin can result in
an underestimation of rate, by as much ten orders of
magnitude. In their later paper, Bi et al.71 investigated
hydrate nucleation for oxetane, a hydrophilic guest
molecule. Similar to methane hydrates, oxetane hy-
drates tend to form through a two-step process in which
amorphous precursors emerge as intermediates prior
to crystallization. Their careful analysis of the TPE,
however, revealed considerable mechanistic variability.
While the majority of pathways were consistent with
the ”two-step“ paradigm, some did not involve the
formation of amorphous intermediates. They also used
forward and backward FFS (Section III C 1) to map out
the free energy landscape of nucleation, and observed
fair agreement with CNT predictions (Fig. 17A), though
the agreement was not as good as for ice nucleation
(Fig. 17B) due to the non-classical nature of hydrate for-
mation. A more recent study of hydrate nucleation was
conducted by DeFever and Sarupria,74 who used FFS,
conventional MD and committor analysis to explore
hydrate formation by a hydrophilic guest molecule. They
analyzed a large number of distinct order parameters
using the FFS-LSE method (Section III B) and found
those based on water structuring to be better reaction
coordinates than those based on guest ordering.
f. Silicon: Similar to water, silicon (Si) is a tetra-
hedral liquid that exhibits several anomalies278 and
can form multiple polymorphs.279 The ambient-pressure
polymorph of silicon, which has the diamond cubic struc-
ture and is therefore isostructural to cubic ice, is a
semiconductor at room temperature. Due to the abun-
dance of silicon on earth, and the ability of its crystal
to function at high temperatures, crystalline Si is the
primary component in computer chips and solar cells.
Currently, single-crystalline Si is primarily produced us-
ing the Czochralski process,280 which is based on con-
trolled growth from a single-crystalline seed. Under-
standing how silicon crystallizes, and how its nucleation
is impacted by different processing factors is therefore im-
portant both from fundamental and technological stand-
points, and can result in the development of cheaper
and easier alternatives to the Czochralski process. Con-
sidering the scientific and technological importance of
silicon crystallization, its kinetics and mechanism has
been extensively studied in molecular simulations,281 us-
ing methods such as conventional MD,282,283 umbrella
sampling,284 and metadynamics.285 Most such studies
were, however, conducted under relatively large thermo-
dynamic driving forces. Using advanced sampling tech-
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Figure 1 | Computed nucleation rates in liquid Si and Ge. a, Calculated
growth probability P( | 0) as a function of the cluster size in both bulk
liquid Si and liquid slab using the Tersoff potential at different temperatures.
 0 is 40 for 0.79 Tm, and 25 for 0.85 Tm and 0.95 Tm. The total simulation
time for each curve is about 1 µs. Using the definition of the critical nucleus
as the one that has a committor probability of 0.5 (ref. 12), that is, 50%
probability of dissolving completely, the critical sizes at 0.79 Tm and
0.86 Tm are determined to be 300±30 atoms and 600±50, respectively.
b, Calculated ratio of the growth probability between the liquid slab and the
bulk liquid, Pslab/Pbulk, as a function of the cluster size. The inset shows the
same ratios for Tersoff Ge (ref. 22) at 0.79 Tm and Stillinger–Weber23 Si at
0.86 Tm. The error bars are computed on the basis of the binomial
distribution of ki, the number of successful trial runs at  i (ref. 20).
is further increased up to 0.95 Tm, the liquid slab yields a nucleation
rate over a thousand times higher than that in the bulk liquid.
This noticeable increase in nucleation rates is then naturally
attributed to the presence of the free surface in the slab. To show
that this is indeed the case, we explore the microscopic details of
growing Si clusters, particularly their distributions in the direction
z normal to the free surface. Figure 2 shows such distributions at
different stages of the cluster formation. Initially, the small solid
Si clusters are distributed nearly evenly along the z axis (Fig. 2a),
which is in accord with the computed flux rates  ˙ 0 being of
comparable magnitude in the bulk and in the slab. As solid clusters
grow, we observe a clear tendency for those with the highest growth
probability to be located close to the free surface. Such a tendency
is confirmed by fewer clusters being present in the middle of the
slab, as   increases. Finally all clusters exclusively reside about
1 nm away from the immediate interface between the liquid and
the vacuum (Fig. 2c).
The enhancement of nucleation rates foundhere cannot be ratio-
nalized usingmodels proposed in the literature. First, the nucleation
mechanism observed here is homogeneous, as no heterogeneous
nucleation6,18 centres such as foreign particles are present in our
simulations. Second, we do not find any signature of surface
layering as in the case, for example, of liquid metallic alloys17: for
instance, the density profiles using the Tersoff potential show a
smooth variation of the liquid density near the surface. Third, the
‘elastic strain’ proposed7 to influence nucleation in glass-forming
systems, has no significant role in Si and Ge supercooled liquids
close to theirmelting temperatures, as these systems cannot bemod-
elled as viscoelastic bodies. Last, the rate enhancement found in our
simulations may not be explained in terms of a balance of interface
free energies for complete surface freezing15 requiring that:
 lv  ls  sv > 0 (1)
or incomplete surface freezing8,16 requiring that:
 sv  lv  ls < 0 (2)
where  sv,  lv and  ls are solid–vacuum, liquid–vacuum and liquid–
solid surface tension, respectively. By using  lv = 0.60±0.03 Jm 2
computed in our simulations (see Supplementary Information for
details) and the reported values for  sv = 1.25 Jm 2(ref. 26) and
 ls = 0.40±0.01 Jm 2(ref. 27) at 0.95 Tm for Tersoff Si, one finds
that neither condition (1) nor (2) is satisfied.
To understand the role of the liquid surface in crystallization
events, we consider the nucleation rate
R=A exp( 1G⇤/kBT )
where A is a kinetic pre-factor proportional to the self-diffusion
coefficient28 and 1G⇤ is the free energy barrier. The increase in
nucleation rate can result either from an increase of the pre-factorA
or a decrease of1G⇤. If kinetic effects were to have a dominant role,
the ratio of surface to bulk self-diffusion coefficients would have to
increase by several orders of magnitude in going from 0.79 Tm to
0.95 Tm. In fact, at all of the temperatures considered in our work,
the diffusion coefficients of Si in the slab and the bulk are of the
same order of magnitude. This indicates that kinetic contributions
to the rate enhancement are not significant. On the other hand, the
nucleation rate is very sensitive to the change of the free energy
barrier 1G⇤. The free energy change 1G for the formation of a
small crystallite is the sum of the volume contribution1Gv and the
solid–liquid interface contribution1Gi:
1G=1Gv+1Gi
We note that in the liquid slab the solid Si clusters reside
in the subsurface (see Fig. 2c,d) and are thus still surrounded
by a liquid-like environment; therefore, the variation of the
solid–liquid interface contribution 1Gi is expected not to be
significant, compared with 1Gv. The volume contribution 1Gv
is instead decreased, as compared with the bulk. In particular in
our simulations we find that the free surface introduces a small
lateral pressure (p < 0), in the plane parallel to the surface. The
lateral pressure is directly related to the liquid–vacuum surface
tension  lv, according to its mechanical definition. Therefore, a
pressure-dependent term  Gv(p) must be added to the volume
free energy change 1Gv, to account for the nucleation of a cluster
containing   atoms:
 Gv(p)=  p(⇢L ⇢S)
⇢L⇢S
where ⇢L and ⇢S are the number densities of the liquid and solid,
respectively. As liquid Si is denser than the solid at the melting
point, that is, ⇢L > ⇢S,  Gv(p) is negative. It then follows that
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FIG. 18. (Reproduced from Ref. 54) Cumulative transition
probability as a function of the OP for crystal nucleation in
the bulk and in freestanding thin films of silicon.
niques such as FFS has enabled probing the kinetics and
mechanism of nucleation closer to coexistence.
The first computational investigation of homogeneous
crystal nucleation in supercooled silicon was conducted
by Li et al.,55 who represented Si using the Tersoff po-
tential.286 They found the nucleation rate to be a strong
function of temperature, and to increase by as much as
17 orders of magnitude when temperature is decreased
from 0.86Tm to 0.79Tm. Their computed rate at 0.79Tm
was 18 orders of magnitude larger than the CNT esti-
mate obtained from the coexistence γls, suggesting that
surface tension at 0.79Tm should be at least 28% smaller
than the coexistence value. They also analyzed the tran-
sition path ensemble and observed twin boundary defects
of the type depicted in Fig. 14 within the critical nucleus
at 0.79Tm, but not at 0.86Tm. The fact that such defects
are only observed at 0.79Tm was attributed to rapid nu-
cleation at lower temperatures, which, in turn, results in
the f rmation of a large number of precritical nuclei that
can th n merge to f rm such d fective nuclei. At higher
emperatures, not only such nuclei form less frequently,
but the arising defects get annealed more efficiently. The
authors suggested that such a dependence of defect den-
sity on temperature can be used for engineering and con-
trolling defects within nucleated crystals.
After investigating crystal nucleation in the bulk, the
same authors used FFS to study homogeneous nucle-
ation in fr estanding thin films of supercooled silicon54
with the aim of und standing whe her free interfaces
enhance or suppress crystal nucleation. (We discuss the
importance of this question in the context of surface
freezing in water in Section V A 2 d.) In their work,
they used two different force-fields, namely the Tersoff
and Stillinger-Weber potentials. In the case of the
Tersoff potential, their rate calculations demonstrated
a clear transition from bulk-dominated nucleation to
surface-induced nucleation upon increasing temperature
28
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FIG. 1. Chemical potential (µ) of ions in the solution (symbols) and crystal
(horizontal line) phases from the MAH/BK3 force field at 298 K and 1 bar.
The curved dashed line is a polynomial fit to the simulation data.
mechanism of crystallization at and beyond the spinodal is
discussed in a separate manuscript.30
With the salt solubility of the MAH/BK3 (and AH/TIP4P-
2005) force fields determined from the electrolyte and crystal
chemical potentials, nucleation rates at 298 K and 1 bar cal-
culated from the FFS technique in MD simulations can be
expressed as a function of solution supersaturation (S = m/meq)
and compared to experimental measurements. Figure 2 shows
this comparison, including also nucleation rates for the non-
polarizable SPC/E + JC model from Ref. 12. As shown in
Fig. 2, the nucleation rate from the MAH/BK3 force field at
S = 2.46 (salt concentration of 12.3 mol/kg) is in very good
agreement with the experimental data.23 Considering that the
MAH/BK3 force field was parameterized only against equilib-
rium thermodynamic properties (e.g., hydration free energies),
the accurate prediction of nucleation rate, a non-equilibrium
kinetic property, is remarkable. It is noted that the nucleation
rate as a function of supersaturation from the MAH/BK3 and
SPC/E + JC force fields has a different slope, especially at
FIG. 2. Nucleation rates (J) of ions at different supersaturation (S) from the
polarizable MAH/BK3, AH/TIP4P-2005, and SPC/E + JC models. The exper-
imental data are from Refs. 22 and 23, and the nucleation rates from the SPC/E
+ JC models are from Ref. 12. The dashed lines are only guide to the eye.
supersaturations around and above 3. For the MAH/BK3 force
field, at S above 3 (concentration more than 15.0 mol/kg), the
solution is close to the spinodal (see Fig. 1) and the nucleation
mechanism may have changed from nucleation/growth to a
mechanism that in its initial stage involves spinodal decompo-
sition. For the SPC/E + JC force field, the system reaches the
spinodal at higher supersaturation (around 4 or 15.0 mol/kg)
possibly due to the lower equilibrium solubility (see the sup-
plementary material for the electrolyte chemical potential of
the SPC/E + JC force field). In a separate study,30 we found that
the spinodal corresponds to a liquid/liquid phase separation
rather than solution/crystal spinodal decomposition. Beyond
the spinodal, the system phase separates into a solution phase
and a more dense “liquid salt” phase, and crystallization of ions
occurs after the liquid/liquid phase separation. Because of the
high computational cost, we are not able to extend the calcu-
lation for the MAH/BK3 force field to lower supersaturations.
The AH/TIP4P-2005 force field significantly underestimates
the nucleation rates by almost 25 orders of magnitude, and its
prediction of nucleation rates is not improved relative to the
non-polarizable SPC/E + JC force field, despite the fact that
the AH/TIP4P-2005 force field has a much better representa-
tion of equilibrium salt solubility than the SPC/E + JC force
field. It is worth mentioning that due to the more accurate rep-
resentation of the equilibrium salt solubility (meq), at the same
supersaturation (S), the actual salt concentrations (m) of the
MAH/BK3 and AH/TIP4P-2005 solutions are both higher than
that of the solution represented by the SPC/E + JC force field.
Thus, the better prediction of the nucleation rates from the
polarizable force field compared to the non-polarizable SPC/E
+ JC models is not because the MAH/BK3 solution is at a
higher salt concentration than the SPC/E + JC solution at
a given supersaturation. In order to understand the different
nucleation rates from the three force fields, we show in Fig. 3
the nucleation rate, in terms of ln(J), as a function of 1/ µ2,
following the procedure in Ref. 24. The difference of chem-
ical potentials between the solution and crystal phases was
interpolated from the data in Fig. 1 (Fig. S2 in the supplemen-
tary material) for the MAH/BK3 (SPC/E + JC) force field and
extrapolated from the chemical potential data reported in Fig.
9 of Ref. 29 for the AH/TIP4P-2005 force field. Assuming
that CNT is valid, ln(J) correlates linearly with 1/ µ2, and
the slope is  16⇡ 3/(3⇢2kbT ) where   is the interfacial ten-
sion and ⇢ is the crystal density. The intercept is ln A, where
A is a kinetic factor. As shown in Fig. 3, ln(J) is indeed lin-
ear with 1/ µ2, suggesting that CNT may be valid for the
nucleation of ions in supersaturated solutions. The interfacial
tensions of the MAH/BK3, SPC/E + JC, and AH/TIP4P-2005
force fields extracted from the slope of the linear functions
are 68 ± 7, 97 ± 5, and 144 ± 4 mN/m, respectively. The
experimental estimation of interfacial tension is 87 mN/m,22
a value not necessarily free of error. The kinetic factors of
the MAH/BK3, SPC/E + JC, and AH/TIP4P-2005 force fields
extracted from the intercept of the linear functions are 1042±7,
1045±4, and 1039±3 m 3 s 1, respectively, consistent with each
other within the statistical uncertainty. The kinetic factor is a
measure of collision frequency and can be viewed as the upper
limit of the nucleation rate. The values obtained in the present
work are also consistent with the upper bound of the nucleation
FIG. 19. (Reproduced from Ref. 78) Homogeneous NaCl
nucleation rate as a function of supersaturation computed
for different force-fields. The experimental data are from
Refs. 297 and 298, while the rates for the SPCE/JC force-
field are from Ref. 77.
(Fig. 18), while for the Stillinger-Weber potential,
nucleation in the film was always faster. The authors
attributed the enhancement of nucleation at the surface
to the negative slope of the melting curve in silicon, and
that density fluctuations needed for nucleation will be
better accommodated at the free interface. They even
hypothesized that this behavior will be universal for
all materials for which the supercooled liquid is denser
than the crystal. This hypothesis, however, was later
disproven as discussed in Section V A 2 d.
g. NaCl: Table salt, or NaCl, is the most abundant
salt on earth, including in seawater. It is therefore of
immense fundamental and practical importance to un-
derstand the formation of NaCl crystals, both within su-
percooled melts and aqueous solutions. The thermody-
namically stable form of the NaCl crystal is a charge-
ordered FCC lattice, with the space group Fm3m.287
Studies of the nucleation of NaCl crystals date back to
1990’s, and have been conducted using a plethora of tech-
niques.288–295 In order to observe nucleation over compu-
tationally tractable timescales, however, most such stud-
ies were conducted in small systems and/or under larger
supersaturations. Understanding crystal nucleation un-
der experimentally relevant conditions requires utilizing
techniques that allow for rate calculations at lower super-
saturations. Consequently, the nucleation of NaCl crys-
tals from supercooled melts50 and supersaturated solu-
tion77,78 has been extensively studied using FFS. Vale-
riani et al.50 utilized FFS to explore crystal nucleation
from a supercooled melt of NaCl modeled using the
Tosi Fumi force-field.296 They found the critical nuclei
to share the structure of bulk NaCl crystal, and to be
cubical in shape. They computed nucleation rates using
umbrella sampling and diffusive barrier crossing, FFS,
and TIS. Even though the rates computed from differ-
ent methods were in reasonable agreement with one an-
other, they all were five orders of magnitude smaller than
experimental estimates, which the authors attributed to
possible inadequacies of CNT and the utilized force-field.
More recent applications of FFS are concerned with
NaCl nucleation from qu ous solutions. Jiang et al.77
utilized FFS to study homogeneous crystal nucleation
from supersatur ted queous NaCl solutions of varying
concentrations using the extended simple point charge
(SPC/E)299 and the Joung-Cheatham (JC)300 force-
fields for water and NaCl, respectively. The computed
rates were considerably lower than the experimental es-
timates, and the nucleation pathways were satisfactorily
described using CNT, unlike predictions from earlier
studies that had observed a two-step nucleation process
with amorphous precursors.294 They attributed this
discrepancy to large supersaturations in those earlier
studies, and the possibility that distinct mechanisms
might be in play at small and large supersaturations.
They also observed a positive correlation between the
crystallinity of a nucleus and its likelihood of becoming
post-critical at later milestones. In their more recent
paper, Jiang et al.78 utilized jFFS (Section III A 3) to
compute rates for both non-polarizable and polariz-
able force fields. Similar to their earlier work, they
observed considerable disagreement with experiments
when they utilized the AH/TIP4P-2005 non-polarizable
model.301 Upon utilizing the polarizable MAH/BK3302
force-field, however, better agreement with experiments
was achieved (Fig. 19), demonstrating the potentially
important role of polarizability in accurately predicting
the kinetics of nucleation in ionic systems.
3. Evaporation
Evaporation is a process in which a liquid transforms
into a gas, and is usually barrierless when a macroscopic
vapor-liquid interface exists in the system. In the
absence of free interfaces, however, the formation of
a thermodynamically stable vapor phase will require
crossing a nucleation barrier, and will involve the
emergence of sufficiently large pockets of vapor within
the metastable liquid. Similar to crystal nucleation,
vapor nucleation can be induced by an external sur-
face (e.g., in hydrophobic evaporation), or can occur
homogeneously within the liquid (e.g., in cavitation
under negative pressures). Probing the kinetics and
mechanism of evaporation under such circumstances is
of considerable interest from a fundamental perspective,
and can not only help us assess the effectiveness of
CNT in predicting evaporation rates,303,304 but can
also provide us with valuable insights into the impact
of interfacial properties (such as hydrophobicity) on
cavitation and biological self-assembly.83,85 Further-
more, predicting and controlling the spatiotemporal
distribution of evaporation events is critical to efficient
operation of heat exchangers81 and electro-spray ex-
periments,305 as well as self-assembly of nanoparticles
and biological entities.306 Similar to crystallization,
probing evaporation events at a molecular level is
29
challenging in experiments, and as a result, theoretical
and computational studies have emerged as attractive
alternative in understanding activated evaporation. In
the theoretical realm, several authors, such as Oxtoby et
al.,303 Zeng et al.304 and Talanquer et al.307 have used
mean field density functional approaches to develop
generalized nucleation theories for condensation and
cavitation. In the realm of molecular simulations, evap-
oration and cavitation have been extensively studied
both in bulk and confined geometries, using a wide
variety of techniques such as conventional MD,308–310
conventional311 and grand canonical transition-matrix
MC,312 umbrella sampling,313,314 TPS315 and TIS.316
Since its development, FFS has also been utilized for
studying cavitation.81–83,85,86 The order parameters uti-
lized in such investigations are much simpler than those
employed in crystal nucleation studies, and typically
quantify the size of the largest cavity in the system (in
the case of homogeneous cavitation) or the number of
liquid molecules in a pre-specified region of space (in
the case of heterogeneous evaporation). In this section,
we discuss applications of FFS to study evaporation in
different systems.
a. The Lennard-Jones System: As mentioned in
Section V A 2 a, the LJ potential is widely utilized for
studying structural relaxation and phase transitions in
simple liquids. Consequently, most theoretical and com-
putational studies of evaporation have employed the LJ
potential. One of the earliest such studies was by Zeng et
al.,304 who utilized a nonclassical density functional the-
ory approach to study cavitation in the LJ fluid. Later
on, Shen and Debenedetti313 used umbrella sampling
to study vapor nucleation in the superheated LJ fluid,
and found the critical nuclei to be aspherical system-
spanning voids. Evaporation in the LJ system was fur-
ther investigated using direct MD ,308–310 direct MC,311
umbrella sampling 314 and grand canonical transition-
matrix MC.312 Using FFS to probe evaporation kinetics
is more recent, with the first study conducted by Wang et
al.,81 who computed cavitation rates in the LJ fluid un-
der conditions similar to Ref. 313. They chose the size of
the largest bubble in the system as the order parameter,
and computed it by distinguishing liquid- and vapor-like
molecules based on the number of molecules within their
first solvation shell, and identifying the grid elements
within the simulation box that do not have any liquid-
like molecules within a certain distance. Unlike Shen and
Debenedetti313 who had identified the transition states to
be spanning cavities, Wang et al.’s analysis of the TPE
revealed that the critical bubbles were compact in shape.
They attributed this difference to the locality of their or-
der parameter, while Shen and Debenedetti313 had uti-
lized a global order parameter, namely the total system
density. However, their computed rates were still consid-
erably larger than those predicted by CNT.
Another recent study by Meadley and Escobedo82
used FFS along with hybrid umbrella sampling MC and
074109-9 S. L. Meadley and F. A. Escobedo J. Chem. Phys. 137, 074109 (2012)
FIG. 7. Committor probability, pB, as a function of the two order parameters
bubble volume, W, and global density, ρ.
difference as an acceptable tolerance. The transition state for
FFS is estimated (from pB = 0.5 configurations) to be around
W = 120, which corresponds to the peak of the free energy
barrier shown in Fig. 3 (bottom) found using HMCUS. This
result supports the interpretation of bubble nucleation as an
activated process with the peak of the free energy barrier cor-
responding to the “kinetic” transition state.
The CNT predictions for this case are ≈ 28 kBT for the
free energy, O(10−13) for the rate, and 170 for the critical bub-
ble volume. A higher free energy and a smaller rate are con-
sistent with trends observed in previous studies,16, 34, 35 and a
larger critical bubble volume is consistent with the larger "F*
as suggested by Eq. (2).
Analysis of the transition mechanism was limited to the
two order parameters used in the study. Regression analysis
(following Ref. 31) indicates that the bubble volume is a bet-
ter order parameter than the global density, i.e., the correlation
coefficients are R2 = 0.872 and R2 = 0.802 for linear models
fitting pB data to W and ρ, respectively. Indeed, Fig. 7 shows
that the committor probability monotonically increases in nar-
row bands of values of W, but each band spans across a large
region of ρ. Nonetheless, there is a significant one-to-one cor-
relation between the two parameters, making the use of the
global density a reasonable (albeit suboptimal) choice as the λ
parameter in BXD, HUSMC, and FFS. As we mentioned ear-
lier, when using global density as the order parameter in BXD
we observe one primary “largest bubble”; however, this may
not always be the case. There is no guarantee that a global or-
der parameter will capture the formation of one nucleus and
it is possible that multiple bubbles may arise. A more detailed
description of the analysis and choice of order parameters will
be given as part of a future manuscript.
B. Superheated fluid
This “known” system was studied primarily to test our
methods by comparing our results with those from previous
studies. Hence, we did not investigate the properties of the
nucleation process in as much detail as in the previous case.
Following Refs. 32 and 33, initial simulations at the su-
perheated conditions were carried out for N = 3375 parti-
FIG. 8. Free energy barrier of the superheated fluid using BXD with re-
duced number density, ρ, as the order parameter (top) and using HMCUS
with largest bubble volume, W, as the order parameter (bottom). The free en-
ergy plotted vs. an equivalent spherical radius, Rsph, for the bubble volume is
shown in the inset.
cles, based on the estimate of bubble size from CNT. The
free energy barrier was found to be around 21kBT, in rea-
sonable agreement with the previous results of Shen and
Debenedetti32 on a LJ system at similar superheated condi-
tions. Similarly, the rate was estimated to be ∼ 10−14–10−15
σ−3τ−1 and the transition state was determined (at pB = 0.5)
to be at a bubble volume between 950 and 1200, which agrees
well with the FFS study of Wang et al.33 However, upon
inspection of the configurations at the transition state in all
simulation methods, we observed the bubble forming con-
nected structures across the periodic boundary of the simula-
tion box. Such structures are not representative of a “critical”
bubble, but an artifact of the simulation box size being too
small.
Further simulations at these conditions were carried out
on a system of 8000 particles. We observe good agreement
between the free energy barrier and rate calculations by the
different methods (see Table I). The free energy barriers de-
termined via BXD and HMCUS are shown in Figure 8. As
was seen in the stretched case there are two apparent dif-
ferences between the two curves: the shape and the height
of the barrier. As in the stretched liquid case, a difference
in barrier height was observed between "F*(W) from HM-
CUS and "F*(ρ) from either BXD, with the former being
approximately 3kBT larger. Again, this difference is not an ar-
tifact of using different methods as it is also captured when
FIG. 20. (Reproduced from Ref. 82) Committor probabil-
ity as a function of two order parameters, the volume of the
largest bubble (W ) and the global density (ρ).
boxed MD,317 to probe homogeneous bubble nucleation
in the stretched and superheated regime. They used two
different order parameters, i.e., the global density (ρ)
and the size of the largest bubble (W ), with the barriers
estimated from ρ and W differing by several kT ’s. Using
the FFS-LSE algorithm of Borrero and Escobedo126
(Section III B), they concluded that W is a better order
parameter than ρ, as the committor probability pB is
peaked around 50% for W , but had a broader distribu-
tion for ρ (Fig. 20). The fact that ρ is such a poor order
parameter arises from its inability to resolve the local
density fluctuations relevant to cavitation. The shapes
and sizes of critical bubbles predicted by Meadley and
Escobedo were in disagreement with earlier studies that
had considered smaller system sizes. Such finite-size
effects can skew the kinetics and mechanism of the
underlying rare event in nontrivial ways by artificially
altering the growth propensities of the pre-critical nuclei,
due to their interactions with their periodic images in
small systems.
b. Hydrophobic Evaporation: It can be demon-
strated318–320 using simple thermodynamic arguments
that liquid water confined between two hydrophobic sur-
faces will become metastable with respect to water va-
por if the surfaces are sufficiently close (Figs. 21A,C).
The process that culminates in the capillary evaporation
of the confined liquid is called hydrophobic evaporation,
which has been linked to long-range hydrophobic interac-
tions321–323 in self-assembling systems and is thought to
play an important role in biophysical processes such as
ligand binding and protein folding.324 Understanding the
thermodynamics and kinetics of hydrophobic evaporation
has therefore been the focus of numerous computational
studies315,323,325–327 utilizing both conventional and ad-
vanced sampling techniques. FFS inv stigations f hy-
drophobic evaporation are more rece t, and m stly em-
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Rates. Figs. 2 and 3 show the calculated evaporation rate as a
function of the gap between hydrophobic surfaces, d, for
1.0 × 0.9 (Fig. 2) and 3.2 × 3 nm2 surfaces (Fig. 3), at 298 K
and 1 bar (henceforth, we refer to these as 1 × 1 and 3 × 3 nm2
surfaces, respectively). The characteristic time τ required to
nucleate a surface-induced evaporation event is given by
[τ ∼ ðjAÞ−1], where A is the surface area and j is the evaporation
rate. This time increases by 10 orders of magnitude (from 6.3 ×
10−10 to 17.2 s) as the gap between small (1 × 1 nm2) surfaces
increases from 9 to 14 Å; similarly, there is a six order-of-magni-
tude increase in the characteristic evaporation time between
large (3 × 3 nm2) surfaces upon increasing the gap from 11 to
14 Å. These numbers suggest constraints on the range of gaps
for which capillary evaporation can occur at rates that are dyna-
mically relevant to biophysical phenomena.
Free Energy Barrier and Gap Dependence. In general, the evapora-
tion rate j can be expressed as
j ¼ C exp½−ΔGðdÞ∕kT% ¼ C 0 exp½ΔHðdÞ∕kT%; [1]
where C is a gap-independent preexponential factor, ΔG is the
free energy barrier to nucleation, C 0 ¼ C exp½ΔSðdÞ∕k%, ΔS and
ΔH are the entropic and enthalpic contributions to ΔG, and k is
Boltzmann’s constant. Eq. 1 implies that, by computing the eva-
poration rate as a function of the gap d and temperature, one can
extract information on ΔG, ΔH, and ΔS. The numerical proce-
dures used to fit the rate data to Eq. 1 and to regress values for
ΔG, ΔH, and ΔS are described in SI Text. Briefly, from an
Arrhenius plot, ln j vs. 1∕T (Fig. 2, Inset), we obtain both lnC 0
(intercept) and ΔH (slope ¼ −ΔH∕k). The boiling point of the
water model used in this work (seeMethods) is 397& 1 K (34); no
boiling occurred during our simulations at 398 K. The intercept,
lnC 0, was found to be independent of d, implying that the entro-
pic contribution to the free energy is either small or d indepen-
dent. Using the last expression in Eq. 1, ΔH was found to scale
linearly with d, which implies that ΔG is also linear in d. With
ΔG ¼ Aþ Bd, and hence ln j ¼ lnC −A∕kT − Bd∕kT, we ob-
tain A, B, and lnC by regression of the computed rates, j (T, d).
Finally, ΔS is given by the ratio of the intercepts, ΔS∕k ¼
lnðC 0∕CÞ. We find that the free energy barrier is predominantly
enthalpic, with TΔS∕ΔH ∼Oð10−3Þ and Oð10−1Þ for the small
and large surfaces, respectively. Over the range of conditions in-
vestigated in this work, we find that the rate of change of the free
energy barrier with respect to the gap, B, is between 4 and 5
kT∕Å. Table 1 compares the free energy barriers computed
directly from Eq. 1 with the values obtained by rescaling ΔG
(at 9.8 Å for 1 × 1 nm2 surfaces; at 12 Å for 3 × 3 nm2 surfaces)
assuming linear scaling,ΔG ∼ d. The good agreement shows that,
over the range of conditions explored in this work, the free energy
barrier scales linearly with the gap between hydrophobic surfaces.
As documented in the SI Text, neither a quadratic dependence,
ΔG ∼ d2, nor using (d − 2l) instead of d to fit the data, yielded
accurate representations of the evaporation rate (here, l is the
thickness of the vapor layer adjacent to the hydrophobic surface,
which can be clearly seen in Fig. 1; see SI Text for details on
the determination of l). It is important to note that, in this work,
we use an indirect, kinetic route to calculate ΔG. It would be use-
ful to compute this quantity directly, using free energy sampling
techniques.
Fig. 1. Schematic of evaporation rate calculation. Two L × L hydrophobic
surfaces (green atoms), separated by a gap d, are immersed in 2,329
(L ¼ 1 nm) or 4,685 (L ¼ 3 nm) water molecules, at atmospheric pressure. For-
ward flux sampling simulations (31–33) are carried out to compute the rate of
capillary evaporation in the confined region of width d, for a range of values
of d, L, and temperature.
Fig. 2. Calculated evaporation rates. Dependence of the evaporation rate
on the gap between 1 × 1 nm2 hydrophobic surfaces, at 298 K. The inset
shows, for the same surfaces, Arrhenius plots of the evaporation rate for
two values of the gap, corresponding to calculations at T ¼ 298, 348, and
398 K.
Fig. 3. Calculated evaporation rates. Dependence of the evaporation rate
on the gap between 3 × 3 nm2 hydrophobic surfaces, at 298 K.
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A distinguishing aspect of this work is that, in addition to
assessing thermodynamic stability, we calculate the rates and
determine the mechanism of evaporation. For hydrophobic
evaporation to provide a fu ctional role in either natural or
engineered systems transitions must be kinetically accessible on
appropriate time scales. Because evaporation is a rare, activated
process, transition rates and mechanisms are only ccessible with
the aid of computationally demanding path sampling techniques
(28–31) for systems of even moderate chemical or geo etric
complexity. Such technical challen es underlie the relatively few
studies of the kinetics of evaporation in nanoscopic confinement
and even fewer using molecular water models.
Pioneering studies of the kinetics of hydrophobically induced
evaporation performed by Luzar and coworkers used lattice-gas
representations with Glauber dynamics Monte Carlo (3, 17, 32,
33) as well as a molecular model of water with the reactive flux
formalism (34). Notably, ref. 17 examined the role of chemical
heterogeneity on the kinetics of evaporation. Bolhius and
Chandler (35) performed transition path sampling calculations
of drying of a Lennard-Jones liquid confined between sol-
vophobic disks. Xu and Molinero (26) studied vapor–liquid os-
cillations of the coarse-grained mW water model (36) confined
between hydrophobic disks. Sharma and Debenedetti (37, 38)
used forward flux sampling (FFS) (39) to calculate the rates and
barriers to evaporation of SPC/E water (40) between rigid hy-
drophobic plates, for a range of separations. In addition, the
kinetics of binding of a spherical ligand to a hydrophobic pocket
(41, 42), an event hich requires dehydration of the cavity, has
been characterized using direct molecular dynamics (MD) sim-
ulations interpreted using a diffusive surface hopping model (41)
as well as a recent extension of metadynamics (43) to calculate
transition rates (42).
Here we present calculations of the rate, mechanism, and free
energy profiles of evaporation of water confined between the
nanoscale hydrophobic plate-like solutes displayed in Fig. 1,
using FFS (31, 39, 44) in conjunction with MD. Within each
atomically detailed solute, each nearest-neighbor pair interacts
via a harmonic spring, the strength of which dictates the flexi-
bility of the plate. We keep the strength of the interactions be-
tween water molecules and plate atoms fixed and tune flexibility
to assess how it influences the thermodynamics and kinetics of
hydrophobically induced evaporation.
Rates of Evap ration
Fig. 2 shows the dependence of the calculated evaporation rates
upon plate separation D for three flexibilities, span ing an order
of magnitude. Here, the harmonic bond spring constant
(K   ½= " kcal
moleÅ
2) connecting each nearest-neighbor pair within a
plate is used as a measure of the material’s flexibility. In-
creasing K results in a stiffer material, and lowering K softens
it. In the present study, K was varied between 150 and 1,500.
The axis on the right-hand side of the figure displays the
characteristic time scale of evaporation, τ= ðratepAÞ−1, where
A is the area of a plate (∼3 × 3 nm2).
For the range of separations and flexibilities we have studied,
water confined between rigid hydrophobic objects takes longer to
evaporate than an otherwise identical softer material at the same
separation [i.e.,
! ∂τ
∂K
"
D > 0]. The three lines of constant K have
different slopes, meaning that the change in rate for a given
change in K depends on the separation [i.e.,
! ∂τ
∂K
"
D = f ðDÞ]. The
difference in slopes implies that the distance dependence of the
free energy barrier to evaporation ΔΩp depends on flexibility
[i.e.,
!∂ΔΩp
∂D
"
K= f ðKÞ], and as long as the linearity in lnðrateÞ versus
D holds, for separations between 12 and 13 Å, the barrier varies
by 14, 5, and 4 kT=Å for K = 1,500, 1,000, and 150, respectively.
Ω here refers to the grand potential, the appropriate thermo-
dynamic potential for an open system that can exchange mass
and energy with the surrounding bulk liquid.
For this range of D–K parameter space, the evaporation time
scales vary across some 10 orders of magnitude, spanning from
nanoseconds to tens of seconds. The largest change at fixed flexibility
occurs for the most rigid material (K = 1,500), ranging from tens of
seconds at D= 13  Å to microseconds at D= 12  Å, a remarkably
pronounced response to a mere 1 Å change in separation. The most
pronounced change at fixed separation occurs at 13  Å, where a single
order of magnitude change in the degree of flexibility results in a
nine-orders-of-magnitude change in the rate of evaporation.
Previous calculations of evaporation between perfectly rigid
nanoscale plates found that the rate and the corresponding
barrier to evaporation depend sensitively upon the plate sepa-
ration (37, 38). Such a sensitivity can result in switch-like be-
havior, where a confined, possibly metastable, liquid is “flipped”
to the vapor due to a small reduction in separation, dramatically
reducing the time scale for evaporation. Indeed, studies suggest
that Å-level reductions in protein channel diameter are enough
x
y
Fig. 1. Simulation environment displayed in both the confined liquid (Left)
and vapor (Right) states. The two (∼3 × 3 nm2) atomistic hydrophobic sur-
faces are composed of three ABA stacked hexagonal lattices. Each nearest
neighbor within a wall is harmonically bonded, and the spring constant
strength K is tuned to control the flexibility of the material. The row of
atoms on the top and bottom of the walls (i.e., those with largest and
smallest y coordinates) remain fixed in space, and the remaining ones are
time-integrated. The separation between the walls is defined as the distance
between the atomic centers of the innermost immobile atoms.
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Fig. 2. Evaporation rates calculated via FFS as a function of plate separation
for thre diffe ent flexibilities (K   ½= " kcal
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2), spanning an order of magnitude.
The right-hand axis displays the characteristic time scales of evaporation.
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Results and Discussion
Rates. Figs. 2 and 3 show the calculated evaporation rate as a
function of the gap between hydrophobic surfaces, d, for
1.0 × 0.9 (Fig. 2) and 3.2 × 3 nm2 surfaces (Fig. 3), at 298 K
and 1 bar (henceforth, we refer to these as 1 × 1 and 3 × 3 nm2
surfaces, respectively). The characteristic time τ required to
nucleate a surface-induced evaporation event is given by
[τ ∼ ðjAÞ−1], where A is the surface area and j is the evaporation
rate. This time increases by 10 orders of magnitude (from 6.3 ×
10−10 to 17.2 s) as the gap between small (1 × 1 nm2) surfaces
increases from 9 to 14 Å; similarly, there is a six order-of-magni-
tude increase in the characteristic evaporation time between
large (3 × 3 nm2) surfaces upon increasing the gap from 11 to
14 Å. These numbers suggest constraints on the range of gaps
for which capillary evaporation can occur at rates that are dyna-
mically relevant to biophysical phenomena.
Free Energy Barrier and Gap Dependence. In general, the evapora-
tion rate j can be expressed as
j ¼ C exp½−ΔGðdÞ∕kT% ¼ C 0 exp½ΔHðdÞ∕kT%; [1]
where C is a gap-independent preexponential factor, ΔG is the
free e ergy barrier to nucleation, C 0 ¼ C exp½ΔSðdÞ∕k%, ΔS and
ΔH are th ropic nd enthalpic contributions to ΔG, and k is
Boltzmann’s constant. Eq. 1 implies that, by computing the eva-
poration rate as a function of the gap and temperature, one can
extract information on ΔG, ΔH, and ΔS. The numerical proce-
dures used to fit the rate data to Eq. 1 and to regress values for
ΔG, ΔH, and ΔS are described in SI Text. Briefly, from an
Arrhenius plot, ln j vs. 1∕T (Fig. 2, Inset), we obtain both lnC 0
(intercept) and ΔH (slope ¼ −ΔH∕k). The boiling point o th
water model used in this work (seeMethods) is 397& 1 K (34); no
boiling occurred during our simulations at 398 K. The intercept,
lnC 0, was found to be independent of d, implying that the entro-
pic contribution to the free energy is either small or d indepen-
dent. Using the last expression in Eq. 1, ΔH was found to scal
linearly with d, which implies that ΔG is also linear in d. With
ΔG ¼ Aþ Bd, and hence ln j ¼ lnC −A∕kT − Bd∕kT, we ob-
tain A, B, and lnC by regression of the computed rates, j (T, d).
Finally, ΔS is given by the ratio of the intercepts, ΔS∕k ¼
lnðC 0∕CÞ. We find that the free energy barrier is predominantly
enthalpic, with TΔS∕ΔH ∼Oð10−3Þ and Oð10−1Þ for the small
and large surfaces, respectively. Over the range of conditions in-
vestigated in this work, we find that the rate of change of the free
energy barrier with respect to the gap, B, is between 4 and 5
kT∕Å. Table 1 compares the free energy barriers computed
directly from Eq. 1 with the values obtained by rescaling ΔG
(at 9.8 Å f r 1 × 1 nm2 surfaces; t 12 Å for 3 × 3 nm2 surfaces)
assuming linear scaling,ΔG ∼ d. The good agreement shows that,
over the range of conditions explored in this work, the free energy
barrier scales linearly with the gap between hydrophobic surfaces.
As documented in the SI Tex , neither a qu dratic depend nce,
ΔG ∼ d2, nor using (d − 2l) instead of d to fit the data, yielded
accurate representations of the evaporation rate (here, l is the
hickness of the vapor layer adjacent to the hydrophobic surface,
which can be clearly seen in Fig. 1; see SI Text for details on
the determination of l). It is important to note that, in this work,
we use an indirect, kinetic route to calculate ΔG. It would be use-
ful to compute this quantity directly, using free energy sampling
techniques.
Fig. 1. Schematic of evaporation rate calculation. Two L × L hydrophobic
surfaces (green atoms), separated by a gap d, are immersed in 2,329
(L ¼ 1 nm) or 4,685 (L ¼ 3 nm) water molecules, at atmospheric pressure. For-
ward flux sampling simulations (31–33) are carried out to compute the rate of
capillary evaporation in the confined region of width d, for a range of values
of d, L, and temperature.
Fig. 2. Calculated evaporation rates. Dependence of the evaporation rate
on the gap between 1 × 1 nm2 hydrophobic surfaces, at 298 K. The inset
shows, for the same surfaces, Arrhenius plots of the evaporation rate for
two values of the gap, corresponding to calculations at T ¼ 298, 348, and
398 K.
Fig. 3. Calculated evaporation rates. Dependence of the evaporation rate
on the gap between 3 × 3 nm2 hydrophobic surfaces, at 298 K.
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been found for rigid nanotubes.80 Xu and Molinero66 stud-
ied the vapor-liquid oscillations between hydrophobic disks
and found that introducing a modest spring constant acting on
each disk atom had a negligible effect on the drying behavior.
To the best of our knowledge, no theory has been presented in
the literature.
In this paper, we present a theory that blends the current
macroscopic theory reviewed above with the thermodynamics
of elasticity to derive the critical drying distance for a fluid
confined between flexible materials. The resulting expression
for the critical drying distance is the sum of the expression
for perfectly rigid solutes and a term associated with the elas-
tic response of the material. Thermodynamic arguments show
that this elastic term is necessarily positive, meaning that flex-
ibility promotes drying, resulting in an increase in the critical
drying distance. We then consider a specific example of dry-
ing of water between simply supported plates with two free
edges in order to estimate the magnitude of the flexible term
and its scaling behavior with respect to plate size. We show
that the elastic term can be of the same order of magnitude
or greater than the rigid term for Young’s moduli within the
range of biologically relevant materials such as amyloid fib-
rils. Like the perfectly rigid solution, the scaling behavior of
the flexible term is controlled by the value of φ. However, in
the limit φ ≫ 1 where the rigid term behaves like a constant
for given set of environmental conditions (see Eq. (4)), the
flexible term scales with the characteristic size of the solute
for a given solute shape and stiffness. For φ≪ 1, on the other
hand, while the rigid term scales linearly with solute size (see
Eq. (5)), the flexible term is constant for a given solute shape
and stiffness. The different behavior of the rigid and flexible
contributions to the overall drying distance suggests that ac-
counting for flexibility may allow considerable versatility in
the design of hydrophobic assemblies.
We adopt the following organization in this work. In
Sec. II, we derive an expression for the critical drying dis-
tance between linear elastic plates. In Sec. III, we apply the
general framework to the particular case of plates that are
simply supported along two opposite edges and free at the re-
maining two. Section IV contains a discussion of the physical
implications of the expressions derived in Secs. II and III. In
Sec. V, we summarize the conclusions of this study and sug-
gest additional lines of inquiry that build upon this work.
II. CRITICAL DRYING DISTANCE BETWEEN
FLEXIBLE PLATES
In this section, we develop an expression for the criti-
cal drying distance between flexible plates by merging the
thermodynamics of elasticity with the model reviewed in the
Introduction. Recall that upon evaporation, there exists a pres-
sure difference across the plates as well as a vapor/liquid in-
terface, which if the plates are unrestrained, ultimately act as
forces that promote aggregation. If the plates are restrained
against net translation, both the pressure difference across the
plates and the vapor/liquid interface that terminates at the
edge of the plates can act as loads that induce deformation
(Figure 1). These forces acting on the plates correspond di-
rectly to the energetic penalties associated with drying, and
allowing the material to deform under these forces tends to
relieve these penalties, at the cost of introducing strain in the
plates. The interplay between relieving the penalties due to
drying and the added energetic penalty of straining the plates
is the crux of this thermodynamic analysis.
By accounting for the thermodynamic contribution of de-
formation to the free energies of the wet and dry states, we
can develop an expression for the critical drying distance in
a manner akin to the expression for perfectly rigid plates. In
this model, there are no unbalanced forces acting on the un-
strained plates with confined liquid, so flexibility does not
introduce any changes into the free energy of the confined
liquid. In presenting this picture of the wet state (as well as
the subsequent dry state), we have assumed that any deforma-
tions due to fluid/solid interfacial tensions are negligible, as
the rigidity (defined in Sec. III) associated with loading nor-
mal to the plate is much smaller than the rigidity associated
with in-plane loading. Thus, the expression for "l remains
unchanged and is given by Eq. (1).
FIG. 1. Schematic of wet (D > Dc) and dry (D < Dc) states of water between flexible plates. In the wet state, there are no imbalanced forces. In the dry state,
the pressure difference (#p) and vapor/liquid interfacial tension (γvl) act as forces that induce deformation.
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FIG. 21. (A-B) (Reproduced from Ref. 83) T o hydrophobic surfaces separated by a gap d are i mersed within a bath of
SPC/E water molecules. Capillary evaporati n occurs between t plates at a rate depicted in (B). (C) (Reproduced from
Ref. 318) Hydro hobic evaporation when the plates are flexible, in which case the cri ical separation Dc will depend on the
Young modulus of he plates. (D) (Reproduced from Ref. 85) Dependenc of rate on plate flexibility. K is a measure of plate
stiffness, with the sensitivity of rate on separation larger for larger K’s.
ploy the SPC/E force-fi ld299 of water wit a generic LJ-
like representation of the hydrophobic plates. The first
such study was conducted by Sharma and Debenedetti83
to und rstand how evaporation kinetics is impacted by
A, the su face areas of he confin ng hydrophobic plates,
and d, the separation between them (Fig. 21A). They
utilized the total number of water molecules between the
plates as the order parameter, which is conceptually sim-
pler than the OPs used for s udying homogen ous cavi-
tation, but still satisfie the locality condition discussed
earlier. They estimated evaporation barriers from the Ar-
rhenius relationship, and found them to increase linearly
with d (Fig. 21B). As expected, the evaporation rates
were higher for plates with larger surface areas. The
molecular mechanism of evaporation was also different
for small and large plates. For smaller plates, only a few
water molecules were pres nt between the plates at th
transition state. For larger plates, however, the region
between the plates was not fully cavitated at the transi-
tion state, which was comprised of spanning cylindrical
cavities instead. In a follow-up study, the same authors
used84 forward and revers FFS (Section III C 1)– along-
side umbrell sampl ng– to ompute evaporation barriers,
and observed an approximately linear dependence of the
barrier on d, consisten with what they had previously
concluded from the Arrhenius relationship.83
The hydrophobic plates consid re by Sharma and
Debendetti83 were rigid in the sense that they were not
thermalized throughout the simulation. In a subsequent
study, Altab t et l.85 used FFS to insp ct the effect of
plate flexibility on the kinetics of hydrophobic evapora-
tion. This work was motivated by their earlier theoretical
analysis, which had revealed hat incre sing plate flexi-
bility will enhance the thermodynamic stability of the
evaporated state (Fig. 21C).318 In order to tune the flex-
ibility of the hydrophobic plates, they adjusted K, the
strength of springs that conn cte each substrate atom
to its nearest neighbors. For each flexibility, they utilized
the forward-backward FFS method (Section III C 1) to
compute free energy profiles, in addition to the evapora-
tion and wetting rates. In general, they found evapora-
tion to become faster at smaller K’s (Fig. 21D). Indeed,
the dependence of rate and free energy landscape on K
was so strong that even small changes in K would some-
times switch the t ermodynamic stability of the wetted
and evaporated states. The authors argued that tun-
ing the thermodynamics and kinetics of evaporation via
hanging material flexibility can be a univ rsal route for
controlling self-assembly and conformational rearrange-
ments in biological systems. By analyzing the transi-
tion path e semble, they found that for all gap sizes and
flexibility parameters, critical nuclei were gap-spanning
31
vapor tubes. The formation of such tubes was far eas-
ier for the most flexible walls and was sometimes ob-
served even during the exhaustive sampling of the wet-
ted basin. For more rigid walls, however, their formation
was delayed until later milestones, and was preceded by
the emergence of sub-critical gap-spanning tubes which
would then grow radially to become critical. These two
steps were identified as the two bottlenecks to evapora-
tion, and were harder to overcome for more rigid walls.
They also found that the formation of the vapor phase
within flexible walls had a lower free energy barrier and
resulted in the formation of a more stable vapor phase.
In their latest work, Altabet and Debendetti86 uti-
lized FFS to systematically investigate the dependence
of the evaporation barrier and rate, as well as the free
energy difference between the confined liquid and vapor
phases to d. According to CNT, the dependence of nu-
cleation rate on d is either quadratic or linear depending
on whether the liquid-vapor surface tension, or the three-
phase line tension is dominant.83 Their computed rates,
however, revealed the breakdown of this classical picture
at intermediate separations, a fact that they attributed
to a structural transition within the metastable liquid
from a trilayer to a bilayer. This breakdown resulted
in a non-monotonic dependence of rate and free energy
barrier on d. The precise separation at which this tran-
sition occurred depended on flexibility but was always
around 1.2 nm. For the reverse condensation transition,
however, no d-dependent structural transition occurred
within the vapor phase, and hence no non-monotonicity
was observed. The computed wetting rates and barriers
therefore agreed reasonably well with those predicted by
classical theories.
4. Phase Separation
Phase separation is a process in which a new phase (with
distinct density, symmetry and/or composition) emerges
within the existing phase. In addition to being a cor-
nerstone of modern chemical and biological separation,
phase separation is thought to play a key role in biologi-
cal self-assembly, such as the formation of membraneless
organelles.328 Consequently, its thermodynamics and ki-
netics have been extensively studied using a wide vari-
ety of theoretical, experimental and computational ap-
proaches.179 However, the ability to accurately predict
the timing and extent of phase separation in complex
multi-component system still remains elusive. This prob-
lem is particularly daunting in the case of active mat-
ter, or materials comprised of self-propelling particles
or ”agents“ that convert energy into mobility.329 Ex-
amples of active matter are diverse and include entities
such as bacteria,330 flocks of birds331 and a large vari-
ety of actively interacting entities within living cells.332
Due to their out-of-equilibrium nature, it is conceptu-
ally challenging to determine whether a particular as-
sembly process is a thermodynamically driven phase sep-
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Of course, the three order parameters taken into account
here are not the only possible choices. Among others, we have
also considered the anisotropy of clusters and the ratio of
circumference. However, employing the described method of
likelihood maximization, these three have been found to be the
most relevant. This does not exclude the possibility that there is
yet another order parameter that is superior in describing the
nucleation of dense clusters of active Brownian disks.
E. Role of polarization
As mentioned, the cluster size n is a natural choice that is often
sufficient to describe nucleation. As a counterexample, for the
crystallization of soft particles studied in ref. 33 it has been
found that including the cluster surface improves the reaction
coordinate. The physical picture for active Brownian particles is
quite similar, also here the particles at the cluster’s surface play
a role. However, it is now their orientation that is important.
This can be understood quite easily. If orientations at the
surface point outwards [cf. Fig. 5(a)] they would leave the
cluster, which then becomes instable and small clusters might
even vanish. If the majority of particles at the surface points
inwards [cf. Fig. 5(c)], these particles are blocked due to the
inner particles, effectively stabilizing the cluster. Hence, the
creation of a cluster is linked to a polarization of orientations, a
collective fluctuation away from the expectation value of zero
for active Brownian particles.
To confirm this picture, we have analyzed in more detail
configurations harvested with FFS. In Fig. 6 we show all stored
configurations with their cluster size n and radial polarization
c for two densities. Configurations are colored according to
whether they have reached the next interface, or have fallen
back to the homogeneous suspension. Clearly, successful con-
figurations typically have a larger value for c, indicating a
higher polarization. Even beyond the critical cluster size n*,
large clusters fall back if their polarization is low.
F. Droplet condensation/evaporation
Computer simulations are necessarily performed in finite sys-
tems, which often has interesting and subtle consequences. For
example, for liquid–vapor coexistence it has been found that in
finite systems with linear dimension L the homogeneous phase
is stable also above the coexistence density f! o f o f0 and
there is a condensation transition at a (slightly) higher packing
fraction f0, which in passive systems in two dimensions scales
as f0 ! f!p L!2/3.45
It is straightforward to see that a similar picture should hold
for active Brownian disks: the size of stable droplets is reduced
when reducing the global packing fraction while the size of the
critical nucleus increases. At some point small droplets cannot
be stable anymore in finite systems. Interestingly, we find an
‘‘echo’’ of this evaporation transition showing that large fluc-
tuations can destabilize clusters at low supersaturation with the
suspension returning to the homogeneous state. To this end,
we have run direct BD simulations at packing fraction fC 0.23
initialized with configurations harvested by FFS at the last
Fig. 5 Illustration of the radial polarization eqn (12). (a) Orientations in a
cluster point predominately outwards, leading to a negative value for c.
(b) If orientations mainly point in the sam direction the cluster h s a large
net polarization but a small radial polarization. (c) Only if orientations point
inwards does the value for c become positive.
Table 1 Combination of order parameters sorted by their log-likelihood
and normalized by the log-likelihood ln Ln of the cluster size (uncertainty
of last digit in brackets). The combination of all three order parameters has
t e highest likelihood, but is nly marginally better than the combination
of cluster size n with polarization c. Also given are the expansion coeffi-
cients ai
Combinat on ln Ln/ln L 0 a1 a2 a3
n, r, c 1.067(2) !6.54 0.0099 3.30 0.82
n, c 1.065(2) !4.50 0.0106 0.97
n, r 1.038(2) !10.41 0.0106 10.41
n 1.000(2) !3.41 0.0144
c 0.830(3) !5.71 2.45
r 0.823(4) !23.96 30.85
Fig. 6 Scatter plot of cluster size n and polarization c for the FFS
configurations for two packing fractions (a) f C 0.29 and (b) f C 0.23.
The vertical lines indicate the critical cluster sizes n*. The colors indicate
whether the FFS trajectories started from this configuration have reached
the next interface (bright) or fallen back (dark). Clearly, reactive trajectories
originate in configurations with higher values of c.
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FIG. 22. (Reproduced from Ref. 87) The color-coded distri-
bution of per-configuration tr nsition probabilities for onfig-
urations with differe t n and ψ val at (a) φ = 0.29 and (b)
φ = 0.23. The dotted lines specify the critical n at each pack-
ing fraction. Lighter colors correspond to larger transition
probabilities.
aration.333,334 An interesting subclass of active matter
are active colloids,335 which have potential application
in areas such as self-assembly, in vivo drug delivery, and
lab-on-a-chip microfluidics .336 As a result, numerous
computational studies of self-assembly in active matter
have been conducted, revealing important similarities be-
tween phase separation in active and equilibrium s s-
te s.337–342 Probing phase separation und r low r sat-
ur tions, however, requir s utilizing dva ced sampli g
techniques in order to acc ss the timescales relevant to
the nucleation f the emerging structures and patterns.
Utilizing FFS to study phase separation is new. Re-
cently, Richard et al.87 utilized FFS alongside BD sim-
ulations to probe the kinetics of phase separation as a
function of packing fraction (φ) in a system of active
Brownian discs. Similar to crystal nucleation, they uti-
lized n, the size of the largest dense liquid cluster, as
the FFS order parameter. While phase separation was
observed to readily occur during conventional BD at suf-
ficiently large packing fractions, no nucleation event was
observed for φ < 0.29 in brute-force BD. Overall, nu-
cleation rates exhibited an exponential dependence on
φ, suggesting the presence of an activated nucleation-
like scenario similar to equilibrium phase separation pro-
cesses. They also analyzed the transition states by com-
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puting committor probability distributions for three reac-
tion coordinates: n (which was also the FFS OP), ρ (den-
sity) and ψ (polarization), which quantifies whether the
active discs within the largest cluster are moving towards
or away from its center. Analyzing the transition states
revealed that none of these three reaction coordinates can
accurately represent the transition state, since their com-
mittor probability distributions were not peaked around
50%. Performing maximum likelihood estimator (MLE)
analysis343 on linear combinations of n, ρ and ψ, how-
ever, yielded reaction coordinates with narrowly peaked
committor probability distributions. In particular, a lin-
ear combination of n and ψ was the best reaction coor-
dinate. The authors interpreted this finding by noting
that the stability of a dense liquid cluster is not only de-
termined by its size, but also by the polarization of its
surface particles. More precisely, if the surface particles
are oriented away from the center of the cluster, they will
destabilize it by moving outwards, while if they point in-
wards, their push will be resisted by the center of the
cluster, and the cluster will remain stable. Indeed, the
transition probability at any given n was always higher
for larger ψ’s as depicted in Fig. 22.
Another interesting class of systems that can undergo
phase separation are metallic alloys, which are multi-
component non-stoichiometric metallic crystals. When
a metallic alloy falls out of its thermodynamic stability
window, e.g., due to changes in temperature or pressure,
it typically phase separates into two coexisting crystals.
The ensuing transition, however, can proceed via nucle-
ation and growth and spinodal decomposition for small
and large thermodynamic driving forces, respectively. In
probing the kinetics of phase separation in alloys, it is
both necessary to utilize advanced sampling techniques
such as FFS, and to develop alternative algorithms such
as kinetic MC to capture structural rearrangements in
crystals. Recently, FFS was used for studying Cu precip-
itation within a BCC Fe-Cu alloy. Even though this pro-
cess has been extensively studied in experiments,344 there
are still important outstanding questions about the com-
position of Cu-rich precipitates.345 Recently, Qin et al.88
combined FFS with rigid lattice Monte Carlo (LMC),
a kinetic MC scheme that allows for vacancy jumps,
which are critical to structural relaxation in crystals. The
correspondence between MC steps and time was estab-
lished by matching the vacancy jump timescales to exper-
iments.346 They studied phase separation in alloys with
1 and 1.5% Cu, and found critical nuclei to have between
10-40 atoms. They found the smaller nuclei to have a
substantial Fe contact and to be anisotropic in shape,
but the Fe content decreased drastically upon aging.
5. Coalescence
The ability to control the size distribution of dispersed
phase droplets within emulsions is critical to many ap-
plications, such as oil extraction,347 and the preserva-
This is large compared to the size of the channel, but some of
the discrepancy an be ascribed to the somewhat arbitrary
definiti n of ! in Appendix A. There, the c annel radius is
defined by the area not covered by the projection of water
beads onto the y-z plane. Better definitions of the radius are
the radii associated with the equimolar surface Rem and the
surface of tension Rst. In Appendix C we describe simula-
tions to relate the radius defined in Appendix A, R!, to Rem
and Rst. These show that Rst!Rem!R!+0.7. We conclude
that almost half of the discrepancy between th computed
value of R* and that predicted by the ole nucleation theory
can be accounted for by using the surface of tension or the
equimolar surface. Nevertheless, it seems that such a small
channel is not well described by a macroscopic theory. An-
other point is that " might not be exactly zero.
B. The effect of surfactant structure on film rupture
1. Film rupture rates
Table I lists interfacial properties, rupture rates, and the
critical values of the reaction coordinate for the surfactants
depicted in Fig. 3, and in the absense of surfactant. The
surface tension # and the bending rigidity " were computed
in a separate equilibrium simulation, # from the pressure
tensor and " from the fluctuation spectrum. Details on these
calculations can be found in Refs. 6 and 7.
The rupture rates and the critical reaction coordinates are
for oil-water-oil films and Lx=16. We find that C+ stabilizes
the water film better than C− by several orders of magnitude.
Note also that C− and C+ have the same interfacial properties
due to the symmetry of the model. Here, the difference in
rupture rates is therefore only an effect of c0 and is in quali-
tative agreement with the channel-nucleation theory.
Ho ever, we find that C0 gives an even lower rupture
rate, and the film without surfactant is the most stable of
them all. The ruptur rate is clearly not only determined by
c0 but also by the interfacial properties. A higher surface
tension and/or bending rigidity means less interfacial fluctua-
tions. It seems that such fluctuations are necessary for a
channel to form in the first place. Fewer such fluctuations
may account for the low coalescence rates for these two sys-
tems. We will now present some evidence for this.
FFS gives us not only the final rupture rate, but also
some insight into the kinetics of the film rupture process.
Figure 7 shows kA!, i.e., the rate at which a state with
reaction-coordinate ! is reached from A, as a function of !
for each of t four systems. These curves decrease mono-
tonically to the point where the reaction goes
spontaneously—from there on they are constant. This con-
stant is the final rate listed in Table I. While the final rate is
independent of the definition of !, the kA! curves are not.
Nevertheless, they can give us some insight into the free-
energy landscape of the reaction, in particular, the location of
the top of the barrier and the nature of this state.
First we consider the low ! regime, i.e., where the
curves for C− and C+ coincide. Here ! is a measure of the
minimum film thickness. A channel is not yet formed, and
the sign of c0 does not affect kA! "the magnitude of c0 does
play a role via # and "#. Because the system is symmetric in
oil→water and C−→C+, the curves for these two surfactants
coincide as long as the two monolayers do not interact. In the
same regime, the difference between the linear "C0# and
branched "C− and C+# surfactants is due to the difference in
interfacial properties, rather than natural curvature. The lin-
ear surfactant has a higher surface tension and a higher bend-
ing rigidity than the branched surfactants. Both these prop-
erties suppress the interfacial fluctations that can lead to
channel nucleation. Note that, in the absence of surfactant,
the bending rigidity is lower but the surface tension is higher.
This results in an even lower rate of fluctuations, i.e., a lower
kA!.
At !!−0.7 the curves for C− and C+ start to deviate.
This is where the two monolayers start to interact. From here
until !!0, a channel is created, and positive ! values denote
the channel radius. The curves for C+ and C0 are practically
parallel in this region. This means that their free energy land-
scapes are similar. The curve for C− is less steep, implying a
lower channel free-energy barrier.
According to Table I, the film without surfactant is the
most stable one. This can be explained by the high surface
tension that suppresses the fluctuations that lead to film rup-
ture. However, it contradicts the simple observation that
surfactant-free dispersions separate very quickly. We discuss
this point further in Sec IV B 3.
The results in Table I indicate that an increase in surface
tension, bending rigidity, or natural curvature has a negative
effect on the coalescence rate. Writing
TABLE I. Surface tension, bending rigidity, film-rupture rates, and the criti-
cal reaction coordinate for an oil-water-oil film at Lx=16. The surface ten-
sion values are normalized by the bare oil/water surface tension, #0. kAB is
given in DPD units. The surfactants are shown in Fig. 3.
C− C0 C+ No surfactant
# /#0 0.39 0.55 0.39 1
" /kBT 1.1 1.2 1.1 0.0
kAB 10−8 10−13 10−11 10−18
!* −0.4 0.2 0.3 0.4
FIG. 7. The rate of reaching the stage described by ! in the film rupture
process. The final rupture rate is where kA! levels out.
134701-7 Molecular simulations of droplet coalescence J. Chem. Phys. 127, 134701 !2007"
C- C0 C+A
B
FIG. 23. (A) Surfac ants wit negati e, zero and positive cur-
vatures pre definition of Israelachvili.351 Dark red and light
blue beads correspond to hydrophobic and hydrophilic groups,
respectively. (B) (Reproduced from Ref. 89) Partial coales-
cence rates as a function of the order parameter for a system
with no surfactant and for systems with surfactants with dif-
ferent curvatures.
tion of food,348 pharmaceutical349 and cosmetic350 prod-
ucts. Of particular relevance to all such applications is
the timescale of droplet coalescence, a thermo ynami-
cally driven process that proceed through th collision
of droplets followed by e ruptu e of he liquid-liquid
interface. In systems without surfactants, the probabil-
ity of surface rupture after collision is usually very high,
and the kinetics of coalescence is therefore determined
by the rate of collisions between droplets. The likeli-
hood of surface rupture can, however, be considerably
decreased on introducing surfactants. Under such cir-
cumst ces, droplet c alescence will bec me a rupture-
limited rare event, and will only occur if droplet colli-
sion is followed by the rupture of the droplet surface and
nucleation of a liquid bridge between the two droplets.
Therefore, the kinetics and mechanism of droplet coales-
cence in the rupture-limited regime can only be probed
using advanced sampling techniques such as FFS.
Rekvig a d Frenkel89 were the first to use FFS to
study droplet co lescence in a coar e-grained model of
n oil-water emulsio . They considered surfactant-free
ystems, as well as three types of surfactants with pos-
itive, zero, and negative natural curvatures (as defined
by Israelachvili351 and depicted in Fig. 23A). They also
focused on µm-scale and larger droplets, which enabled
them to represent the contact region as a water film sand-
wiched between two flat oil-water interfaces. In order
to simulate larger sys ems with longer time steps, they
utilized he coarse-grained diss pative particle dynamics
(DPD) method.352 They chose the radius of the connect-
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ing bridge as the FFS order parameter. For configura-
tions without such a bridge, the negative of the minimum
distance between the two oil films was chosen as the OP.
Their most remarkable– and counter-intuitive– finding
was that the surfactant-free system is more stable, and
undergoes coalescence at a rate five orders of magnitude
smaller than the next most stable system (Fig. 23B).
They attributed this counter-intuitive behavior to the
inability of DPD to capture capillary evaporation and
nanobubble formation, which both play pivotal roles in
oil-water-oil coalescence. They also probed the depen-
dence of coalescence kinetics and mechanism on film sep-
aration in the surfactant-free system. Apart from the
expected increase in stability for films that are further
apart, they found a qualitative difference between the
mechanism of coalescence for thinner and thicker films.
While thinner films coalesced after the emergence of suf-
ficiently large thickness fluctuations, thicker films only
coalesced after the formation of a critical bridge connect-
ing the two oily droplets.
They also explored the effect of the natural curva-
ture of the surfactant on the coalescence kinetics. Ac-
cording to channel nucleation theory of Kabalnov and
Wennerstro¨m,353 the free energy barrier to coalesce will
be smaller if the bending of the droplet surface during
rupture results in a favorable curvature for surfactant
molecules. This will imply that a surfactant with posi-
tive natural curvature will better stabilize an oil-water-oil
system. Indeed, they found the positive-curvature surfac-
tants to be better stabilizing agents than their negative-
curvature counterparts. They, however, observed that
zero-curvature surfactants are even better at stabilizing
the mixture (Fig. 23B). They explained this finding by
suggesting that zero-curvature surfactants will lead to
higher surface tensions and bending rigidities, and there-
fore reduced interfacial fluctuations.
6. Wetting
Wetting is a process that can occur in a system of two
coexisting phases 1 and 2, which are in contact with an
external surface s. According to classical thermodynam-
ics, the equilibrium behavior of such a system will depend
on a dimensionless parameter called wettability ,250 which
is given by the Young equation:
ζ =
γ2s − γ1s
γ12
(55)
Here, γαβ is the surface tension between phases α and
β. Full wetting of s by phases 1 and 2 will occur for
ζ ≥ 1 and ζ ≤ −1, respectively. For |ζ| < 1, wetting
will be partial and both phases will be in contact with
s wth a contact angle θc = cos
−1 ζ. If the phase that is
expected to fully or partially wet s is not originally in
contact with it, however, the process of reaching equilib-
rium might involve crossing a free energy barrier, similar
to what was discussed for coalescence in Section V A 5.
Cassie State Wenzel State
FIG. 24. Wenzel and Cassie states in wetting of topograph-
ically rough surfaces.
A scenario that is even more interesting is the wetting of
topographically inhomogeneous surfaces for which multi-
ple (meta)stable wetted states might exist with differing
levels of microscopic exposure of the valleys to the wet-
ting phase. For chemically uniform but topographically
rough surface, for instance, two such states exist, namely
the Wenzel354 and Cassie355 states with fully wetted and
largely de-wetted valleys, respectively (Fig. 24). Since
the free energy barriers that separate such metastable
states can be very large, a surface might remain at a lower
level of wetting (e.g., the Cassie state) even when full
wetting is thermodynamically favored. This provides an
avenue for designing phobic surfaces particularly for low-
surface tension fluids for which surface chemistry alone
might not be sufficient to induce solvophobicity.356 Un-
derstanding the kinetics and mechanism of wetting on
rough surfaces can therefore pave the way to design sur-
faces with enhanced kinetic stability (i.e. larger wetting
barriers). More often than not, however, achieving this
goal requires utilizing advanced sampling techniques due
to prohibitively long transition times. In recent years,
several computational studies of surface roughness for
wetting transitions have been conducted using a wide
variety of advanced sampling techniques90,91,357–361 in-
cluding FFS.90,91
The first investigation of wetting using FFS was con-
ducted by Savoy et al.,90 who inspected the kinetics and
mechanism of Cassie-to-Wenzel transition in a model sys-
tem of droplets comprised of LJ tetramers placed in con-
tact with a rough surface with equally spaced nails (also
comprised of LJ particles). They utilized the constrained
branched growth variant of FFS134 with the number of LJ
monomers below the nail tops as the order parameter. By
systematically tuning 12, the strength of LJ interactions
between LJ monomers and surface particles, they tuned
the solvophobicity of the substrate. Their rate calcula-
tions and analysis of the TPE revealed that wetting rates
were higher for philic droplets (i.e., those with larger 12
values), and for shorter posts. They also found the tran-
sition to occur faster for smaller droplets, as they need to
undergo less deformation from their spherical shape dur-
ing the wetting process. By analyzing TPE, they found
the transition state to be comprised of configuration in
which a droplet touches the bottom surface for the first
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time. The authors argue that the utilized order parame-
ter is sub-optimal, as it undergoes unphysical fluctuations
when larger droplets fill multiple cavities. By conducting
committor analysis on linear combinations of a few reac-
tion coordinates, they identified λ+ γ2 as a better order
parameter, with γ being the density of particles within
the most filled cavity. They argued that this combined
OP correctly captures the extent of wetting of a cavity,
and the necessary geometric distortions in the droplet.
Upon conducting FFS using this optimized OP, they ob-
tained similar rates but with an increased computational
efficiency.
A more recent FFS study of wetting was conducted
by Shahraz et al.,91 who utilized constrained branched
growth FFS134 to compute the rates of Wenzel-Cassie
(W→C) and Cassie-Wenzel (C→W) transitions for an
LJ droplet in contact with a grooved surface. They sys-
tematically assessed the importance of groove width (G)
and height (H) on the rate and free energy profile of
each transition. Similar to Ref. 90, they found both
rates to decrease upon increasing H and the size of the
droplet. Increasing G, however, stabilized the Wenzel
state. While the C→W transition was equally sensitive
to changes in H and G, the W→C transition was more
sensitive to changes in G. They utilized their forward and
backward FFS calculations (Section III C 1) to also com-
pute the free energy profiles, and found good agreement
with their theoretical model.
B. Collective Conformational Rearrangements in
Biomolecular Systems
Biomolecules are naturally occurring organic molecules
with critical biological functions, and are synthesized
biochemically in living cells. For instance, proteins– or
polypeptides– catalyze biochemical reactions, transport
ions and molecules through membranes, transduce sig-
nals, and play structural roles within the cell. Nucleic
acids, such as DNA and RNA, however, act as storers
and transmitters of genetic information. The ability of
these biomolecules to perform such complex functions is
usually linked to their ”native“ structure(s) (e.g., tertiary
and quaternary structures of proteins), or transitions be-
tween multiple conformations (e.g., between single- and
double-stranded DNA during replication and transcrip-
tion). Therefore, investigating the conformational rear-
rangements that result in the emergence or dissociation
of such native structures is essential for understanding
the origin of their stability and function. This under-
standing can be leveraged to identify strategies for treat-
ing diseases that arise due to undesirable conformations
of biomolecules, such as Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, Hunt-
ington’s, and cataract. Biomolecules can also be used
for nano-engineering of novel structures via manipulat-
ing systems such as polymers and nanoparticles. Conse-
quently, there has been considerable interest in using ex-
perimental and computational techniques to explore con-
formational rearrangements in biomolecules, which has
been an active area of research for decades.
From early days of computational biology, molecular
simulations have been at the forefront of exploring dif-
ferent aspects of biomolecular structure and function.362
Among these, major conformational rearrangements are
the most challenging to study as their occurrence usually
requires crossing free energy barriers. Capturing the ki-
netics and mechanism of such transformations therefore
requires utilizing advanced sampling techniques363 such
as FFS. Compared to the other rare events considered
thus far, conformational rearrangements of biomolecules
need to be described using more sophisticated structural
order parameters, which can be further optimized using
MLE-based approaches.126,141,364,365
1. Protein folding and Aggregation
As mentioned above, proteins perform a wide variety
of complex biochemical functions. The functionality
of most proteins is due to their highly specific native
structure, which makes them uniquely suitable for
their respective biological activity. The inability of
a protein to form its native structures can therefore
not only hamper its respective biological function, but
can also result in pathological aggregation of misfolded
peptides, which has been linked to several diseases
such as the Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, Huntington’s,
and cataract. Understanding protein folding has thus
been an important frontier of biochemical research for
many decades. However, protein folding almost always
involves crossing a free energy barriers, and can occur
over timescales not accessible to conventional MD.
Indeed, even though the first366 MD simulation of a
protein was conducted in 1977, it took an additional 21
years for the folding pathway of a protein to be explored
in an atomistic explicit-solvent MD simulation367 of
villin headpiece subdomain, a 36-residue peptide.368
Historically, several approaches have been pursued to
circumvent this timescale problem. One approach has
been to drastically curb the computational cost of the
underlying simulations by focusing on simplified models
of proteins, such as on-lattice models, coarse-grained
models and implicit-solvent models. In other words,
using such models enables faster integration of equations
of motion, or faster exploration of the configuration
space. Another approach is to use advanced sampling
techniques. Indeed, numerous studies of protein fold-
ing have been conducted using replica exchange MD
(REMD) ,369 TPS,370 TIS93,371 and FFS.92,93,95,98 It
must, however, be noted that even though these two
approaches can be pursued concurrently, using advanced
sampling techniques will provide increased flexibility
to choose realistic force-fields that accurately represent
a peptide’s interactions with solvent molecules. As
discussed above, FFS has been utilized with models with
different levels of coarse-graining. Here, we discuss the
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nary explicit solvent alanine dipeptide FFS-MD simulations,
where transition times were found to be one to two orders of
magnitude higher than the expected values and a limited dis-
persion of paths was observed. As a result, thermostat A was
considered to be the most appropriate for our goals and used
throughout the FFS-MD simulations presented in this study.
The reported exploratory analysis evidences the trade-off be-
tween the method’s sampling efficiency and its accuracy. As
a way for easing the latter limitation, ongoing efforts are
focused on improving the thermostat by fine-tuning the num-
ber and type of atoms being perturbed and the frequency of
such perturbations.
III. SIMULATION DETAILS
All simulations were performed at 300 K in a parallel
environment via CHARMM version c32b218 using CHARMM
all-atom force field. The leapfrog Verlet algorithm was used
with a time step of 2 fs, and the SHAKE22 algorithm was
implemented for fixing the hydrogen bond length. The !
dihedral angle was used as initial guess for the order param-
eter !"" in both vacuum and explicit solvent FFS-type simu-
lations. For maximum efficiency, parallelization of the FFS
simulation was performed by computing each partial trajec-
tory starting from a particular interface "i on a separate CPU
!i.e., Ns
iki simulations running at the same time".
A. Alanine dipeptide in vacuum
Figure 4 shows the free energy landscape projected on
the space of the ! and # torsion angles for the blocked
!acetylated N-terminus, N-methylamide C-terminus" alanine
dipeptide at 300 K in vacuum, obtained from a 5 ns MD
replica exchange method !REM"22,23 simulation, spanning
the 300–1000 K temperature range. The weighed histogram
analysis method !WHAM"24 was implemented for increased
accuracy of the statistics. An analogous free energy land-
scape was obtained by using the MC algorithm in a run of
length of 106 MC cycles. The C7eq and C5 basins of interest
are shown in Fig. 4, bounded by 50$!$100 and −100
$#$−65 and by 150$!$195 and −135$#$−165, re-
spectively. Basins of attraction A and B were selected so as
to lie close to the minima obtained for states C7eq and C5 at
300 K, respectively. Accordingly, we defined the initial state
as "A%80 and the final state as "B&150. The ! phase space
between these stable states was partitioned using n=3 inter-
faces positioned at "i !0% i%n": !!x"= #100,115,135,150$.
The location of "0 was determined as described in Sec. II C
using the # angle as the variable measuring decorrelation
between stored states at "0. The flux term in Eq. !1",
'A,0
MC/MD
, was obtained by averaging various MC/MD
straightforward runs in region A. Each flux term estimate is
given by 'A,0
MC/MD
=N0 /( and obtained from (=5 ns
MC/MD simulations, counting the number of times that the
trajectory reached the first interface !"0" coming from A !i.e.,
N0". The calculations were carried out using the BG method
and the number of trials per point at "i was ki=10 !0% i
$n". Nine additional dihedral angles %including ), #, and *
!see Fig. 1"& were calculated for each of the interfacial stored
points and used as possible collective variables for the reac-
tion coordinate model estimation.
The FFS-MC and FFS-MD simulations were carried out
as a series of blocks, each one consisting of N0=100 points
at "0. Each block consisted of a series of BG runs starting
from a randomly selected configuration at "0 from which a
branched path was generated and then used to estimate com-
mittor probabilities pB. The optimal ! phase staging was
determined from the first 200 BG simulations and is given in
Table II. This optimal staging was then employed for the
following 500 simulations, which were used for the evalua-
tion of P!"n=B '"0"MC/MD. The pB history data were obtained
over all 700 blocks.
1. MC scheme
The MC simulations were performed using the MC mod-
ule in CHARMM, sampling states from a canonical distribu-
tion via the Metropolis acceptance criterion.25 The optimized
move set includes heavy atom translation, as well as rotation
of hydrogen atoms, methyl group, and main dihedral angles.
The optimized move set, move frequency !weights" of atom
groups, and move sizes per MC step !i.e., cutoffs and param-
eter values" employed during FFS-MC sampling closely re-
semble those previously used by Hu et al.25 for the MC study
of alanine dipeptide in vacuum !see Table I". In fact, our
move set differs only in that linked moves !corresponding to
move groups 7–10 in the study by Hu et al.25 and equivalent
to 0.7% of the total move weight" were left out of the
TABLE I. Optimized move set for MC simulation in vacuum !Ref. 25".
Parameters for the automatic optimization of move sizes !ARM and DOMC"
are also given.
Move description Instances
Weight
!%"
ARM
Pt
DOMC
F
Heavy atom anisotropic translation 10 15.0 0.20 2.0
Hydrogen atom rotation 6 6.6 0.20 4.5
Methyl group rotation 3 33.3 0.25 9.0
# rotation 1 7.3 0.45 4.5
! rotation 1 32.8 0.50 0.5
) rotation 1 2.5 0.55 2.5
* rotation 1 2.5 0.55 2.5
FIG. 4. !Color" Free energy landscape for blocked alanine dipeptide in
vacuum at 300 K. The color scheme for the visited states changes from
highest !green" to lowest !gray/blue" elevations.
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scheme, given that their contribution to sampling efficiency
was found to be negligible. Table I also lists the relevant
parameters for the automatic optimization of move sizes !ac-
ceptance ratio method "ARM# and dynamically optimized
MC "DOMC#$, which limit the changes for each move to
yield a target Metropolis acceptance rate.25 Dissimilar trajec-
tories were achieved by changing the seed of the random
number generator for the conformers at each interface. Re-
stricting the ! angle to have negative values, only the value
of the " angle "i.e., order parameter# is needed to check if the
trial path reached either the initial region or the next inter-
face. The value of " was calculated every six MC moves
"%2" moves# rather than after each MC move to speed up
the FFS-MC simulations.
2. MD scheme
For the implementation of the FFS-MD scheme, the sto-
chastic component was incorporated via an adaptation of the
Andersen thermostat "thermostat A#, as discussed in Sec.
II D. The velocities for all intermediate states "between in-
terfaces# were adjusted as necessary to maintain the tempera-
ture close to the desired value of 300 K. The " angle was
calculated every two MD steps to check if the trial path
reached either the initial region or the next interface.
B. Alanine dipeptide in explicit solvent
An alanine dipeptide molecule was studied using the
CHARMM all-atom force field with CMAP term correction.26
The system was prepared by first solvating the peptide in
TIP3 water within a cubic box with 24.8 Å on a side. Water
molecules within a distance of 2.8 Å from the peptide were
removed, leaving a total of 498 water molecules "compressed
to 1 g/ml#. The system was then minimized with 1000 steps
of a steepest descent algorithm. Periodic boundary condi-
tions were applied using CHARMM’s CRYSTAL facility, w th
a cutoff of 12 Å for nonbonded interactions. The conforma-
tion obtained after 10 ps of equilibration was used as initial
state for several MD simulations performed toward the cal-
culation of #A,0. Treatment of long range electrostatic inter-
actions was undertaken via particle mesh Ewald.22
Figure 5 shows the free energy landscape projected in
"-! dihedral angle space for alanine dipeptide in explicit
solvent at 300 K, obtained by implementing the WHAM and
REM under the same conditions indicated in Sec. III A. The
states of interest, $2 /%R and C5 /C7eq, are bounded by −55
&"&30 and −45&!&−195 and by 120&"&195 and
−35&"&−205, respectively. Both the faster
$2 /%R⇒C5 /C7eq and the slower C5 /C7eq⇒$2 /%R transi-
tions were explored by comparing the transition times ob-
tained with other available estimates and form lating appro-
priate reaction coordinate models for each reaction. For the
faster transition, regions A and B were chosen as having a "
angle value close to the minima for states $2 /%R and
C5 /C7eq at 300 K "see Fig. 5#. Accordingly, the initial and
fin l states were defined by taking 'A(20 and 'B)130,
respectively "considering negative ! values only#. For the
reverse transition "slower#, regions A and B were defined by
taking 'A)130 and 'B)20, respectively "for negative val-
ues of !#. The ! space was partitioned using n=4 interfaces
positioned at 'i "0( i(n#: !"x#= &30,60,90,105,130' for
the faster transition and !"x#= &120,105,90,60,20' for the
slower transition. The location of '0 was determined by mea-
suring the ACF !i.e., Eq. "7#$ for all the states at '0 along the
! angle "the results are discussed in Sec. IV B#. The flux
term in Eq. "1#, #A,0, was obtained by averaging various MD
runs in region A as explained in Sec. III A. The calculations
were carried out using the BG method and the number of
trials per point at 'i was ki=5 "0( i&n#, with starting points
randomly sampled from inside region A. In addition to ", the
other three main dihedrals *, !, and + were calculated for
each stored conformation reaching consecutive interfaces. As
possible collective variables for the reaction coordinate
TABLE II. Optimized &'' sets for vacuum and explicit solvent FFS-MC and FFS-MD simulations.
i
Vacuum, C7eq⇒C5 transition Explicit solvent
Initial &'' set
MC MD $2 /%R⇒C5 /C7eq "faster transition# C5 /C7eq⇒$2 /%R "slower transition#
Optimized ' staging Optimized ' staging Initial &'' set Optimized ' staging Initial &'' set Optimized ' staging
0 100 100 100 30 30 120 120
1 115 108 108 60 50 105 104
2 135 117 117 90 74 90 88
3 'n=B=150 150 150 105 108 60 58
4 'n=B=130 130 'n=B=20 20
FIG. 5. "Color# Free energy landscape for alanine dipeptide in explicit sol-
vent at 300 K. The color scheme for the visited states changes from highest
"gray/light blue# to lowest "black/red# elevations.
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vacuum, the free energy landscape obtained using CHARMM
all-atom force field18 and projected using these angles !! and
"" shows two distinct stable basins corresponding to states
C7eq and C5. Although these order parameters satisfactorily
describe the system’s distinct stable states, this does not im-
ply that they will provide an accurate description for the
dynamics of the transition. Thus, other variables !in addition
to ! and "" and/or interaction terms between variables may
also be important in the reaction coordinate model.
In contrast, the free energy landscape projected using !
and " dihedrals for alanine dipeptide in explicit solvent
shows several minima. In this work, we focus on the
#2 /$R⇔C5 /C7eq transitions. Various researchers have esti-
mated transition rate constant values for the forward10,17,19
and reverse transitions,10,15 as well as the collective variables
that are important for the description of the
#2 /$R⇔C5 /C7eq transitions.15–17 For example, Bolhuis et
al.15 found that the solvent degrees of freedom may play a
role in this transition and suggested their incorporation in the
reaction coordinate model of the process. More recently, Ma
and Dinner16 performed an exhaustive search of many pos-
sible reaction coordinates for the forward transition using a
genetic neural network approach. These authors concluded
that the best reaction coordinate model for an adequate de-
scription of the lani dipeptide somerization should con-
tain a term involving the torque around a specific bond, as-
sociated with electrostatic forces exerted by the water
molecules in a particular hydrogen atom of the peptide.
Hence, the second aim of our work is to use the FFS-LSE
approach to obtain good reaction coordinate models for the
#2 /$R⇔C5 /C7eq transitions in explicit solvent and compare
them with the aforementioned studies. Our strategy is thus to
take full advantage of the adaptive algorithm6 to obtain an
optimized % phase staging !that reduces the statistical error in
the rate constant estimation" and set up the staging for
FFS-LSE5 simulations to subsequently obtain a good esti-
mate for the reaction coordinate.
By way of background, we start by briefly reviewing the
FFS-type simulation scheme for the calculation of rate con-
stants and transition pathways !Sec. II A", the FFS-LSE al-
gorithm !Sec. II B", and the adaptive algorithm which opti-
mizes the phase space sampling !Sec. II C". The details for
the stochastic approach employed in the FFS-MD simula-
tions are given in Sec. II D. In Secs. III A and III B, we give
the simulation details for the alanine dipeptide system both
in vacuum and in explicit solvent, respectively. In Sec. IV,
we report values for the transition rate constant and estimates
for the best reaction coordinate model. In Sec. V, we provide
some concluding remarks.
II. METHODS
A. Forward flux sampling
In this work, we used the branched growth !BG" method
sampling scheme to generate transition paths !i.e., the TPE"
by a FFS-type approach.1–3 The BG method is illustrated
sche atically in Fig. 2, where branched transition paths are
generated one by one. The phase space is partitioned by em-
ploying a series of nonintersecting interfaces !n+1" such that
the system is considered to be in region A for %!x"&%A!x"
and in region B for %!x"'%B!x". The interfaces are defined
by an order parameter %!x" !where x represents the phase
space coordinates" w ose value increases monotonically as
the interfaces come close to region B. The TPE is generated
in such a way that any trajectory from A to B passes through
each interface and all the transitions between nterfaces are
free to follow any possible path between A and B.
The rate constant kA→B of the process is defined as an
average rate of tra sitions from two well-defi ed states A a
B using an “effective positive flux” expression:2,3,20,21
kA→B =(¯ A,0P!%n=B#%0" , !1"
where (¯ A,0 is the total average flux of trajectories from A to
%0 and P!%n=B #%0" is the probability that a trajectory reach-
ing %0 from A will reach B without returning to A.
1 In the
first stage of the algorithm, the flux term (¯ A,0 is calculated
by carrying out a simulation in the basin of attraction of A,
FIG. 1. !Color" A model for alanine dipeptide. Also shown are the main
dihedral angles: )!O–C–N–C$", "!C–N–C$–C", !!N–C$–C–N", and
*!C$–C–N–H". Carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen atoms are de-
picted in light green, red, blue, and gray, respectively.
FIG. 2. !Color online" A schematic view of the generation of branched paths
!thick lines" using the BG sampling method. The first stage involves the
simulation run in the A basin shown by a dotted line. Starting points for the
subsequent generation of branched paths are marked with a black circle at
%0. The second stage corresponds to the trial runs !ki" fired from %i; those
that reached the next %i+1 interface are shown by a thick line and those
which failed to reach %i+1 are shown by a dotted line. For this example,
having ki=4, ki+1=3, and ki+2=kn−1=2, the pB1i value for point 1 at %i is then
obtained recursively from Eq. !3": pB1i = ⌊pB1i+1+ pB2i+1+ pB3i+1⌋ /4= $1 /2+2 /3
+1 /2% /4.
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B
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FIG. 25. (Reprod ced from Ref. 94) (A) Molecular struc-
ture of alanine dipeptide. (B-C) Free energy landscape of
the alanine dipeptide system in (B) vacuum and (C) aqueous
nvironments at 300 K.
applications of FFS to study protein folding in various
systems
a. Sho t Peptides: Even short pepti es can pos-
sess rough free energy landsca es with multiple local
minima. Transitions mong such minima are typically
rare event as they require surmounting free energy
barriers. Yet, they are usually frequent enough to be
captured during computationally tractable MD and
MC simulations. Short p ptides are therefor excellent
systems for vali ating and benchmarki g advanced
sam ling techniques. Among those, the lanine dipep-
tide system (Fig. 25A) has been extensively studied
computationally.372 In vacuum, the ala ine dipeptide
system has two major minima, namely the C7eq and C5
conformations (Fig. 25B). Solvated dipeptide, however,
can occup multiple minima in the free energy landscape
(Fig. 25C). For instance, Velez-Vega et al.94 utilized
the FFS-LSE approach to identify important reaction
coordinates for the C7eq ⇒C5 transition in vacuum, and
the β2/αR ⇒ C5/C7eq transition in the solvated peptide,
and found excellent agreements with experiments. By
utilizing FFS-LSE, they identified an extra dihedral
angle (not commonly used in standard verification
approaches) to be important in the C7eq ⇒C5 transition
in vacuum, and several overlooked dihedral angles in the
β2/αR ⇒ C5/C7eq ransition. In a later paper, DeFever
a d S upria v lida ed the contour FFS algorithm in
the alani e dipeptide system.125
b. Qualitative Coarse-grained Models: In these
models, each protein i repr se ted as a connected
graph of generic interaction sites each representing a
single amino acid. Such models can be both on- and
off-lattice. In on-lattice models, interaction sites occupy
the vertices of a lattice, and the system evolves using
on-lattice MC moves that maintain peptide connectivity.
In off-lattice models, however, interaction sites move
contin ously in sp c and co nectivity is maintained via
traditional bonded inter ctions, such as bonds, angles,
dihedrals, etc. In general, on-lattice models are faster
computationally t an their off-lattice counterparts.
Their major disadvantage, however, is the lack of a
rigorous framework for mapping MC steps to real time
in experim nts or off-lattice simulations. Furthermore,
such o -lattice m dels usually lack specificity, which
m kes them imperfect for c pturing t e folding kinetics
of a particular protein. Regardless, these qualitative
models offer the highest level of coarse-graining and
constitute the least computationally demanding repre-
sentations of prot ins, and despite their shortcomings,
can provide valuable insights into the underlying physics
of prot in folding and conformational rearrangements.
As far as protein folding is concerned, it has been
shown that peptides represented by such models can
’fold‘ nto ’ ative‘ states pon energy minimization.
This has created increased interest in using qualitative
coarse-grained models to study protein folding.373–375
FFS was first used by Borrero et al.92 to study the
folding kinetics of a 48-residue lattice protein represented
usi g the Miyazaka-Jernigan c ntact energy potential376
in bulk an co fined geometries. Studying protein
folding under confinement is biologically relevant as
many chaperonins facilitate protein folding by engulfing
the corresponding peptide in a nano-cage.377 Borrero et
al. utilized the fraction of native contacts present
in a partially-folded configuration as the FFS order
parameter, and computed folding rat s using branched
growth FFS. They concluded that confinement enhances
the folding kinetics up to a point. Too strong of a
confinement, however, was found to be detrimental to
folding since it traps the protein in local free-energy
minima. They also found that the folding process
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our REMD simulations of Trp-cage in explicit water using
the OPLSAA force field did not converge well and in fact did
not show folding at all (in the available simulation time). In
addition, REMD does not directly yield accurate information
about the rare event at room temperature, because transitions
only occur at high temperatures.
Other rare event methods therefore employ biasing po-
tentials to enhance conformational sampling at room tem-
perature (e.g., umbrella sampling (17), metadynamics (19),
hyperdynamics (20), and flooding (21)). Piana and Laio
successfully applied metadynamics to the Trp-cage system
(22). Such biasing methods enable the computation of ther-
modynamic properties, but cannot be used to obtain accurate
kinetics and mechanisms in complex systems, as they do not
preserve the dynamics. Moreover, applying the biasing po-
tential as a function of an order parameter requires a priori
knowledge of the important reaction coordinate. A wrong
choice of reaction coordinate in these methods leads to poor
statistics, a wrong mechanism, and overestimation of the rate
constants. To address this so-called reaction coordinate
problem, Dellago et al. (23,25) and Bolhuis et al. (24) de-
veloped the transition path sampling (TPS) methods (23–25),
a suite of techniques that enable the collection of an ensemble
of transition paths (the path ensemble) between an initial and
final state, without prior knowledge of the reaction coordi-
nates. Applied to protein folding, the TPS algorithm samples
trajectories of several nanoseconds long, connecting the na-
tive and unfolded states of the protein at room temperature.
A straightforward molecular dynamics achieving a similar
connecting trajectory would take many microseconds. In
addition, analysis of the path ensemble yields the mechanism,
transition state ensemble, and the rate constant. The TPS rate
constant evaluation is rather computationally intensive. The
transition interface sampling (TIS) method is a more efficient
implementation of path sampling to evaluate the rate (26).
Recently, Allen et al. proposed the forward flux method as an
efficient alternative for TIS (27). While originally developed
for nonequilibrium dynamics, for which there is no micro-
scopic reversibility, the method is also valid for equilibrium
dynamics (see, for instance, (28)).
In previous work (18), we studied the rate-limiting folding
process with TPS and found that the protein follows two
major (un)folding routes, resembling two generic protein-
folding mechanisms: nucleation-condensation (NC) and
diffusion-collision (DC). In Fig. 1, we show a summary of
these results. Along one route (U – I – Pd – N), the poly-
peptide first forms the main secondary structure—the a-he-
lix, followed by the appearance of the tertiary contacts (DC).
On the second pathway (U – L – N) the tertiary contacts
precede the formation of the secondary structure elements
(NC). Two different folding routes, the predominant one in
agreement with intermediate (I) found by Zhou, have also
been predicted by an all-atom G!o model (9). In contrast to
these predictions we find that 20% of the paths first form the
helix, whereas 80% first form the tertiary contacts. The fact
that there are two pathways suggests that the secondary
structure (the helix) is by itself only marginally stable, and
has to be stabilized by tertiary interaction. Because the helix
is rather small, this is not unlikely. The prediction of the
preference of the U – L – N route could also be an artifact of
the force field.
In this article, we employ TIS (26) to calculate the rate
constants for the folding and unfolding of the Trp-cage in
explicit solvent. Because the TIS method can only tackle one
barrier at the time, we choose the most likely of the two
possible folding routes, the U – L – N pathway (see Fig. 1)
because this route will contribute mostly to the rate. On this
pathway, the protein first forms its native state tertiary con-
tacts, while the secondary structure is still solvated. We
compare the TIS calculations with forward flux sampling
(FFS) simulation results.
The reaction coordinate of a process is an important in-
gredient for understanding this process. The lack of knowl-
edge of the reaction coordinate is the reason why TPS was
developed in the first place. As stated above, analysis of the
path ensemble can reveal the reaction coordinate. Extracting
a reaction coordinate is difficult, and in the past, a prospect
candidate for reaction coordinate had to be tested by com-
mittor analysis (29). The committor is the probability of a
structure to relax into the initial or final state (in the protein
FIGURE 1 (Un)folding routes of Trp-cage mini-protein. The backbone of
the configurations is plotted in white, in cartoon representation. Hydropho-
bic side chains forming the tryptophan pocket are plotted in licorice:
tryptophan side chain in yellow, proline amino acids in green, tyrosine in
orange, and lysine in white. Water molecules within 3 A˚ of the side chain of
Trp-6 are plotted in licorice, with oxygen atoms in red and hydrogen in
white. Two major routes between the native state (N) to the unfolded state
(U) are possible from Juraszek and Bolhuis (18): one passing through state
L, the other one through state I. The rate-limiting barrier is schematically
represented by the light blue dotted line. The close-to-native intermediate
state Pd is still in the basin of attraction of the native state, allowing for a
mixed-mechanism pathway N – Pd – L, indicated by the black dotted line.
Rate Constant of Trp-Cage Folding 4247
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FIG. 26. (Reproduced from Ref. 93) Two distinct folding
pathways for the Trp-cage protein.
proceeded via the formation of a nucleus of native
contacts i the transition state. The importance of such
nuclei of ”native“ contacts was further established in
another work by the same group in which Borrero et
al.95 used FFS to study the reass mbly of fragmen s of
a split lattice protein. They found that the kinetics of
folding and reassembly was much faster for fragments
containing equally split core nuclei, as compared to
fragments in w ich one fragment had a higher cont nt
of the cor residu s.
c. Trp-cage: Trp-cage378 is a 20-residue peptide
that readily folds into its native structure within the
timescales accessible to co ventional MD. It has there-
fore been extensively studied via direct MD379–382 and
advanced sampling techniques such as REMD,369,383–385
TPS370 and TIS.93 The average folding time for Trp-cage
is estimate to be ≈ 4.1 µs, and can, in principle, be com-
puted using conventional MD. Such brute-force calcula-
tions, however, will still be computationally expensive,
and collecting quality statistics about the folding mech-
anism, in particular, will be extremely co tly.
The first application of FFS to study conformational
rearrangements in Trp-cage was conducted by Juraszek
and Bolhuis.93 This was a follow-up to their earlier
TPS calculation in which they had identified two major
folding pathways for Trp-cage (Fig. 26), namely the
U→L→N pathway in which the tertiary contact forms
before the α-helix, and the U→I→Pd →N pathway
in which the helix forms prior to the establishment
of the tertiary contact.370 In Ref. 93, they explored
the more likely pathway, namely U→L→N, and used
TIS to compute both folding and unfolding rates while
employing FFS only to inspect the unfolding process.
They utilized rmdshx, the root mean square deviation of
α-helical residues from the native structure, as the order
parameter for both TIS and FFS. The unfolding rate
computed from FFS was around 80 times smaller than
that of TIS, corresponding to a ≈ 4kBT discrepancy in
the free energy barrier. They attributed this discrepancy
to the fact that rmds x is sub-optimal OP. FFS was
found to be more sens tiv to a subpar OP than TIS,
likely due to insufficient sampling in the basin and
between milestones.
d. Protein Rupture: When a tensile force is exerted
on the two ends of a folded peptide, it can result in
a process called rupture in which the peptide loses its
folded structure and becomes fully extended.386 The
precise sequence of molecular-level events that result in
protein rupture, however, are not fully understood. In
general, the average time needed for protein rupture
decays exponentially with the applied force. For certain
proteins, however, a more counterintuitive behavior
is observed in which the rupture time exhibits a non-
monotonic dependence on force.387 Jiang et al.96 utilized
FFS to explore the kinetics and mechanism of rupture
in a coarse-grained Go¯-type representation388 of the L
protein.389 Wh n the applied t nsile forces were small,
the peptide ruptured via a one-step mechanism. For
large tensile forces, however, the protein got trapped in
a partially unfolded intermediate. While the transition
into this intermediate was faster than the one-step full
denaturation, the subsequent unfolding was considerably
slower, resulting in a non-monotonic dependence of
rupture time on tensile force.
e. Protein Aggregation: Under suitable thermody-
namic conditions, many peptides and proteins can ag-
gregate into distinct phases. Protein aggregation can
fulfill important biological functions. A notable exam-
ple is a family of proteins called intrinsically disordered
proteins (IDPs)390 that do not possess any native folded
structure, and function by dynamically interacting with
thei target molecules, such as ligands and other IDPs.
As has been demonstr ted in umerous publications in
recent years, IDP aggregation plays an important role
in many important biological processes, such as the for-
mation of membraneless organelles.333,334 In the mean-
wh le, protein– and IDP– ggregation can result in the
formation of pathological bodies within biological cells,
and cause a wide variety of neurodegenerative and cog-
nitive diseases, such as Alzheimer’s and cataract. For
instance, Alz e mer’s disease is thought to be primarily
caused by the aggregation of β-amyloid precursor pro-
tein (APP) and the microtubule-associated protein tau
(MAPT)– also known as tau.391 Among these, MAPT is
an IDP whose aggregation can result in fibril formation.
Historically, computational studies of protein aggrega-
tion have mostly focused on fibril and amyloid formation
in neurodegenerative diseases, which is critical to system-
atic design of effective therapeutic interventions.
One of the earliest investigations of peptide aggrega-
tion using FFS was conducted by Luiken and Bolhuis,97
who investigated the effect of the hydrophobicity of short
amyloidogenic peptides on the kinetics and mechanism of
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Even though PHF6 does not reach the theoretical maximum
of 66 in-register contacts either, it shows a significantly different
behavior than PHF6*. A free energy minimum at values as high
as 60 in-register contacts at a temperature T/(300 K) = 0.7
(∼210 K) suggests a degree of order consistent with full
fibrilization.
Figure 8 shows the normalized cluster size distributions ρ(n).
In the case of PHF6*, the exponential decrease in probability
for increasing cluster sizes indicates that no fibrilization takes
place. At low temperature (purple line), dimers, trimers, and
tetramers are present, indicating the existence of a polymerized
or cluster liquid.22
In the case of PHF6, the clear peak at n = 6 monomers
indicates that this peptide forms stable aggregates and suggests
that fibrils consist of two sheets of six peptides. We found no
evidence for the formation of different combinations of sheets,
such as a single β-sheet consisting of 12 monomers, or a
pentamer/heptamer sheet combination, an octamer/tetramer
Figure 6. Fraction of aggregated peptides plotted over the temperatures for N = 12 peptides of PHF6* (left) and PHF6 (right), with the
corresponding transition temperature T0.
Figure 7. Free energy vs the number of in-register Cα contacts for N = 12 peptides of PHF6* (left) and PHF6 (right).
Figure 8. Cluster size distribution for N = 12 peptides of PHF6* (left) and PHF6 (right).
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sheet combination, or even the combination of three tetramer
sheets.
Figure 9 shows the free en gy landscape as a fu ction of the
overall degree of alignment of the syste using th nematic
order paramet r P2. The free energy minima of PHF6* remain
the same for all temp ratures, which coincides the
expected value for a randomly ordered system where N = 12, as
π̅ = ≈P 81/40 12 0.232 , confirming again PHF6*’s incapacity
to form fibrils. Figure 9 (right) shows a similar free energy
curve at the same location for PHF6 at high temperatures
where the oligomer is disordered. At lower temperatures, two
free energy minima are observed. The minimum at P2 ≈ 0.5
corresponds to a state in which the monomers of the first sheet
are not perfectly aligned with the monomers of the second
sheet, whereas the second minimum, at 0.95, belongs to a
configuration where all monomers are well-aligned. Visual
inspection of the simulations shows a parallel alignment of the
monomers in each sheet, whereas the sheets are oriented in
opposing directions.
Primary Nucleation Kinetics of PHF6. We performed
FFS simulations at a temperature of T/(300 K) = 1.138 (∼340)
K for the PHF6 systems, starting at an initial disordered liquid
state A and ending at the final fibril configuration B. Table 2
shows an overview of the resulting crossing probabilities
between each set of neighboring interfaces along with the
average path length, l,̅ for the FFS simulation of PHF6. The
crossing probability is relatively constant (around 0.2) up to λ6,
corr sponding to 32 in-register contacts, indica ing a steep
ba rier. At higher values, the cross ng probability steadily
increa es as a function of λ, indicating that the barrier becomes
less s e p.
The reversed simulation (B → A, dissolution of the fibril)
s ows a relatively constant crossing probability of 30 ± 10%.
The qualitativ difference in crossing prob bility be avior
between forward and r verse FFS simulations sugg sts some
degree of hysteresis; i.e., the association and dissociation
processes follow different pathways.
The flux, Φ, and rate constants, k, are also reported in Table
2. Clearly, self-assembly of PHF6 fibrils proceeds faster than its
dissociation, with the forward reaction rate kAB = 6.7 × 105 s−1
more than 10 times higher than the reverse reaction rate kBA =
5.9 × 104 s−1. The equilibrium constant is = =K 10.29kk
AB
BA
corresponding to a difference in free energy between the two
states, ΔF = −kBT ln K = −2.43 kBT. This negative value of ΔF
confirms the system’s tendency to form fibrils at this
temperature. The corresponding equilibrium (steady state)
population, ρ = =+ 0.919B
k
k k
BA
AB BA
, indicates the probability of
finding the system in state B, which is much larger than the
probability of finding the system in state A, namely, 0.081 as ρA
+ ρB ≈ 1 at this temperature.
Figure 10 shows the (partial) free energy landscape for the
forward A → B as well as the reversed B → A simulation. The
free energy curves fluctuate near the borders due to poor
sampling of the fully dissociated and associated state during the
forward and backward simulations, respectively.
Combining the forward and backward free energies and
weighting them properly by applying eq 4 results in the overall
free energy landscape as a function of the number of in-register
contacts, which is also depicted in Figure 10. Apart from several
small metastable minima, one distinct free energy barrier is
observed near 30 in-register contacts. This value is roughly in
agreement with the point where the forward crossing
probabilities start to increase. The middle inset of Figure 10
(right) shows a transition structure from the forward paths,
consisting of several half formed β-sheets. This structure is just
one of the possible transition states that can be seen as critical
nuclei in the primary nucleation process of fibril formation.
Such structures have relatively high free energy as the peptides
have lost configurational entropy but have not yet gained
sufficient stabilization from favorable interactions, such as the
Figure 9. Free energy vs the nematic order parameter P2 for N = 12 peptides of PHF6* (left) and PHF6 (right).
Table 2. Crossing Probabilities, Flux (Φ), and Rate Constant
(k) for the FFS Simulation of PHF6
i P(λi+1|λi) lf̅orward (ps) P(λi+1′ |λi′) lb̅ackward (ps)
1 0.1871 5 0.2406 4
2 0.1852 6 0.2045 3
3 0.1846 15 0.2996 8
4 0.1999 52 0.2957 19
5 0.2017 73 0.2604 49
6 0.2562 153 0.3105 81
7 0.4178 207 0.2700 204
8 0.6024 399 0.2467 446
9 0.6680 886 0.3724 476
10 0.8326 1222 0.3940 784
B 0.9188 1645 0.3803 1344
Φ 5.5 × 1010 s−1 6.2 × 1010 s−1
k 6.7 × 105 s−1 5.9 × 104 s−1
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FIG. 27. (Reproduced fro Ref. 98). Free energy profiles
for the aggregation of PHF6* (left) and PHF6 (right) as a
function of the number of Cα contacts (a, b) and the nematic
order parameter (P2) (c-d)
β-fibril formation. In particular, they consid red dilute
solutions of three peptide frag ents that they had pre-
viously studied i REMD simulations392 using the mid-
resolution coarse-grained force-field of Ref. 393. Since
complex processes such as protein aggregation are very
difficult to characterize at a molecular lev l, uch REMD
simulations a e valuable– and some imes indisp nsable–
tools in identifying the final state of the system which, in
turn, is necessary for designing suitable order parameters
for methods such as FFS. Based on heir observations in
Ref. 392, the authors utilized the number of in- egi try
residues in the two largest peptide clusters as the order
parameter. For more hydrophobic fr gments, hey found
the nucleation process to be comprised of two steps; the
formation of a dense protein-rich liquid followed by the
nucleation of β-fibrils. More hydrophilic fragments, how-
ever, turned into a fibril structure via single-step nucle-
ation.
In a recent paper from the same group, Smit et al.98
utilized FFS to study amyloid formation by PHF6 and
PHF6*, two aggregation-prone 6-amino acid fragments
of tau, which have been shown to play pivotal roles
in the formation of tau oligomers. They represented
these peptides using a re-parameterization of the force
field given in Ref. 393. They first performed REMD
simulations of both PHF6 and PHF6* to understand the
nature of the free-energy landscape and the types of sec-
ondary structures formed within the aggregates. Based
on these REMD simulations that showed the formation
of β-fibril sheets, the authors decided to use the number
of in-register Cα contacts between two largest peptide
clusters as the order parameter. The REMD simulations
also revealed that only PHF6 was able to form ordered
β-fibril sheets and PHF6* formed disordered oligomers.
The free energy landscape for aggregation of PHF6 and
PHF6* as a function of Cα contacts and the nematic
order parameter (which quanties the extent of alignment
between fibers) showed a clear difference, with two stable
states for PHF6 and only one for PHF6* (Fig. 27). This
finding was confirmed by the rates computed from FFS,
which were ≈ 15 orders of magnitude smaller for PHF6*
in comparison to PHF6. Performing backward FFS
showed that aggregated PHF6* fragments were indeed
very unstable and quickly dissolved into the disordered
state. These findings support the absence of any steric
zipper crystal structures,394 i.e., basic structural units of
amyloid fibrils, for PHF6* fragments. They also support
the experimental finding that the removal of PHF6
prevents all aggregation whereas some aggregation takes
place even in the absence of PHF6*.
2. Conformational Rearrangements in Nucleic Acids
Nucleic acids are linear polymers of a class of organic
molecules called nucleotides. There are two types of nat-
urally occurring nucleotides in biological systems, ribonu-
cleotides and deoxyribonucleotides, which are the build-
ing blocks of ribonucleic acids (RNAs) and deoxyribonu-
cleic acids (DNAs), respectively. Unlike proteins whose
folding and assembly is governed by complex intra- and
inter-residue interactions, the assembly of nucleic acids
is primarily driven by the complementarity of their con-
stituent nucleotides, i.e., the propensity of certain base
pairs to form strong hydrogen bonds with one another
(A/T and C/G in the case of DNA, and A/U and C/G
in the case of RNA). This feature makes nucleic acids
ideal for unambiguous storage and transmission of infor-
mation.
DNA is the material that stores genetic informa-
tion in biological cells and most viruses, and is usually
comprised of two complementary strands hybridized to-
gether.395 RNAs are, however, mostly responsible for
transmitting the information encoded in DNA to ful-
fill biological functions such as protein synthesis– also
known as translation. RNAs are usually single-stranded,
but can hybridize with other RNAs. In addition, both
DNA and RNA can self-hybridize to form secondary
structures such as hairpins and origamis. The process
through which DNA and RNA strands assemble into
double-stranded complexes is called hybridization, while
the dissociation of such complexes into their constituent
strands is referred to as denaturation. Both processes
have been extensively studied using a wide variety of
experimental and theoretical approaches.396–399 Exper-
imental evidence points to a nucleation-zippering mech-
anism10 for hybridization in which a critical nucleus of
base pair contacts is formed, followed by the zipper-
ing of the remaining bonds. There is, however, con-
siderable gap in our molecular-level understanding of
nucleation-zippering and other probable mechanisms of
hybridization. Understanding how different molecular
processes contribute to the overall kinetics of hybridiza-
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tion is crucial for engineering self-assembly processes me-
diated by nucleic acids by modulating hybridization ki-
netics. Molecular simulations augmented by advanced
sampling techniques such as FFS are excellent for this
purpose, as they can capture the kinetics and mechanism
of hybridization over a wide range of conditions. Over
years, advanced sampling techniques such as TPS,400–404
replica exchange MC405 and MD,406 metadynamics407
and umbrella sampling408,409 have been utilized to study
DNA hybridization in the absence403,404,406,407,409 and
presence400–402 of proteins.
Historically, FFS investigations of nucleic acid assem-
bly have been conducted using coarse-grained models.
Most of these studies have utilized the oxDNA410 and
oxRNA411 force-fields, and have explored different as-
pects of nucleic acid assembly, such as DNA hybridiza-
tion,99 hairpin formation,103,104 and toehold-mediated
DNA100 and RNA displacement.105
One of the first oxDNA-based studies was conducted
by Ouldridge et al.,99 who utilized direct and Rosenbluth
FFS to probe the kinetics and mechanism of hybridiza-
tion between two complementary 14-base strands with
non-repetitive and repetitive sequences. Due to the com-
plicated nature of DNA hybridization, especially in the
case of repetitive sequences, they utilized a composite
order parameter based on the minimum distance of hy-
bridizing strands and the number of favorable comple-
mentary base pairs in the assembled structure. They
found the rate of duplex formation to depend on the
strength of initial contacts, and the ease of internal dis-
placement of initially misaligned bonds to form the cor-
rect structure at later stages. As for repetitive sequences,
they identified two principal mechanisms for correcting
misaligned contacts, which they called ’inchworm‘ and
’pseudoknot‘ displacements. Both these corrective dis-
placements require crossing a free energy barrier, and
yet occur at sufficiently large rates to increase the num-
ber of possible pathways for hybridization. As a result,
strands with repetitive sequences were found to hybridize
at higher rates. Nonetheless, the emerging metastable
states persist for long enough that the authors could di-
vide the overall transition process into two stages and
sample each through a separate FFS calculation. The
first calculation was aimed at forming the metastable in-
termediate while the second calculation probed mismatch
correction and the formation of the thermodynamically
stable duplex.
In two other papers from the same group,103,104 they
utilized FFS to explore the kinetics and mechanism of
hairpin formation. Hairpins are secondary structures
that form when two parts of a single DNA (or RNA)
strand with complementary sequences self-hybridize. For
instance, Mosayebi et al.103 explored self hybridiza-
tion in two hairpin forming 40-base-long DNA strands
(Fig. 28A), and observed a non-monotonic dependence
of rate on temperature, with the rate reaching a maxi-
mum close to melting (Fig. 28B). These findings are in
qualitative agreement with earlier experimental observa-
1 therefore corresponds to the canonical values quoted in ref
30. To clarify the role of misbonding, we also simulate hairpins
in which the complementary hydrogen-bonding interactions are
switched off either (i) completely for all non-native base pairs
or (ii) just for non-native base pairs where at least one base
belongs to the loop. In the latter case, the hairpin can still form
misbonded base pairs in the stem.
■ RESULTS
We ini ially co sider two hairpins, each with a 30-base loop and
a 5-base-pair stem. The sequences that we study are
• (S1) 3′-CCCAA(A)30TTGGG-5′
• (S2) 3′-CGCTA(A)30TAGCG-5′
in which the sequence S1 is chosen to be the same as the
hairpin studied by Wallace et al.26 To study the effect of
misbonding on the kinetics, we also consider the second hairpin
S2, that is very similar to S1 but with a slightly altered sequence
in order to reduce the amount of misb nding betw en th two
stems. While the hairpin S1 is able to make eight different
stem−stem misbonded base pairs, there are only two
misbonding possibilities available to S2.
Hairpin Closing Time. Figure 2 illustrates typical
configurations for the open, closed, and misbonded states as
well as the te poral evolution of the number of base pairs (a
base pair being defined by a hydrogen-bonding energy of less
than −0.596 kcal mol−1, where the typical hydrogen-bonding
energy for a base pair is ∼6 times this threshold), and the end-
to-end distance Ree for the hairpin S1. The open and closed
states can be clearly distinguished. Furthermore, the transition
from one state to the other is very fast compared to the time
scale that the hairpin spends in each of the states.
For hairpin formation, we define the average closing time τc
as the average time it takes for an open hairpin to form all its
native base pairs in the stem for the first time. The open hairpin
belongs to an ensemble of equilibrated configurations with no
base pairs. The distribution of closing times for the S1 hairpin at
T = 280 K is shown in Figure 3a. The distribution follows an
exponential form, with a characteristic time scale that matches
the average closing time τc of the hairpin at T = 280 K. The
single exponential distributi n that we observe for τc is typical
of two-state reactions, where the dynamics are governed by
transitions between two well-defined states (i.e., the open and
closed states) and for which there exists a well-defined closing
rate constant kc = 1/τc.
The kinetics of simple two-stat reactions are expected to
follow the Arrhenius law, in which th reaction rate constant kc
is exponentially related to a temperature-independent activation
enthalpy Ha through the relation kc ∝ exp(−Ha/kBT), where kB
is the Boltzmann constant. Figure 3b shows the closing time for
the S1 hairpin as a function of temperature (filled circles). This
ha rpin forms most efficiently at T ≈ 300 K. τc has a min mum
at this temperature and increases on both raising or lowering
the temperature. The existence of this minimum clearly shows
that the formation of this hairpin is a non-Arrhenius process
with an apparent activation enthalpy Ha = d(ln τc)/d(1/T) that
c anges sign at T ≈ 300 K and becomes larger in magnitude as
the temperature deviates more from T ≈ 300 K. This
observation is in qualitative agreement with the experimental
measurements of ref 26 on the same hairpin (see Figure 3b).
Quantitative agreement with the experiment of ref 26 is difficult
to achiev because oxDNA is parametrized at a higher salt
concentration, and the rates are sensitive to this. Nevertheless,
the changes we measure in our relative rates are of a similar
order to those measured in the experiments.10,26,27,45 In
addition, the overall shift of the oxDNA curve to higher
temperatures compared to the experimental curve may in part
reflect the further stabilization of the S1 hairpin at higher salt
concentrations. For example, the relative melting temperatures
are 305 K at 0.5 M in oxDNA and 291.6 K at 0.1 M in the
experiment. We note that duplex hybridization in the oxDNA
model also exhibits non-Arrhenius behavior, where the
apparent activation enthalpy, although always negative,
increases in magnitude with increasing temperature.32
Figure 2. (a) Typical snapshots of the S1 hairpin at T = 300 K in open
and closed states. (b) Number of base pairs and (c) the end-to-end
distance as a function of time at T = 310 K. Two different closing
pathways occur. In the first closing event at t/τref ≈ 0.91, the hairpin
folds by first forming correct base pairs in the stem, while in the
second at t/τref ≈ 2.57 an initial stable closed loop is formed by
misbonded base pairs which then rearrange to form a complete
hairpin. (d) S1 hairpin with two stem−stem misbonds and two stem−
loop misbonds. In parts b and c, the time is normalized with respect to
τref, the average closing time of the S1 hairpin at T = 300 K.
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To better understand the non-Arrhenius behavior associated
with hairpin formation, we write the closing time as τc ≈ τ1/
Psuccess, where τ1 is the average time it takes to form the first
stem−stem base pair with a hydrogen-bonding energy of less
than −0.596 kcal mol−1 and Psuccess is the probability of
successful formation of the hairpin (i.e., with all native base
pairs in the stem) starting from a state with one stem−stem
base pair before returning back to the open state. The values of
τ1 and Psuccess are obtained using the FFS technique.
42 We note
that the basic assumption in the application of FFS to measure
rates of hairpin formation is that the zippering of the stem is
much faster than the loop closure. This assumption is valid for
the hairpin studied here, since τc computed with brute-force
simulations that do include the zippering time agrees with the
τc obtained with the FFS method. Figure 3c shows that the
success probability Psuccess is significantly reduced when the
temperature is raised. At high temperatures, a single base pair is
not sufficiently stable to ensure formation of the complete
hairpin and most of the times the loop opens up before
zippering of the rest of the stem occurs. The rate limiting step
for the forma ion of the hairpin at those temperatures therefore
involves the search for a state which has on average more than
one base pair. Although hairpin formation is predominantly a
two-state process, it is characterized by a complex set of
transition states that have on average a larger number of base
p irs at igher temperatures. As these transition states are
enthalpically more stable (due to the base pairing) than the
ope state, a negative activation enthalpy is observed at high
temperatures (where τ1 is relatively temperature independent)
whose magnitude increases with increasing temperature.
Negative activation enthalpies were previously observed for
hybridization of oxDNA duplexes for similar reasons.32
On lowering the temperature, Psuccess increases until it reaches
a plateau at very low temperatures. In this regime, the
temperature dependence is dominated by the change in the
average time it takes to form the first stem−stem base pair (i.e.,
τ1). The rapid increase of τ1 with decreasing temperature causes
the closing time to pass through a minimum and then increase
again. Thus, the apparent activation enthalpy becomes positive
at low temperatures. The positive activation enthalpy can be
caused by variation in the enthalpy of the open state as well as
the enthalpy of transition state ensemble. We will explore the
microscopic origins of the low-temperature rise of τc later.
Thermodynamics of Hairpin Formation. To gain further
insight into the mechanism of hairpin formation, we compute
the free energies of the hairpin using the umbrella sampling
technique. In Figure 4a, we plot the free energy as a function of
the number of stem−stem bonds at T = 280 K, showing that
the S1 hairpin is more stable than the open state by ∼2 kcal
mol−1 at this temperature.
For the hairpins that are studied here, the opening rates vary
by several orders of magnitude within the temperature range of
our study. At low temperatures, the hairpin opening process is
slower than it could be conveniently measured with a brute-
force method. Therefore, we calculate the opening time with
the help of the free-energy profiles that we obtain with umbrella
Figure 3. (a) Dist ibution of closing times tc/τref for the S1 hairpin at T = 280 K. Closing times are normalized with respect to τref, the average closing
time of the S1 hairpin at T = 300 K. The solid line is an exponential function τc
−1 exp(−tc/τc). (b) Normalized closing time τc as a function of
temperature for the S1 hairpin simulated with oxDNA at a salt concentration of 0.5 M (filled circles), and the experimental results of ref 26 for the
same hairpi but at a salt ncentration of 0.1 M (open circles). (c) First contact formation time τ1 and success probability Psuccess for the S1 hairpin,
where Psuccess is defined as the probability that a loop with one base pair leads to a fully formed hairpin before opening.
Figure 4. (a) Free-energy profile as a function of the number of stem−
stem base pairs for the S1 hairpin at T = 280 K. ΔF is measured relative
to the open state with no stem−stem bonds. (b) Arrhenius plots of the
opening time (solid lines) and closing time (dashed line) for the S1
hairpin. τref is the average closing time of the S1 hairpin at T = 300 K.
In both parts a and b, results are compared to when misbonding is
switched off and when the stacking in the loop is reduced.
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FIG. 28. (Reproduced from Ref. 103) (A) A schematic
representation of the self-hybridizatio transition studied in
Ref. 103. (B) Non-m otonic dependence of the hybridiza-
tion time, τc, on temperature. The experimental data is from
Wallace et al..412
tions,412 and can be explained by noting that the free
energetic penalty of bending the DNA strand becomes
dominant at low temperatures. Indeed, this nonmono-
tonicity almost disappears upon decreasing this bending
penalty. In another paper, Schreck et al.104 investigated
the relationsh p between airp n formation propensity
and full duplex formation. They observed that intro-
ducing self-hybridizing sequences within the two compli-
mentar strands will decrease their hybridization rate,
while considerably increasing the denaturation rate of
double-stranded DNA. This is because the for ation of
enthalpically favored hairpin inter ediates decreases the
free energy barrier to denaturatio .
Apart from their biological roles, nucleic acids
have garnered increased interest in materials science,
since Watson-Crick complementarity provides a rigorous
paradigm for engineering the assembly of novel struc-
tu s.413–415 One such p ssibility is toe old-m diated
strand displacement (TMSD),413 a process in which an
’invading‘ DNA or RNA strand S that is complementary
to a ’substrate‘ strand S′ displaces an ’incumbent‘ strand
T th t is partially hybridized with S′. D spite being
thermody a ically favored, such a displacement usually
involves crossing a free energy barrier. Srinivas et al.100
used FFS alongside the oxDNA force-field to study how
the kinetics of TMSD depends on toehold length– or the
number of excess bases within S that are complemen-
tary to S′–, and observed the rate to increase exponen-
39
tially with the toehold length for short toeholds before
plateauing for sufficiently long (5 bases and up) toeholds.
Their findings were in agreement with earlier experimen-
tal observation.416 Their calculations also provided valu-
able mechanistic insight into toehold displacement, which
they found to occur via a combination of ’branch migra-
tion via invasion‘ in which one base from the invading
and incumbent strands each compete to bind their com-
plementary base on the substrate, and ’branch migra-
tion via sequential disruption and formation of bonds‘ in
which the contact bases of the invading and incumbent
strands both detach from the substrate. In a second pa-
per from the same group, S˜ulc et al.105 used the oxRNA
model and FFS to investigate TMSD for RNA, and found
it to occur faster if the toehold sequence is located at the
5′ end of the invading sequence. Not surprisingly, they
found the rate to decrease upon increasing temperature.
Another coarse-grained force-field that has been used
in FFS studies of hybridization is the 3SPN force-field
developed by the de Pablo Group417,418 in which each
nucleotide is represented by three interaction sites. Un-
like the oxDNA model, the 3SPN model contains ex-
plicit electrostatic interactions (handled in the context
of Debye-Huckel theory), and allows for internal rear-
rangements of the individual nucleotides. Hinckley et
al.101 developed a re-parameterized version of 3SPN–
that they called 3SPN.2– and utilized RBFFS to com-
pute hybridization rates for four different sequences at
two different ionic strengths. The order parameter uti-
lized in their study was a linear combination of the sepa-
ration between centers of mass of two strands, as well as
the number of base pair contacts formed between them
(Fig. 29). Their computed rates were around 1-2 orders
of magnitude larger than the experimentally measured
rates under similar conditions,419 which they attributed
to the coarse-grained nature of the 3SPN.2 model.
In a second paper, Hinckley et al.102 employed their
3SNP.2 force-field to conduct a comprehensive investiga-
tion of the sensitivity of hybridization kinetics to features
such as sequence, length, and ionic strength. Consistent
with the findings of Ref. 99, they found homogeneous
(poly A and poly AC) strands to hybridize at higher rates
than strands with non-repetitive sequences. Analyzing
the TPE revealed a zippering mechanism for heteroge-
neous strands, while for homogeneous strands, hybridiza-
tion proceeds through a combination of inchworm and
pseudoknot displacemnts. For the poly-A homopolymer,
however, a 1D defect diffusion mechanism– also called
“slithering“– was observed. The authors also used FFS
to compute hybridization rates as a function of strand
length N , which enabled them to test their scaling the-
ory. Under conditions at which contact formation was the
rate-limiting step, their theory agreed well with simula-
tions, even though the uncertainty was high due to short
(N ≤ 30) sequences considered therein and large uncer-
tainties in FFS rates. As for ionic strength, they observed
the rates to be smaller at lower ionic strengths due to
stronger repulsions between charged strands. Nonethe-
144903-9 Hinckley et al. J. Chem. Phys. 139, 144903 (2013)
key experimental findings). Based on experimental observa-
tions, DNA hybridization has been pr posed to occur via nu-
cleation involving a few consecutive, in-register W–C base
pairs, followed by rapid cooperative zippering. The origi-
nal hybridization experiments were performed with relatively
long sequences of DNA and were performed at high io ic
strength. Less is known regarding the hybridization of short
DNA oligomers at low ionic strength.74, 75
The present model is well-suited for examining the mech-
anisms and rates of such systems because of the base–level
resolution provided by the 3SPN represent tion. We calcu-
late hybridization rate constants using Forward Flux Sam-
pling (FFS);76 specifically, we use the Rosenbluth FFS algo-
rithm. FFS requires that n interfaces be defined according to
an order parameter λi that separates the initial and final states.
It provides both tran ition paths etween these two states as
well as the associated rate constants k expressed as
k = "0
n−1∏
i=0
P (λi+1|λi), (25)
where"0 is the flux of traj ctories th ough the initial inter ace
λ0 and P is the probability of crossing interface λi+1 subject
to having crossed λi in the direction of λn.
The prefactor "0 is calculated here using the methods
developed by N rthrup et al.77 They eparate the a socia-
tion reaction into centrosymmetric and non-centrosymmetric
regimes, and probabilistic correction factors κ1, κ2, and κ3 are
used to account for finite size effects. The κ’s are defined in
terms of three cut-off distances 1, d2, and d3. The definitions
of the cut-off distances and the calculated probabilities can be
found in the supplementary material.49 The bimolecular reac-
tion rate constant can then be expressed as
k =
kD(d2)
[
κ2
1−(1−κ2)κ3
]
α
1 − (1 − α)
{
κ1 +
[
κ2
1−(1−κ2)κ3
]
(1 − κ1)
} , (26)
where the kD(d2) = 4πD0d2 is t e Smoluchowski result for
spherical particles with isotropic reactivity for a COM sepa-
ration r = d2, D0 is the relative diffusion constant and α is the
overall conditional probability calculated using FFS,
α =
n−1∏
i=0
P (λi+1|λi). (27)
The overall conditional probability α is equivalent to
P(λn|λ0), where λ0 corresponds to the δCOM = d1 and no base
pairs formed.
For the present analysis the interfaces λi are defined as a
linear function of δCOM and the number of W–C base pairs be-
tween the complementary sequences. This is shown schemat-
ically in Fig. 5 where χ is the normalized COM separation, (
is the fraction of total possible W–C base pairs formed, and
λi is depicted by the diagonal lines. Doing so creates two well
defined states: dehybridized DNA, with no base pairs being
formed and a large δCOM, and fully hybridized DNA with all
possible native base pairs being formed and a small δCOM.
Note that by including δCOM, we avoid the problems that arise
when using only the number of W–C base pairs to differen-
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FIG. 5. Interfaces used in FFS to calculate the reaction probability. χ is the
normalized COM separation, ( is the fraction of total possible W–C base
pairs formed, and λi is depicted by the diagonal lines.
tiate states in parallel tempering calculations. In the present
analysis, a base pair is defined as a base pairing interaction of
at least 80% of the maximum possible energy and the number
of interfaces n was set equal to the total number of bases of
each sequence.
IV. RESULTS
A. Structural properties
Structural properties were calculated using a 32 bp se-
quence at ionic strength of I = 100 mM and at T = 293.15 K,
simulated for 1 µs with snapshots taken every 2000 time
steps. For reference, the same sequence was also simulated
using 3SPN.1. The mean and standard deviations of all struc-
tural properties are provided in Table I, along with the cor-
responding experimental quantities. We find good agreement
with experimental base rise, helix width, and the number of
bases per turn. Table I also reveals that the major and mi-
nor grooves of 3SPN.2 are stable through the entire simula-
tion, and are consistent with the values reported by Stofer and
Lavery.61 The existence of stable grooves is important for cap-
turing some aspects of DNA-protein interactions.
TABLE I. Comparison of structural properties predicted by 3SPN.1 and
3SPN.2 to values from the B-DNA crystal structure. Uncertainties rep-
resent one standard deviation. Experimental values taken from Refs. 54
and 61. Structural properties were obtained from the 32 bp sequence 5′-
ATACAAAGGTGCGAGGTTTCTATGCTCCCACG-3′ at I = 100 mM and
T = 293.15 K.
3SPN.1 3SPN.2 Expt.
Base rise (Å) 3.26 ± 0.14 3.35 ± 0.04 3.4
Helix width (Å) 23.1 ± 0.7 22.9 ± 0.1 23.0
Bases per turn 10.6 ± 0.3 10.1 ± 0.1 10.0
Major groove (Å) 13.8 ± 1.7 16.6 ± 1.2 17.1
Minor groove (Å) 15.4 ± 1.3 11.7 ± 1.3 11.8
FIG. 29. (Reproduced from Ref. 101) FFS interfaces are cho-
sen based on an order parameter which is a linear combina-
tion of χ, i.e., the center of mass separation between the two
strands, and Γ, the fraction of total possible Watson-Crick
base pairs formed.
less, the hybridization mechanism remained unchanged.
C. Structural Relaxations and Conformational
Rearrangements in Polymer Melts and Solutions
Polymers are an important class of materials with inter-
esting thermodynamic, mechanical and transport prop-
erties. Understanding the structure-property relation-
ship in polymers, and optimizing the processes that re-
sult in the formation of polymeric materials with desir-
able structural properties usually requires a fundamental-
level knowledge of a wide variety of rare events, such as
first-order phase transitio s, conformational rearrange-
ments, and structural relaxation processes. While mean-
field theories based on scaling arguments have been re-
markably successful in predicting the thermodynamics,
structure and dynamics of polymer melts and solutions,
their limited ability o accoun for correlations and col-
lective phenomena makes t em unsuitable for captur-
ing the kinetics and mechanism of rare events. Molecu-
lar simulations augmented with advanced sampling tech-
niques, however, can provide useful mechanistic informa-
tion not otherwise attainable from such mean-field repre-
sentations. In recent decades, a wide variety of adv ced
sampling techniques such as FFS,106,107,109–111 TPS,420
umbrella sampling,421,422 the string method423 and meta-
dynamics424 have been utilized for studying rare events
in polymeric systems. FFS in particular has been utilized
for studying a wide variety of problems such as translo-
cation,107 structural relaxation109,110 and conformational
rearrangements.106,108,111
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1. Polymer Translocation
Polymer translocation is a process in which a polymeric
molecule traverses a pore, and understanding its kinet-
ics and mechanism is of considerable interest in various
applications.425 In order to enter and traverse the pore,
a polymer might need to overcome energetic and/or en-
tropic barriers, which can turn translocation into a rare
event. In recent years, advanced sampling techniques
have been utilized for studying the kinetics of polymer
translocation. For instance, Hernndez-Ortiz et al.107 uti-
lized FFS to study the translocation of a generic poly-
mer through a µm-scale square pore. They represented
the polymer using the coarse-grained bead-spring model,
while solvent molecules were treated implicitly within the
framework of Brownian dynamics. They also studied
the role of hydrodynamic interactions in translocation
by employing a method similar to Stokesian dynamics
(SD).426 For translocation, they utilized the z coordinate
of the polymer center of mass as the FFS order parame-
ter. They validated their FFS calculation for the translo-
cation of a single bead, and found excellent agreements
between FFS and brute-force BD and SD simulations.
They found that hydrodynamic interactions affect the
translocation of a single bead and a polymer chain dif-
ferently. While for a single bead, the translocation rate
was lower in the presence of hydrodynamic effects (pre-
sumably due to the effect of confinement on Stokes flow
within the pore), the collective motions of the polymer
chain arising from hydrodynamics– and lacking in regular
BD– facilitate its translocation. Due to the importance
of such collective motions, the rate was found to be more
sensitive to chain length in the presence of hydrodynamic
interactions, changing by 5 orders of magnitude upon in-
creasing the chain length by a factor of 10.
2. Structural Relaxation in Polymers
Polymeric melts and solutions are unique in the sense
that structural relaxation within them usually involves
processes occurring over a wide range of length scales, a
feature that confers on them interesting viscoelastic prop-
erties.427,428 In the case of entangled branched polymer
melts, for instance, structural relaxation involves nonlin-
ear processes such as reptation (snake-like motion of the
polymer chain), contour-length fluctuations (e.g., arm
retractions) and constraint release (release and renewal
of entanglement constraints). These processes govern
the spatiotemporal evolution of microstructures within
a melt, and understanding them is critical to elucidat-
ing the structure-property relationship in polymer melts,
and to designing polymeric materials with desired me-
chanical and transport properties. The standard theoret-
ical framework for understanding polymer relaxation is
the tube model429–431 in which the constraints on chain
crossings are represented as virtual tubes around indi-
vidual chains so that only the motions that are curvi-
linear to the tubes are allowed. The tube model is
based on an earlier representation of polymers called
the Rouse model432,433 in which each polymer is repre-
sented as Brownian beads connected to each other via
harmonic strings. Within the tube model, the mobility
of each Rouse bead is confined into a time-dependent
one-dimensional tube. Over the years, several theoret-
ical extensions of the tube model428,434–437 have been
developed for describing the behavior of branched en-
tangled polymers such as star polymers. Such mean-field
descriptions are, however, not always quantitatively pre-
dictive,438 and even though atomistic and bead-spring
molecular simulations have been previously utilized for
studying branched polymers,439,440 they are usually too
computationally expensive to capture collective phenom-
ena relevant to structural relaxation in entangled poly-
mers.
An alternative approach is to use mean-field theories
such as the tube model to formulate more accurate dy-
namical representations, which, despite being analyti-
cally unsolvable, can be numerically integrated to cap-
ture the relaxation kinetics. One such coarse-grained
representation is the slip-link (SL) or slip-spring (SS)
model441 in which each branch is represented by several
Rouse beads whose mobility is constrained by a handful
of slip links that move along the chain and define the
topology of the tube (Fig. 30). Further technical details
about the SS model can be found in several excellent re-
views.442,443 It is, however, necessary to note that the SS
model incorporates the basic idea of the tube model along
with further explicit details about the polymer chain and
its entanglement. Different relaxation processes can then
be represented by altering the boundary conditions ap-
plied to the Rouse beads and the slip links. Despite the
simplicity and computational efficiency of the SS model,
its simple time integration might still be inefficient in
capturing certain long-range structural rearrangements
such as chain extension and arm retraction, and advanced
path sampling techniques such as FFS need to be used
for capturing such rare events.
One of the fundamental questions recently addressed
using FFS is to estimate τ(z), the average time that it
takes for a Rouse chain to reach an end-to-end distance
of z for the first time. For instance, Cao et al.109 uti-
lized direct simulations and FFS to determine τ(z) for the
one-dimensional Rouse model. There is no analytical ex-
pression for τ(z) even for the 1D Rouse model, and even
though τ(z) can be estimated numerically, direct simula-
tions are inefficient when N and z are large. Historically,
τ(z) has been approximated using the Milner-McLeish
theory436,437 in which each chain within the tube is re-
placed with a single bead harmonically tethered to the
origin. According to the Milner-McLeish theory, τ(z) is
given by:
τMM(z) ≈ pi
2τR
4
√
pi
6
√
Nb
z
exp
[
3z2
2Nb2
]
(56)
Here, N is the number of Rouse beads within the
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FIG. 1. Sketch of the single-chain slip-spring model for one arm of a sym-
metric star. The end monomer 0 represents the branch point which is fixed in
space.
while the other end with index N moves freely. The topolog-
ical constraints on the arm are modeled by a set of virtual
springs each of NSSs beads. Each virtual spring has one end
connected to the Rouse chain by a slip-link that can slide
along the chain, and the other end, called anchor point, is fixed
in space. The slip-spring model effectively assumes a binary
picture of entanglements, which is qualitatively supported by
recent MD simulation studies.49–51 There is on average one
slip-spring every NSSe monomer. The values of NSSe and NSSs
are adjustable for describing the intensity of entanglements.
It should be noted that NSSe is not necessarily equal to the
entanglement length Ne used in tube theory. Their relation
will be discussed in Sec. IV B. To be consistent with previous
publications,25,30 we choose NSSe = 4 and NSSs = 0.5. Other
parameters, such as the bead friction coefficient ⇣0, the aver-
age bond length b of the Rouse chain, the temperature kBT
and consequently the time scale ⌧0 = ⇠0b2/k BT , are all set to
unity.
The Hamiltonian of the SS model is determined by the
potential energies of both the harmonic bonds of the Rouse
chains and the virtual springs. The trajectories of the Rouse
monomers are obtained by solving their Langevin equations
of motion numerically using an integration time step size of
 t = 0.05⌧0. In the original slip-spring model,25,29,30 the slip-
links are assumed to travel continuously along the straight lines
between adjacent monomers and so can sit anywhere on the
chain. In a later version of this model,31 the slip-links move
discretely by hopping from one monomer to one of its nearest
neighbors with the acceptance rate controlled by a Metropolis
Monte Carlo (MC) algorithm. The long-time behavior of the
system is not sensitive to the details of the slip-link motion. For
simplicity and computational efficiency, we employ the dis-
crete motion approach in the current work. One Monte Carlo
hopping motion is attempted on average per slip-link at each
time step. It has been found recently by Shivokhin et al. that
the slip-springs themselves could make non-negligible con-
tributions to the effective friction experienced by the Rouse
chain when moving along the tube because the virtual springs
with finite spring constant effectively restrict the excursion
volumes of the slip-links and so reduce their successful rate to
hop onto adjacent monomers.52 As a consequence, an effec-
tive monomeric friction coefficient, ⇠eff (>⇠0), should be used
instead of ⇠0 when mapping the simulation results of the
slip-spring model to experimental data. But a constant change
in the ⇠ value will not affect the discussions in this work, as
all the data analyses and comparison are carried out within the
slip-spring model framework. The effect of slip-link friction
could be reduced by increasing the number of MC hopping
attempts per time step at the price of higher computational
cost. The slip-links are not allowed to sit on or pass through
the branch points of the star arms. In the systems without
constraint release, such as star polymers in a fixed polymer net-
work, the destruction and creation of slip-links can only take
place at the free ends of the star arms. Different from the sys-
tems with CR,25 the slip-links are not coupled with each other.
In addition, the slip-links on the same arm are not allowed
to pass over each other or occupy the same monomer. This
assumption introduces an effective excluded volume inter-
action between the slip-links, which is consistent with the
low swapping rate between neighboring entanglements as
revealed in a recent MD simulation of symmetric star polymer
melts.51
The previous slip-spring simulations were typically car-
ried out in an ensemble of chains, and the total number of
slip-links in the system is kept constant.25 In the non-CR
case, when one slip-link is deleted from a chain end, another
slip-link will be added to the end of a randomly selected chain
in the ensemble. For convenient installation of the FFS method,
we modify the SS model for the non-CR case by simulating
each entangled arm individually. The destruction of slip-links
on a given arm is still incurred by the retraction of the arm free
end (monomer index N), but the addition of new slip-links
to the same arm end is now determined by a probability Padd
which satisfies the detailed balance condition
(1   ⇢sl)  Padd + ⇢slPN 1,N   = ⇢sl  Ploss + (1   ⇢sl)PN ,N 1  ,
(1)
where ⇢sl = 1/NSSe is the average number of slip-links sit-
ting on each monomer. Pi ,j is the transition probability for a
slip-link to move from monomer i to monomer j, and Ploss
is the probability for a slip-spring sitting on the arm free end
to be destructed after one integration time step, respectively.
Equation (1) thus represents the balance between the flux of
slip-links to and from the end monomer. Assuming PN 1,N
= PN ,N 1 without loss of generality, Eq. (1) gives Padd ⇡ 0.167
for the system parameters NSSe = 4 and Ploss = 0.5. The modi-
fied SS model is validated by studying the static properties of
the simulation system.
B. Static properties
The static property of the slip-spring model system of
entangled symmetric star polymers can be well characterized
by the distribution of slip-links along the star arms. Con-
sidering the effective excluded volume interactions between
the slip-links, the problem is similar to one-dimensional real
gas in equilibrium. The probability distribution of finding
N sl slip-links on a star arm of N monomers is simply given
FIG. 30. (Reproduced f om R f. 110) Schematic represe ta-
tion of the slip-spring model for one arm of a star polymer
with the branch point represented as 0.
chain, b is the statistical segment length, and τR =
4ξ0N
2b2/4pi2kBT is the relaxation time for a Rouse chain
with one fixed and one free end with ξ0 being the friction
coefficient of each bead. The main objective of Cao et
al.109 was to test the validity of Eq. (56). They consid-
ered a chain with one end fixed at the origin, and used
the free end position as the order parameter. They in-
deed f nd the Milner-McLeish theory to overestimate
the scale-fr e mean-passage time sτ(s)τ−1R exp(−3s2/2)
by a factor of 10 and larger, with devia ions b coming
larger for longer chains. Here s := z/b
√
N , is the nd-
to-end distance normalize by the number of b ads, N .
The authors proposed alternative theories to predict the
limiting behaviors of τ(s) for small and large s’s, which,
despite being able to predict the qualitative dependence
of τ(s) on s, failed to correctly predict the pre-factors.
The authors attribute this failure to the breakdown of
the hidden Markov assumption that they invoked in their
derivation.
In a second paper,110 three of the same aut ors em-
ployed FFS, this time with the SS model, to estimate
the relaxation time f r arm retraction as a function of
entanglement, in the absence an presence of constraint
release. This was conceptually opposite to the problem
of arm extension in Ref. 109, and involved capturing τd,
the mean first time that the chain’s free end returns to
its fixed end. In the absence of constraint release, they
utilized the index of the monomer containing the inner-
most slip-link, shown in Fig. 31 as the FFS order param-
eter, and observed good agreement with relaxation times
calculated from direct simulations of mildly entangled
polymers (8 entanglements). For well-entangled chains
(with 16 entanglements), τd’s can only be estimated us-
ing FFS, and agree reasonably well with the theoretical
predictions for the exponential dependence of τd on arm
length. The authors further extended the applicability
of FFS to systems with constraint release (CR), by mod-
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FIG. 4. (a) Schematic diagram of the FFS method. The continuous red tra-
jectory is the continuous simulation in the first stage, and the blue trajectories
are the successful shooting simulations in the second stage. (b) Algorithm
for building continuous arm relaxation pathways from the piecewise shooting
trajectories shown in (a).
ending on the interface  n (1 ⌧ n  m) is then given by
⌧n =
1
µ0
Qn 1
i=1 P( i+1 | i)
, 1 ⌧ n  m. (5)
B. Reaction coordinate
A key issue in applying the FFS method is the choice of
the reaction coordinate. Starting from a random initial config-
uration, the relaxation of a star arm in the system without CR
proceeds by the retraction of the arm free end along the primi-
tive path, passing through all the original slip-links on the arm
sequentially until none left between it and the branch point.
The terminal relaxation time is determined by the moment at
which the innermost slip-link is released. During this process,
the number of surviving original slip-links, N sl, on the arm
drops with time from its initial value to 0, making it an intu-
itively simple choice for the reaction coordinate. Considering
that the value of N sl is statistically proportional to the length
of the surviving tube or primitive path, this choice would be
consistent with a recent FFS study on the FP time for the
free end of a 1D Rouse chain to reach a certain distance z
from the fixed end where z was selected as the reactive coor-
dinate.18 The 1D Rouse chain study is closely related to the
current work because arm extension is essentially the reverse
process of arm retraction. However, when using N sl as the
reaction coordinate, our FFS simulation results on the termi-
nal arm retraction times are found to be significantly smaller
than those obtained from standard SS model simulations. The
problem arises from the difficulty in choosing equivalent start-
ing states for the FFS runs. In the slip-spring model system,
both the instantaneous number of slip-links and their distribu-
tion along the arm are subject to strong fluctuations, especially
on the outer arm segments which undergo fast Rouse motion.
In the FFS runs using N sl as the reaction coordinate, the start-
ing states are collected in the first-stage continuous simulation
as the configurations where the number of slip-links on the
arm is equal to the ensemble-averaged value of hNsli = N ⇢sl.
Shooting from these starting configurations, only the samples
in which the values of N sl decrease monotonically are con-
sidered to reach interface  1 successfully. This biased strategy
is thus in favor of the samples where the initial slip-link den-
sities on the outer arm segments are higher than ⇢sl because
in such cases the probability to lose slip-links at short times
is higher than to gain ones. Therefore, a relatively large pro-
portion of slip-links on a sample arm is released by shallow
arm retractions at early times, leaving fewer than the average
number of slip-links on the surviving segments of the primitive
path. As a consequence, the terminal relaxation times obtained
from the FFS simulations are shorter than those obtained from
standard SS simulations where the ensemble-averaged initial
distribution of slip-links is uniform. These results imply that
the reaction coordinate should be selected close to the branch
point in order to minimize the influence of the fast fluctuating
arm end.
Since the terminal arm relaxation time is determined by
the release of the innermost slip-link from the arm free end, one
can track the motion of this particular slip-link along the arm by
defining the index of the monomer that it sits on as the reaction
coordinate. As shown in Fig. 5 where the 3D Rouse chain
is sketched as a straight line for convenience of discussion,
the first interface  0 used in FFS is set on monomer ↵ (2 in
this case) where the innermost slip-link originally sits on. Any
initial configuration of the confined arm in which the innermost
slip-link locates on monomer ↵ can be taken as the starting
state of the FFS simulation. The second last interface  m 1 is
placed on the outermost monomer N of the arm, and the last
interface  m is right outside of the arm free end, marking the
final or reactive state that the arm free end has passed through
the innermost slip-link and the arm is fully relaxed. The other
m 2 interfaces are placed on the monomers in between ↵
and N.
According to the standard FFS method, a database con-
taining a large number of configurations is accumulated on
each interface. In the first stage of the continuous simula-
tion, the database on  1 is a collection of configurations whose
innermost slip-link lastly crossed  0 before crossing  1. In the
second stage, consecutive shooting simulations are performed
from interface  i to  i+1, i = 1, . . . , m   1, using starting con-
figurations randomly selected from the database on  i. Among
the Mi shooting samples, the ones whose innermost slip-links
reach  i+1 before going back to  0 are considered as successful
samples and will be stored in the database of  i+1.
FIG. 5. Application of the FFS method for studying the retraction dynamics of
an entangled star arm described by the slip-spring model. The cross (monomer
0) on the left represents the branch point that is fixed in space. The interfaces
 i (vertical lines) used in the FFS simulations are placed on the monomers of
the arm.
FIG. 31. (Reproduc d from Ref. 110) The FFS i erfaces
utilized in Ref. 110 chosen based on the index of the i nermost
slip-link as the order parameter.
ifying the order parameter to track the index of the in-
nermost surviving original slip link, as some slip-links are
released during the process. The computed τd were again
in good agreement with those computed from direct sim-
ulations.
3. Conformational Rearrangements in Polymers
Isolated poly er chains can und rgo large-scale confor-
mational transformations. In addition to the widely
know coil-to-globule transf rmatio ,444 polymer chains
can undergo a myriad of disorder-order and polymorphic
transitions.445 For instance, Zhou et al.445 and Taylor et
al.446 investigated a solvated polymer chain comprised
of attractive hard sphere beads tethered together via an
infinite square well potential. Depending on tempera-
ture, the range of attractive non-bonded interactions,
and the width of the square well potential, the poly-
mer can fold into a ’crystal‘, i.e., a structure in which
individual beads are arranged into a crystalline lattice.
Recently, Ru˚zˇicˇka et al.108 used FFS to probe the ki-
netics of liquid-to-crystal and crystal-to-liquid transition.
They utilize potential energy as their order parameter,
and evolved the system using the discontinuous molec-
ular dynamics (DMD) method.447 They constructed a
kinetic phase diagram for the liquid-to-solid transition
by defining the temperature at which the forward and
reverse rates match as the kinetic melting temperature.
The constructed phase diagram qualitatively agrees with
one determined from MC simulations. The authors at-
tributed sm ll systematic differences betwe n FFS and
MC phase diagrams to the lower efficiency of DMD in
sampling the configuration space, as well as potential sys-
tematic errors in FFS. They also analyzed the transition
ensemble and found the largest eigenvalue of the Lapla-
cian contact matrix as a good reaction coordinate for
describing crystallization.
In addition to conformational rearrangements in
the bulk, polymer chains can undergo conformational
changes in confinement. For instance, a linear polymer
chain can reverse within a pore, a process that can be
a rare event for sufficiently long chains and sufficiently
small pores. Huang et al.106 utilized FFS, alongside with
the transition state theory and the Kramers’ theory to
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estimate reversal rates for a flexible polymer within a
cylindrical pore. For FFS, they utilized zN − z1, the dif-
ference between the z coordinates of the chain ends as the
order parameter. In general, they found the rates com-
puted from FFS to be 1− 2 orders of magnitude smaller
than those predicted from TST and the Kramers’ theory.
The dependence of those rates on pore radius and chain
length, however, followed the trends predicted by those
theories.
In a more recent study, Rezvantalab and Larson111
used FFS to investigate loop-to-bridge transition in a
telechelic polymer confined between two surfaces that
strongly attract the chain ends. Under such a scenario,
four arrangements are possible, namely a loop (with the
two ends attached to the same surface), a bridge (with
each end attached to one surface), dangling (with one at-
tached and one free end), and free (when both ends are
free). Among these, loop and bridge arrangements tend
to have lower energies. However, any transition between
them will involve crossing a free energy barrier (i.e., the
breakage of one connection). Rezvantalab and Larson111
considered models with different levels of details (includ-
ing the Rouse model, and the freely joined chain (FJC)
model448) by utilizing the z coordinate of one end as the
FFS order parameter. They found that the bridge forma-
tion process can be broken into two components, namely
the escape of the chain end from the potential energy
minimum at the original surface, and the stretching of
the original chain. These two processes were found to be
mostly decoupled in the Rouse model to the extent that
proper normalization of the transition time with the es-
cape time resulted in a perfect agreement with Ref. 109.
In the case of the FJC model, however, these two steps
were found to be more correlated.
D. Ion Transport through Semipermeable
Membranes
A semipermeable membrane only allows for unimpeded
transport of certain molecules and ions while impeding
or fully blocking the passage of other entities. This
can potentially create a separation of timescales between
the transport of the favored and impeded components.
Characterizing such a separation is key to designing ef-
ficient and economically affordable semipermeable mem-
branes for application such as water desalination,449 as
well as chemical separation of gases,450,451 ions452,453 and
organic solvents.454 In recent years, a wide variety of
simulation techniques have been utilized to study water
permeability and solute selectivity in nanoporous mem-
branes.455–460
The first FFS investigation of ion transport through
nanoporous membranes was done by Malmir et al.,112
who used jFFS76 and non-equilibrium MD455,460,461 to
study the transport of sodium and chloride ions across
a nanoporous graphite membrane in the presence of an
external hydrostatic pressure gradient (Fig. 32A-B). The
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Fig. 1. (A-B) Schematic representation of the model filtration system with the membrane (green), two pistons (yellow), water molecules (blue), and sodium (light purple) and
chloride (peach) ions. The cross-section of the graphitic pore is depicted from above in (B) with passivating hydrogens depicted in red. Hydrostatic pressures of 195.6 bar and
-0.98 bar are applied on the left and right hand side pistons, respectively. (C) Schematic depiction of the directed curved distance from pore entrance, alongside with several
representative milestones. The order parameter is defined as the directed curved distance of the leading ion, labeled by L.
conventional techniques such as molecular dynamics (MD) (36),47
which provide unbiased kinetic and mechanistic information48
but cannot e ciently probe long solute passage timescales,49
or utilize techniques such as umbrella sampling (37) that are50
based on applying biasing potentials along pre-specified re-51
action coordinates, but provide no direct information about52
kinetics. Therefore, such traditional techniques are inadequate53
for comprehensively investigating the structure-selectivity re-54
lationship in ultra-selective membranes due to their limited55
range of accessible timescales or their inability to probe the56
passage kin tics altogether.57
Here, we apply non-equilibrium MD simulations and jumpy58
forward-flux sampling (jFFS) (38) to investigate the transport59
of sodium (Na+) and chloride (Cl≠) ions across multilayer60
nanoporous graphitic membranes. Nanoporous graphene has61
been shown in numerous studies (28, 30, 33, 39, 40) to be a62
potential next-generation desalination membrane. The filtra-63
tion system considered in this work is shown in Figs. 1A-B,64
and is comprised of two containers, a trilayer graphitic mem-65
brane with a cylindrical pore of diameter 0.5± 0.2 nm, and66
two pistons. The left and right containers are filled with a67
1.5 M aqueous NaCl solution and pure water, respectively.68
The FFS order parameter is defined as the curved directed69
distance of the leading ion from the pore mouth (Fig. 1C).70
Further details about the system setup, the order parame-71
ter and the conducted calculations are given in the Methods72
Section and the SI. Using an advanced sampling technique73
such as FFS, which has been successfully utilized for studying74
rare events, such as crystal nucleation (41–49), hydrophobic75
evaporation (50, 51), and protein folding (52), enables us to76
precisely and e ciently compute arbitrarily long mean passage77
times, an to obtain a statistically representative picture of78
the ion transport mechanism. In the case of the graphitic79
nanoporous membrane considered in this work, we estimate80
the mean passage times for solute ions to be around several81
microseconds, corresponding to a solute passage ratio of one82
ion per 10,000 solvent molecules. We also observe that the first 83
ion to traverse the pore is always a chloride, and the kinetics 84
of its transport is governed by its partial dehydration, as well 85
as the emergence of charge anisotropy in the salty feed during 86
the ion transport process. 87
Results And Discussion 88
Water Permeability.The passage of water molecules through 89
semipermeable membranes is not a rare event, and its kinetics 90
can be studied using conventional MD. We analyze the MD 91
trajectories conducted within the starting basin as part of 92
jFFS (See SI for details.), and compute  nTw,p = nw,p(t + 93
T ) ≠ nw,p(t), the change in the number of water molecules 94
within the pure water container over a time window T = 95
5 ns. The mean passage time is then computed as ·w = 96
T/È nTw,pÍ. Note that individual  nTw,p’s– computed for non- 97
overlapping windows– exhibit considerable variability as can 98
be seen in Fig. 2A. Obtaining an accurate estimate of È nTw,pÍ 99
therefore requires analyzing trajectories initiated from a large 100
number of independent starting configurations (100 in this 101
work). The computed ·w’s exhibit an Arrhenius dependence 102
on temperature with an activation energy of  Ew = 11.3± 103
3.4 kJ/mol, which is considerably smaller than what has been 104
experimentally reported for real semipermeable membranes 105
with similar pore sizes, which span a wide range (27, 53– 106
55), but are generally larger than ≥14.2 kJ/mol (55). This 107
discrepancy can be attributed to the fact that in comparison 108
to real water, transport properties depend more weakly on 109
temperature in the Tip3p (56) force-field. For instance, for 110
shear viscosity, which is the most relevant transport property 111
for pressure-driven flow within a nanopore,  ETip3pvisc = 7.4± 112
2.3 kJ/mol (computed from the data in Ref. 57) is almost 113
twice smaller than the experimental value of  Eexpvisc = 15.7± 114
0.5 kJ/mol (computed from the data given in Ref. 58). It has 115
indeed been argued that the activation energy for membrane 116
permeability is bounded from below by that of transport 117
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FIG. 32. (Reproduced from Ref. 112). (A) Schematic repre-
sentation of a gr p ite-base semi-permeable membrane with
membrane (green), piston (yellow), water (blue), sodium ions
(light purple) and chloride s (peach). (B) Nanopore cross
section with carbon ato s (green) and passivating hydrogens
(red) (C) Schematic representation of the directed curved dis-
tance from the pore m uth which is used as the OP in FFS.
The level sets of the OP are shown with dotted green lines.
authors utilized the directed curved distance of t e lead-
ing ion from pore mouth as their order parameter (Fig-
ure: 32C). By computing mean first passage times for the
solvent and the solute, they accurately com uted he salt
rejection rate to be ≈ 99.99%, which corresponds to an
ion passage ratio of one ion per 10,000 water molecules.
By analyzing the TPE, they observed that the first i n
to traverse the pore is always a chloride, which they at-
tributed to the partial positive charge of hydrogen a oms
passivating the pore interior. Interestingly, the critical
state atop the free-energy barrier found from committor
analysis w s present just outside the por exit and ot
somewhere within the expected bottleneck of pore inte-
ior. They explained this intriguing result by calculating
the average net force on the leading ion and found it to
be non-zero even after the ion had exited the pore. They
s owed that such asymmetry as arising du to th c-
cumulation of Na+ ions at the pore mouth, exerting a
restraining force on he Cl− ion. The authors also x-
plored the transport of sodium ions and found passage
times close to a millisecond.
E. Rare-Switching Events
All the rare events discussed so far take place at atom-
istic and mescoscopic scales. The intrinsic dynamics of
the underlying systems can thus be described using differ-
ent flavors of particle-based molecular simulation meth-
ods. There are, however, a wide variety of important
rare events that occur in systems with differing intrin-
sic dynamics. Since advanced sampling techniques such
as FFS are indifferent towards the intrinsic dynamics of
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the underlying system, they can in principle be used for
probing the kinetics and mechanism of such rare events.
In this section, we will focus on two such processes stud-
ied using FFS, namely rare switching events in biochemi-
cal networks23,113–118 and magnetic domains.119–121 Both
these systems can exist at multiple stable states sepa-
rated by free energy barriers whose crossing requires the
emergence of improbable fluctuations. Similar to other
rare events discussed so far, such switching events can be
characterized using suitable order parameters that can
be constructed from mechanical observables of the un-
derlying systems. Here, a mechanical observable refers
to any property that can be unambiguously defined for
any given configuration of the underlying system along a
dynamic trajectory.
1. Biochemical Networks and Genetic Switches
Biochemical networks are typically comprised of multi-
ple proteins or RNAs that can interact with some con-
trolling DNA sequences, and can exist at multiple steady
states with distinct biochemical phenotypes. Character-
izing the kinetics and mechanism of switching between
such states is critical to a molecular-level understanding
of cell function. It is, in principle, possible to simulate
such networks using particle-based methods. Due to the
presence of a large number of interacting agents, however,
such calculations will be insurmountably expensive, even
if highly coarse-grained mesoscopic representations are
utilized. As a result, alternative phenomenological repre-
sentations are constructed to mimic the intrinsic dynam-
ics of such networks. As mentioned in Section II C, such
phenomenological descriptions can be combined with ad-
vanced sampling techniques such as FFS to probe the ki-
netics of switching in such networks. Indeed, FFS was
historically developed for and validated by accurately
predicting the behavior of a simple biochemical network,
namely a bistable genetic switch in which the expression
of two genes that encode two proteins is controlled by
the binding of the dimers of the same proteins to a con-
trolling sequence, such as a promoter (Fig. 2A). In subse-
quent years, different aspects of this simple network were
investigated using FFS.
In one of the first standalone studies of bistable ge-
netic switches using FFS, Morelli et al.114 investigated
the effect of exclusivity on the kinetics and mechanism
of switching. In particular, they considered two switch
types, a general switch in which the binding of each
dimer type to the promoter does not block the attach-
ment of the other type, and an exclusive switch in which
such secondary binding is not permitted. For both
switch types, switching always becomes faster upon in-
creasing the dimerization rate and decreasing the rate
of dimer-DNA binding. They, however, demonstrated
that exclusive switches flip more frequently than general
switches, and their stationary order parameter distribu-
tions (i.e., their free energy profiles) only depend on the
dimer-DNA binding rate and does not change with alter-
ing the protein dimerization rate. In another paper,115
the same authors conducted a systematic investigation
of coarse-graining, or reformulating the network dynam-
ics with the aim of including faster reactions implicitly,
and demonstrated that while fast protein-protein inter-
actions can be safely coarse-grained, explicitly including
protein-DNA interactions are critical for maintaining the
correct kinetics and mechanism of switching. In upcom-
ing years, the same authors published two more papers
on genetic switches, with the aim of assessing the role
of DNA looping in the lyzogen-to-lysis transition in bac-
teriophage λ,116 and identifying strategies to represent
the effect of macromolecular crowding.117 Bistable ge-
netic switches have also been studied by other researchers
as well in recent years.118
2. Magnetic switches
The ability to predict and control the stability of mag-
netic systems is of considerable importance to many
applications in which sustained magnetization is neces-
sary, from magnetic recording devices to permanent mag-
nets.462 In principle, magnetic materials are comprised
of nano-domains with aligned magnetic spins. Such do-
mains can rearrange as a result of external fields, or
due to thermal fluctuations that can generate an effec-
tive instantaneous thermal magnetic field. The tem-
poral evolution of such rearrangements is governed by
the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation with ther-
mal fluctuations incorporated using Langevin dynam-
ics.463 In stable magnets, rearrangement times can be
too long to be accessible to conventional LLG simula-
tions. As a result, several groups have utilized FFS to
estimate switching timescales between different magne-
tization states of nm-scale magnetic domains simulated
using the LLG framework. The first such study was by
Vogler et al.,119 who considered switching in a super-
paramagnetic macrospin nanoparticle, as well as a graded
nanoparticle. In both systems, they utilized the nudged
elastic band (NEB) method464 to identify the minimum
energy path, which they then used for constructing a
suitable reaction coordinate, as shown in Fig. 33. In the
case of a single macrospin, they considered the switch-
ing of magnetization from the −z to the +z direction,
in the presence of an external magnetic field along the
−y direction.At any given time t, they infer the cross-
ing of a milestone mˆi from the sign of the scalar prod-
uct ni.[mˆ(t) − mˆi], where the normal ni is defined as
ni = mˆi − mˆi−1, (Fig: 33 A, C). The transition times
computed from FFS were in excellent agreement with
those estimated from the Kalmykov theory465 and direct
Langevin simulation. They further employed FFS for a
more complex anisotropic domain and demonstrated the
ability of FFS to efficiently sample transitions with bar-
riers as high as 50kBT . In a subsequent paper, Volger et
al.120 used the same methodology to investigate the effect
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To quantify the accuracy of the FFS method, Allen et al.
have derived analytical expressions for the statistical error
affecting the transition rate constant.31,32 To simplify the
notation in the following, we define pi ≡ P (λi+1 | λi) and
qi ≡ 1− pi as well as ki ≡ Mi/N0 (ratio of the number of trial
runs starting at interface λi and the number of configurations
stored at λ0). The relative variance of the transition rate
constant is then given by
V =
n−1∑
i=0
qi
piki
[
1∏i−1
j=0
(
1− qMjj
)] ≈ n−1∑
i=0
qi
piki
. (8)
To determine V , one assumes that the trajectories initiated
at different interfaces are statistically independent from each
other and that the variance of the transition rate constant
originates only from the transition probabilities P (λi+1 | λi)
rather than from the flux of trajectories out of the initial
state A. This assumption usually holds for an appropriate
definition of region A and sufficiently long simulation times.
For a detailed derivation of Eq. (8), we refer the reader to
Refs. 31 and 32. Borrero and Escobedo have demonstrated
how to use the expression of Eq. (8) to optimize the efficiency
of FFS-simulations either by a strategic placement of the
interfaces or an asymmetric distribution of the computing
effort on the interfaces.33
III. ILLUSTRATIVE MODEL
To demonstrate the application of the FFS approach to
magnetic systems, we computed the average lifetime of a
single-macrospin particle with dimensions of 1 nm× 1 nm×
1 nm, which is described with one single spin. The particle has
an anisotropy constant of K1 = 3 MJ/m3, a saturation polar-
ization of µ0MS = 0.5 T and its easy axis is pointing in the z
direction. In addition, a homogeneous external magnetic field
is applied along the negative y direction, which we will call
the perpendicular external field in the following. The magnetic
dynamics of such a particle is fully specified by the vector
magnetization mˆ(t) on the surface of the unit sphere in three
dimensions as a function of time t . Different field strengths
are used and the temperature of the Langevin simulation is
adapted to get a constant exponent of the Arrhenius-Ne´el law
"Ebar = 9kBT for each field strength. There are three reasons
for using this simple superparamagnetic single-spin model.
(1) For the parameters considered here, the magnetization
reversal process can be monitored in one single direct Langevin
simulation of length 104 ns. In this case, it is possible to
count the number of switches directly and from this number
the thermal stability of the system (quantified by the average
lifetime) can be computed. The results obtained in this way
provide the basis to test the FFS approach. (2) Kalmykov
gives an analytical formula4 to compute the thermal stability
of single-macrospin particles under the influence of arbitrary
homogeneous magnetic fields, which offers another possibility
of comparison. (3) The model is very instructive because the
magnetic configurations of such a particle can be visualized
as normalized vectors moving on the unit sphere. Such a
visualization is not possible with analogous hypervectors of
a full micromagnetic model.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) FFS interface definition for the single-
macrospin model with a perpendicular external magnetic field applied
in the negative y direction. (a) Minimum energy path of magnetization
reversal from mˆA to mˆB . (b) Euclidean norm definition of the stable
states A and B. (c) Definition of the interfaces λ0 to λn−1 with
hyperplanes. (d) Final hybrid interface definition.
A. Interface definition
In the first step of the FFS procedure, the minimum energy
path of the magnetization reversal is determined. Since our
goal is to simulate a reversal from the magnetization-down
to the magnetization-up state, the NEB calculation is carried
out for start and end configurations with magnetizations in
the −z and +z directions, respectively. The NEB procedure
then yields the minimum energy configurations [mˆA and mˆB
in Fig. 3(a)] as well as intermediate configurations along
the minimum energy path [mˆi in Fig. 3(a)]. Note that the
magnetization in the energy minima is not pointing in the
z direction because of the perpendicular external applied
magnetic field in the −y direction.
In the next step, the interfaces λA and λB of the stable
states A and B around the energy minima need to be properly
defined. We define A and B by requiring that the deviation
of the magnetization from the magnetization of the respective
minimum energy configuration is smaller than a given value,
|mˆ − mˆA,B | < λA,B, (9)
where the vertical bars denote the Euclidean norm. It is im-
portant to choose the stable statesA and B sufficiently narrow.
Otherwise it may happen that a magnetization trajectory, which
is only precessing around mˆB with a small opening angle,
but which indeed returns to mˆA afterwards, is counted as a
magnetic reversal trajectory (because it crossed the border
interface λB). Such trajectories are known as “U turns”. In case
of superparamagnetic particles, they are frequently occurring
error sources. If they are not correctly recognized, the rate
constants are clearly overestimated. To obtain the correct rate
134409-4
FIG. 33. (Reproduced from Ref. 119) Schematic of (a) the
minimum free energy path for switching from state mˆA to
mˆB in a single macrospin particle with intermediate states
mˆi obtained from NEB. D finition of (b) the stable basins A
and B and (c) interfaces containing the magentization vector
mˆi, defined by normal ni. (d) Representative FFS interfaces.
of grain anisotropy on magnetic stability and concluded
that anisotropy a nhanc kinetic stabi ity by 12 orders
of magnitude. A more recent study121 has utilized FFS
to study magnetic collapse rates in skyrmions, and found
excellent agreeme t with t transiti n state theory.
VI. SUMMARY AND FUTURE OUTLOOK
In this perspective, we focus on the forward-flux sam-
pling method, and its application to study a wide variety
of rare events. We discuss the implementation details of
the original FFS algorithm in Section II, and provide a
detailed overview of more recent methodological develop-
ments in Section III. Such newer FFS variants/extensions
can be classified into four categories, those that expand
the applicability of FFS to new systems and order param-
eters (Section III A), those that provide recipe´s for con-
structing optimal order parameters (Section III B), those
that allow for extracting free energy profiles from FFS
simulations (Section III C), and those that enhance the
efficiency and statistical precision of FFS (Section III D).
Finally, we discuss various software engineering efforts
to streamline and automate the implementation of FFS
variants in Section IV.
After discussing the methodological aspects of FFS,
we dedicate Section V to a detailed discussion of the
plethora of rare events that have been studied using FFS.
We broadly classify these numerous applications into sev-
eral broad categories, namely nucleation (Section V A),
collective conformational rearrangements in biomolecular
systems (Section V B), structural relaxation and confor-
mational rearrangements in polymers (Section V C), so-
lute and ion transport in membranes (Section V D) and
rare switching events (Section V E). Each broad theme is
then broken into smaller categories, and constitutes a rich
array of disparate phenomena that can be studied using
path sampling techniques such as FFS. For each applica-
tion, we discuss the rationale for using a path sampling
techniques such as FFS and the kinetic information and
mechanistic insights obtained from such calculations. We
also provide a brief discussion of important implementa-
tion details, such as the choice of FFS variants and or-
der parameters. These examples reveal the depth and
breadth of information that can be learnt from FFS, and
provide a roadmap for expanding the application of FFS-
like methods to new systems and rare events.
What makes FFS so broadly applicable is that it is
agnostic towards the the intrinsic dynamics of the un-
derlying system as long as it is Markovian. This sets
FFS apart even from closely related path sampling tech-
niques such as TIS that can only be used with reversible
MD integrators. The accuracy and predictive power of
any FFS calculation, however, will depend heavily on the
physical fidelity and efficiency of the employed intrinsic
dynamics. In the context of molecular simulations, for
instance, utilizing a physically realistic force-field that
can be efficiently simulated for a sufficiently large num-
ber of relaxation times is critical for the accuracy of rates
and mechanisms obtained from FFS. It is therefore nec-
essary to note that the recent manyfold increase in ap-
plying FFS to such a diverse range of rare events is due
to several extrinsic factors, such as an increase in com-
putational power, development of accurate and efficient
MD and MC engines, and introduction of more accu-
rate and efficient coarse-grained force-fields. Thanks to
these developments, FFS has successfully contributed to
a better understanding of several important rare events
in materials science, soft condensed matter physics, and
biology. This trend is only expected to accelerate in up-
coming years, and as mentioned in Section V E, there is
no reason to believe that FFS cannot be applied to stud-
ies of rare events with unconventional dynamics, such as
stock market crashes, earthquakes and extreme weather
events.
An emerging area of materials science and biology that
can benefit a lot from FFS is active matter. Due to the
irreversibility of employed dynamical algorithms, and the
lack of a proper notion of a free energy, most standard
advanced sampling techniques cannot be readily applied
to active systems. FFS, however, can be easily applied
to non-equilibrium systems, and can provide valuable ki-
netic and mechanistic information about rare events that
occur under out-of-equilibrium conditions. Such pro-
cesses are ubiquitous in materials science and biology,
and understanding their kinetics is a new frontier that is
yet to be fully explored.
Despite these strengths, FFS still suffers from several
important methodological shortcomings, and more work
is needed to address all such issues. For instance, assess-
ing the accuracy of FFS is still nontrivial, especially when
it comes to multi-milestone correlations and precritical
bottlenecks. The ensuing errors are particularly difficult
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to quantify since FFS is typically applied under condi-
tions at which the corresponding rare event cannot be
readily observed, e.g., in a computationally tractable MD
simulation, and applying other advanced sampling meth-
ods might not always be feasible. Another alternative is
to conduct multiple independent replicas of the same cal-
culation and conduct simple averaging. For many appli-
cations, however, even a single properly conducted FFS
calculation is already too expensive.67,70,73,75 There is
therefore an urgent need to develop alternative rigorous
approaches to characterize such correlations in FFS cal-
culations.
Another algorithmic issue that has not been system-
atically studied is the factors that govern the numeri-
cal convergence of an FFS calculation. As discussed in
Section III A 2, it has been previously shown that alter-
ing parameters such as sampling window can hamper the
convergence of FFS by promoting unphysical false pos-
itive crossing events. There are, however, no compre-
hensive set of heuristics for determining the factors that
assure– or doom– the convergence of an FFS calculation.
Another potential area of further exploration is the
task of identifying and constructing quality order param-
eters and reaction coordinates for complex rare events.
As discussed extensively throughout this perspective,
choosing a good order parameter becomes challenging
in systems with complex free energy landscapes, par-
ticularly when multiple independent reaction pathways
are available. Failing to construct good reaction coordi-
nates can generally result in inaccurate rate estimates,
and identification of incorrect or unrealistic mechanisms.
While several schemes126,141,364,365 have been proposed
for optimizing order parameters (such as the FFS-LSE
method of Section III B), they all rely on starting from
a collection of candidate collective variables, and com-
bining them to construct a quality reaction coordinate.
Selecting such a starting list is, however, usually based
on physical intuition, which might be inadequate when
the corresponding transition is poorly understood. This
can in turn result in missing important CVs and the con-
struction of suboptimal reaction coordinates. An alterna-
tive approach that has gained increased traction in recent
years is to use big data and machine learning approaches,
such as deep neural networks, to “learn“ important– but
previously unidentified– CVs. A recent work by Boat-
tini et al.466 has explored the use of neural networks for
estimating order parameters to classify structural motifs
in binary hard sphere crystals. With the increase in com-
puting power and the improvement of machine learning
algorithms, this area of research is expected to garner
further interest in upcoming years, and the plethora of
trajectories and configurations collected during FFS can
prove valuable in ’mining‘ such hidden– but important–
collective variables.
A key assumption of the original FFS algorithm is
that the system can only access two basins within the
free energy landscape. As discussed in numerous places
throughout this perspective, this assumption is violated
in many rare events, from nucleation to protein folding
and DNA hybridization. This problem can, in principle,
be remedied by carefully designing isolated FFS calcu-
lations between successive (meta)stable states if a sin-
gle transition pathway exists between every two adjacent
basin. This approach will, however, be ineffective if the
basins of interest are connected via a complex network
of transition pathways. This very important possibility,
however, had not been explored until recently124 and fur-
ther work is needed to generalize FFS-like approaches to
such multi-state systems.
Finally, these prospective methodological develop-
ments will not result in broader application of FFS–
and other advanced sampling techniques– to new systems
and/or rare events unless sustainable and scalable work-
flows are developed for their straightforward implementa-
tion. In the area of conventional MD, this transformation
has occurred over the last two decades, as researchers
have moved away from developing their own MD code
to using widely available community-based open-source
MD packages, a transition that has not only increased ef-
ficiency, but has considerably enhanced the reproducibil-
ity of molecular simulations. One can argue that the
same needs to happen for advanced sampling techniques,
not only to expand their usage, but also to avoid pitfalls
and controversies260,261 emerging from poor coding and
data processing practices. As discussed in Section IV, nu-
merous efforts are already underway in this regard. But
this will be the challenge of molecular simulations com-
munity in the upcoming decade, to incorporate all these
emerging tools into a scalable intuitive workflow.
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